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ABSTRACT
Extra High Voltage (EHV) electrical power transmission line protection systems 
essentially require reliable and high-performance communication channels for data 
transfer and control. Accurate and economical voltage and current measuring devices 
are also desirable in order to obtain better monitoring and protection results. 
Theoretically, the inherent advantages of optical fibre and the characteristics of 
electrical power line protection relaying system have determined the unique and ideal 
position of the application of the former in the latter, while in reality, little work has 
been published on this application field; hence a systematic study and a general 
investigation are of potential theoretical and practical importance.
This thesis focuses on two major aspects of optical fibre applications, fibre optic link 
as a communication medium and fibre optic current sensor as electrical current 
measurement devices. CAD simulation techniques are used as a general tool for 
carrying out the modelling, analysis and system performance evaluation of a fibre optic 
link and a fibre optic current sensor. The applications of the fibre optic link and the 
fibre optic current sensor are mainly discussed in the domain of electrical power 
transmission line systems, but the generality of the study methods employed makes 
them equally applicable to a large variety of systems.
This thesis describes comprehensive CAD study models of both fibre optic links and 
fibre optic current sensors applications in power system protection, in particular in line 
protection relaying. The fibre optic link simulation model employs a laser equivalent 
electrical circuit model, a single-mode fibre transfer function and a photo-receiver 
model with either p-type intrinsic n-type photodiode or avalanche photodiode. The 
fibre optic current sensors simulation model is composed of a spun single-mode fibre 
model and a mirror Faraday rotator model. The reasoning process of these models is 
described, where appropriate, with the modelling techniques explained in detail
accordingly. The simulation results are obtained by using simulated power system fault 
waveforms generated from a CAD fault simulation package. Available experimental 
results as obtained by other researchers are used to compare with the simulation 
results. It can be generally concluded that both of these simulation models can provide 
tools for analysis and design of a practical application. What is more important is that 
the insight into system performance is provided both by the modelling process itself 
and by the experience gained from the simulation experiments.
A test and control board for conducting a complete laboratory fibre optic link testing 
system is also developed. The hardware configuration is partially implemented and 
some monitoring software experiments are carried out. It is expected that this test & 
control board will provide an interface between a physical relay and a solid fibre optic 
link in real laboratory experiments.
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1,1 Fibre Optic System in Power System
Since the invention of optical fibre, especially the first successful factory production 
of practical optical fibre in the 1970s, the fibre optic industry has been rapidly 
growing, its practical importance and application potentials are widely recognized, 
particularly in telecommunications, while the characteristics of EHV electrical power 
transmission line protection systems and the inherent advantages of optic fibre have 
attracted wide attention of the researcher in the former to the latter. Back in the mid 
1980s, the research of both theoretical projections and the practical applications of 
optical fibre in power system protection had been actively carried out [26, 59, 61, 62]. 
These demonstrated the wide awareness of the increasing importance of fibre optic 
technology in the power engineering community.
An EHV electrical power transmission line protection system essentially requires 
reliable and high-performance communication channels for data transfer and control. 
Accurate and economical voltage and current measurement devices are also desirable 
in order to obtain better monitoring and protection results. At present, many types of 
communication channels used in power protection systems are to some degree affected 
by the presence of power system faults. By using rented data communication links 
from telecommunication authorities, unpredicted problems will be at times caused by 
the extensive use of electronic signal repeaters and complex switching equipment. 
There extra telecommunication components not only reduce the reliability of data 
channels (everyone may have an experience of unclear voice and noisy background on 
the telephone), but also cause a long time delay. Both noisy channels and a long time 
delay will affect the performance of a power system protection relay. So direct 
transmission of power system information over rented communication links is becoming
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less feasible.
The characteristics of being immune to electromagnetic interference (EMI), a wide 
bandwidth and a low attenuation in optical fibre make fibre optic links (FOLs) 
potentially well suited for power system transmission line protection relaying 
applications. The obstacle limiting FOL applications is partly technical and partly 
economical. It is only recently that it has become feasible to develop a fibre optic 
communication systems for power systems protection due to both the technological 
advances of fibre research and large scale cost-reductions. Technologically, significant 
advances have been achieved in the past decade and they have proved that lightwave 
transmission over FOL is far superior in performance to that which can be obtained 
over wires and microwave links. When used as a communication medium, FOL has 
many advantages over conventional media. Typically, optic fibre can support a wider 
transmission bandwidth (in GHz level), has lower transmission loss per unit length 
(0.15 ~  0.5dB/km) [65], and is immune to EMI. In addition, it has small size, light 
weight and flexibility over metallic cables. These advantages allow optical fibres to be 
ideally installed along existing power transmission lines and do not suffer from 
electromagnetic interference. By using FOLs along power transmission lines instead 
of using microwave links, also reduces the huge costs in setting up microwave 
communication relay towers. Economically, many experimental fibre optic 
communication systems have been tried [8, 40], and now there are number of 
commercial fibre optic communication systems are available.
In recent publications, most new protection schemes have employed FOLs for data 
transfer [2, 3]. Some practical short distance FOLs for power system data transfer 
and control have been developed [35, 59, 61], but without electrical signal repeaters, 
none of them are suitable for long distance data transmission. Repeaters, however, 
introduce additional problems for power system long-haul transmission line protection 
relaying. They need a voltage supply at remote locations and may also be influenced 
by the power environment. Thus the reliability of the FOL is significantly reduced. 
So a reasonably long spanning optic fibre installed along the power transmission lines 
without repeaters is an ideal design of a FOL for power system protection relaying.
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However fibre optic systems are by nature sophisticated because of the complex 
properties and behaviour of both the fibre and the light source. It is a demanding and 
computationally intensive task to determine the system design parameters. Hence a 
systematic study and a general investigation of a FOL are of great theoretical and 
practical importance.
Another important application of optical fibre, side along the development of optical 
fibre as a communication medium, is fibre optic current sensors (FOCSs). The ability 
of FOCSs to operate under most hostile environmental conditions, the potential of very 
low cost driven by the large commercial telecommunication and optoelectronic markets, 
as well as their properties of lightweight and small-size as sensing units, are all 
valuable assets of FOCSs over conventional current sensing devices.
In EHV power system protection relaying, accurate and real-time measurement of 
power system voltage and current is necessary. The conventional method for current 
measurement is based on the ferrous-cored current transducer (CT). Since the CT is 
placed in the high voltage region, the insulation between the CT secondary and the 
permeable core which surrounds the current carrying conductor must be extremely 
high, hence the CT used in the high potential locations is both large and expensive. By 
using FOCSs, not only will the costs be dramatically reduced, but also their sensitivity 
and versatility are far superior to those of conventional CTs. It is clear that FOCSs 
are very attractive devices for the electrical power supply industry.
Although FOL and FOCS systems are both technically and economically attractive, 
a successful design of a fibre optic system is still a difficult task and full of challenge 
since there is not a systematic reference available to help determine system design 
parameters and the general selection of system components. The system configuration 
and design parameter setting up are all complex and time-consuming. It also demands 
extensive theoretical knowledge and practical experience of these systems. Actual 
prototype hardware evaluation is generally cumbersome, expensive, time consuming, 
and relatively inflexible.
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Over the past decade, computer-aided simulation and design techniques have been 
developed to facilitate the design process of such complex systems. These techniques 
rely on models of devices and systems, both analysis and simulation, to guide the 
designer throughout the life cycle of a system. In the context of FOL and FOCS 
simulation, computer simulation can provide the flexibility of varying system design 
models and parameters so that the relations between them can be easily and clearly 
examined. Besides, there are many more benefits from the insights into system 
performance provided both by the modelling process itself and by the experience gained 
from simulation experiments, so that an optimization of system performance can be 
obtained.
There has been some published work on computer simulation of FOLs [14, 15]. But 
the simulations have been carried out by using a general-purpose software package 
[18]. This has limited the flexibility of these simulation methods and it is in general 
difficult to model specific problems in a concise way. Furthermore commercial 
packages are complex and usually inefficient to interface with other CAD programs 
such as the CAD program of the transmission line protection scheme [3].
In contrast to the relatively well-established FOL research and application development, 
FOCSs are still in their infancy, particularly their applications in power systems 
protection. The problem central to the development of a practical FOCS is the linear 
birefringence in the fibre. A spun highly-birefringence (SHB) fibre model was 
developed to solve this problem, but the temperature-dependent problem still remains. 
A mirror Faraday rotator configuration (MFRC) [49, 50] was suggested to reduce this 
temperature-related effects. But before a full acceptance of the FOCS with MFRC can 
be effected, some detailed system analyses and performance evaluations are essential. 
Unfortunately there are not any accessible results on these aspects.
1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop computer simulation systems of both 
a FOL and a FOCS, so as to provide tools for studying the properties of these systems
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extensively, and to investigate further techniques for optical fibre applications in the 
area of EHV transmission line protection relaying.
A detailed interpretation of the objectives are:
(1) To develop a complete computer simulation system of a FOL. The detailed 
reasoning and establishment of the various processes of the models are presented. The 
system is composed of a laser equivalent electrical circuit model, a single-mode fibre 
model and a receiver model. Comparison and contrast of the system simulation results 
with available experimental results will be conducted both to verify the system design 
and to prove the feasibility of the system models. The FOL simulation system 
performance will be tested by using simulated fault waveforms generated from a CAD 
fault simulation package [30]. Further evaluation of the system performances in a 
wider aspect would help examine the relationship among the design parameters of 
system components, such as light wavelength, fibre loss and noises. Furthermore the 
world aims to explore the practical impact of the parameters on a FOL design, for the 
purpose of optimizing a FOL system design for power system protection relaying.
(2) To design and implement a complete laboratory FOL test system An IMS T414 
transputer is used as a central unit on a test and control board (TCB) which can 
generate test software to coordinate the behaviour of the whole system. The TCB is 
used to provide an interface between a relaying scheme and a physical FOL. The 
establishment of this laboratory test prototype lays the base for further investigation of 
FOL applications on power system protection relaying, and strengthens the simulation 
model with the support of physical experiments.
(3) To explore the application of FOCS by developing a complete computer simulation 
system of the latter. The FOCS simulation model consists of a spun fibre model and 
a mirror Faraday rotator (MFR) model. Also the effects of detailed inferences in these 
models are presented. Available experimental results are used to verify the system 
simulation models. Further applications of the FOCS model in a power system 
relaying scheme are discussed by using simulated fault waveforms generated from a 
CAD fault simulation package [30]. This would provide a solid base for studying
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FOCS applications in power system protection, and furthermore to give general 
guidance in FOCS system design and considerations.
1.3 The Structure of This Thesis
Chapter 2 provides a general background of both power system protection relaying and 
a fibre optic system including FOLs and FOCSs. Closely related work on computer 
simulations of FOLs and FOCSs are examined and summarized. Finally the simulated 
power system fault waveforms are introduced which is used as testing data for the 
simulation models in later chapters.
In Chapter 3, a complete computer simulation model of a FOL is developed. The use 
of pulse code modulation (PCM) for data transfer is established and a system 
configuration is described. Detailed modelling considerations are discussed and the 
modelling processes are presented. The simulation system performance and the 
simulation output waveforms are evaluated and analyzed.
In Chapter 4, the simulation and application of a FOL for power system protection are 
presented. The simulation results are compared and contrasted with existing laboratory 
experimental results. Also the simulation model of the FOL is applied into a CAD 
model of line protection scheme. Furthermore, a complete design of a hardware test 
system with a transputer based TCB and a physical FOL is described
In Chapter 5, a complete computer simulation model of a FOCS is presented. The 
model is a combination of a spun fibre model and a MFR model. The system design 
principles and related parameter considerations are discussed with particular regard to 
its current measurement range, bandwidth and noise limitations. Two existing 
laboratory experimental results are used to compare and contrast the simulation results. 
A FOCS design for EHV power system line protection relaying is discussed and tested 
by using simulated fault current waveforms.
Chapter 6 summarizes the work presented in this thesis and draws the conclusions.
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Further work in this area is suggested; such as, for example, the actual FOL prototype 
hardware implementation, further FOCS model application in EHV transmission line 
protection and possibly further development of the simulation systems for general test 
purpose and as design tools.
It should be mentioned that all tables and figures in a chapter are listed at the end of 
the chapter, and all detailed reasoning of the simulation models are presented in the 
corresponding appendix. It should be also noted that the list of symbols and the 
references are in an alphabetical order, the latter according to name of the first author.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
This chapter is intended to give the reader sufficient background knowledge for the 
purposes of a better appreciation of the subsequent chapters. However, it is assumed 
that the reader is familiar with basic EHV line protection schemes and the fundamental 
principles of fibre optic systems.
In section 2.1, the area of power system protection relaying is described and typical 
relaying schemes are summarized. Similar tasks are aimed for section 2.2 in the area 
of fibre optic systems. In section 2.3, some related work in the area of computer 
simulation of fibre optic communication links and fibre optic current sensors are 
approached. Fault simulation waveforms are described in section 2.4 for testing fibre 
optic communication links and an optical fibre current sensor. A summary is given in 
section 2.5.
2.1 Power System Protection
In an ideal world, no faults would occur and protection systems would be superfluous. 
In reality, unfortunately, accidents happen, equipment fails, and not all eventualities 
are covered in any system design. Protection is therefore essential for the safe and 
secure operation of any electrical power supply network.
In this section, the basic requirements for the protection components in power system 
engineering are introduced, in particular power transmission line protection relaying.
2.1.1 General Descriptions
A power system can be thought of as a chain in which a few or many power plants and
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utility companies are linked together, the links of which are the generators, the power 
transformers, the switchgears, the power transmission lines, the distribution circuits, 
and the utilization apparatus. Occasional failure of any link destroys the capacity of 
the chain to perform the function for which it was intended, and in consequence the 
failure would have to be removed from the system. In order to detect such failures, 
power system protective measuring equipments are employed. Power system protection 
is a measuring technique which monitors the state of the plant and initiates its removal 
from the system if and when faults occur. It provides: (a) the decision and timing for 
the removal of faulted plant so as to aid the stability of the rest of the system and (b) 
a protection function so as to limit damage to plant due to excessive fault current.
In low-voltage distribution systems, surge arresters are used for overvoltage protection, 
fuses and slow-acting circuit breakers are employed with overcurrent protection. In 
high-voltage subtransmission and transmission systems, on the other hand, reliable 
sensors, fast-acting relays, and circuit breakers are needed to detect and clear the fault 
quickly, so that the stability of the remaining system is secured. In short, the 
protection, and therefore the stability, and security of a power system, are affected by 
the ability of the protection devices to detect and respond to system abnormalities like, 
grounding, overvoltage, overcurrent, undervoltages, overspeeds, unbalanced phases, 
and reversed flow. A protection system chiefly requires the following components:
(i) Sensors (transducers) for transferring primary system voltages and currents
(ii) Protection relays for detecting system abnormalities such as faults
(iii) Circuit breakers (interrupters) to open (disconnect) the circuit
Besides protecting generators, power transformers, and switchgears, currently detecting 
faults on transmission line is a very important function of protection devices. 
Transmission lines are interconnection links between the electrical power plants and 
separate utility companies. They provide the links for exchange of electric power, 
contributing to increased efficiency and higher continuity of service. The advantages 
of interconnections include: (i) Economical interchange, (ii) Sharing of generation
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reserves, (iii) Utilization of large and more efficient generation units, (iv) Sharing the 
large investments required for example by nuclear power plants, and (v) System 
support during emergencies. In order to maintain these advantages, it is essential that 
interconnections have high capacity and therefore operate at EHV of 275kV and 
upwards. The most commonly used voltage on the U.K. EHV system is 400kV, with 
a trend to higher voltages in many overseas countries. Hence it is required that these 
interconnections must be highly reliable and their design and protection are thus 
conducted with utmost care. For example, high-speed tripping is essential for all faults 
within the protection zone (internal fault) due to EHV, and it is crucial that the link be 
maintained during fault occurring outside of the protection zone (external faults). In 
general, the protection must provide coverage for more contingencies than might be 
justified in other system areas. High-speed simultaneous tripping of all circuit breakers 
at terminals ends of the protected line for internal faults (i) minimizes line damage; (ii) 
improves transient stability of the power systems; and (iii) permits high-speed 
reclosing.
Computers have been widely used in the electrical power engineering field since the 
1950s. Rockefeller [53] outlined the feasibility of protecting a substation by using a 
computer, examined the protection requirements of all types of station equipment into 
one unified system and suggested the use of minicomputers in power system substations 
for control, data acquisition, and protection against faults and other abnormal operating 
conditions. Some of the problems associated with the use of a digital computer for 
performing all the protection functions in a substation were clearly recognized as well. 
This has become known as computer relaying. The computer relaying has considerably 
advanced since the early 1970s. Since then there has been a number of reports on 
various techniques of performing relaying functions. Recently microprocessor relays 
have become a much more important research area. The idea of using a single 
computer for performing all the protection functions has been moving into using 
individual relaying microprocessors for each major protection function. In 1987 an 
IEEE Tutorial course [27] focused on the background and development of
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microprocessor relays and protection systems. It indicated that the research and 
development activity has been much more intense in transmission line protection than 
in the protection of other components of a power system. There are two major reasons 
for this bias: firstly, in view of the fact that analogue transmission line protection 
systems cost several times more than the protection systems for other elements, the 
researchers were of the opinion that microprocessor relays for transmission line 
protection could cost less than their analogue counterparts; secondly, since the 
transmission line protection function is more complex than the protection of any other 
components, most researchers, therefore, concluded that the development of a 
successful microprocessor based transmission line protection system would also imply 
that microprocessor relays could be successfully developed for all other protection 
functions. A number of different tasks were proposed and the most significant ones are: 
(i) Communications (ii) Man machine interface with a sequence of events reporting and 
fault reporting, (iii) Automatic reclosure, and (iv) Breaker failure protection.
Currently, line protection schemes can be classified into two categories:
(i) Unit protection schemes. This scheme operates by comparing the measuring 
parameters (voltage and/or current) derived from two or more points in a given system. 
Examples are current differential schemes and phase comparison schemes.
(ii) Non-unit protection schemes. This scheme operates by measuring the parameters 
derived from only one point. Examples are overcurrent protection and distance 
protection schemes.
A differential protection scheme is one of the most commonly used transmission line 
protection schemes, in particular for long-haul transmission line protection. In this 
thesis, the main focus is placed on the development and problems with the 
communication links in the context of differential line protection schemes.
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2.1.2 Differential Line Protection Schemes
Many types of digital differential protection schemes for two terminal transmission 
lines (i.e. plain feeders) and three terminal transmission lines (i.e. teed feeders) have 
been developed. One method, based on Kirchhoffs current law, is often used to 
distinguish faults between protective plants. This is known as a current differential 
relay. The relay operates when the phasor difference of two or more similar electrical 
quantities exceeds a predetermined threshold. Some relaying schemes based on 
differential protection principles have been proposed over the last decade [2, 4, 36, 
37, 56]. A brief description of the operating principles of some of the existing 
schemes applicable to EHV line protection are outlined hereafter.
2.1.2.1 Algorithms Based on Phasor Relaying
Kwong et al. [37] proposed a current differential relay for the protection of a teed 
feeders based on the principle of master and slave terminals. The sampling of the 
current signals at each end is controlled by a free running clock. An interpolation 
method was used to predict the actual value of the sample at the slave end 
corresponding to the same time at the master end by taking into account the 
propagation delay over the communication channel. The transient embedded current 
waveforms were sampled by using the one cycle window Fourier method. The 
algorithm process was achieved by correlating the current data samples with stored 
samples of reference fundamental, sine and cosine waveforms. The discrete Fourier 
method gives the vector components Igin and Icos of a current signal i, where Igin is 
Fourier sine integral of signal i, Icog is cosine integral of i, and the amplitude | I | 
is equal to:
If IA, IB, Ic are the current vector signals measured at the three terminal ends, then the 
differential current Idiff and bias current Ibias are:
(2.1)
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A percentage biased differential characteristic was used and the tripping criterion was: 
Kb ' \ h u * \  <2-3>
where K,, = percentage bias setting.
This relay was designed to work with communication links which had a wide 
bandwidth of 64kbits/s and above. Eight samples per cycle was used and its average 
operating time was about 26ms.
2.1.2.2 Algorithms Based on Time Variation
Akimoto et al [4] have developed a percentage differential protection system for teed 
feeders, in which a separate protection was provided for each phase. The operating 
quantity is the vector sum of terminal currents (i.e. | Ij + I2 +  I3 | ) for a particular 
phase and the restraining quantity is proportional to the scalar sum of the currents ( i.e.
| It j +  | I21 +  | I31 ) for the same phase and the operating criterion is given as:
| /, ♦ J2 + /3 I -  • ( I /, I + I I2 I + I /3 I ) -  *0 > 0 (3.4)
where: I1} I2, I3 are terminal current values for the phase being protected. Kt is the 
percentage bias ratio. Kq is a threshold value.
Sanderson et al. [56] improved the performance of the scheme in that the basic 
operating principle is amplitude comparison as above but the operating and restraining 
quantities are derived from incremental fault currents following a disturbance, by 
removing the initial load currents. The operating quantity is the vector summation of 
the incremental currents for each phase, but the restraining quantity is the maximum 
of each terminal current for the particular phase being protected. The method is such 
that for an internal fault, the fault current will exceed the largest of the terminal
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currents, but for an external fault condition, the vector sum of terminal current will be 
less than the maximum of the terminal currents and the operating criterion can be 
represented as:
| dlx + dl2 + <U3 | > Max ( | dlx | + | dl2 | + | dl3 | ) (2.5)
where d indicates an incremental current which is the superimposed current due to a 
fault. The improved scheme utilized communication links for data transmission between 
the terminals of the teed-feeder and the average operating time is 20ms
2.1.2.3 Algorithms Based on Superimposed Components
The differential schemes based on extracting the fundamental phasor components suffer 
from inherent time delay in their operation, and those based on amplitude comparison 
and incremental superimposed component principles lack sensitivity firstly because the 
restraining quantity is arbitrarily chosen, and secondly by considering the maximum 
phase load current as the restraining quantity, the relay is prone to failure. However, 
a relay can be arranged to compare either the total time variation of the differential and 
bias modal current or their superimposed components, thereby improving the relay 
performance.
A fault occurrence on a transmission line can be considered as equivalent to 
superimposing a voltage at the point of fault which is equal and opposite to the prefault 
steady state voltage. The postfault voltage and current components may be considered 
as being made up of the prefault steady-state components and fault injected components 
as follows:
V = V +Vpost pre + a  Yfault (2.6)
^post ~ ^pre + fault
Superimposed components AVf,ult and AIfault are simply the differences between the total 
time variation of the signals and a projection of their steady-state (pre-disturbance)
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values. They contain all the essential information regarding the travelling wave 
components, if present, whose relative magnitude is considerably enhanced when the 
prefault signals are removed from the fault generated travelling waves. A protection 
relay algorithm based on superimposed components of the signal rather than total 
variations has a number of distinct advantages over the former and they are: (i) faster 
operation, (ii) higher fault resistance coverage, (iii) immunity to error caused by 
prefault loading; (i) and (ii) are attained by virtue of the fact that the threshold levels 
associated with such a relay are lower.
Aggarwal & Johns [2] presented a new high speed current differential protection 
scheme for application to three-terminal transmission lines. The relay decision process 
is based on the superimposed components concept. The basic relay operating principles 
hinges upon a time variation of the differential quantity D(t) and a bias quantity B(t) 
using the instantaneous values of the modal currents at the master end P and slave ends 
Q and R of a diagram as given in reference [2] . If iP(t), iQ(t), iR(t) are the 
instantaneous values of the CT secondary current at terminals P, Q and R respectively, 
then the two quantities D(t) and B(t) at the master P end are given in continuous form 
by:
0(0 -  iP(t) + U t)  + iR(t)
(2.7)
0(0 = ip(t) ~ iQ(t) -  iR(t)
It can be seen from equation 2.7, a solution given by a typical combination would be 
such that, under normal operating conditions or external fault conditions, the 
differential signal D(t) is very small and the bias B(t) is of a relatively large value; 
conversely, for internal faults, D(t) would be approximately equal to the fault path 
current, and is large enough to cause tripping.
In its simplest form, the relay would operate for faults when the magnitude of the 
differential quantity D(t) excesses a percentage KB of the bias B(t) by a certain pre­
defined threshold value K, i.e.:
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The relay was implemented and tested by Husseini [23] in laboratory using simulated 
fault current waveforms which were generated in real time through a local 
programmable transmission line (PTL). Its operating times for a majority of faults 
were in the range of 4 to 6 ms. Since this relay requires wide bandwidth data 
transmission (at least 96kbits/s for two aerial mode signals), a large bandwidth and 
reliable communication link is essential for the implementation of this type of relay 
scheme.
2.1.3. Communication Links
From the foregoing, it is apparent that in differential relaying, current differential 
protection schemes are the most popular type currently in use for power system 
protection purposes. They are inherently selective, suitable for high-speed operation, 
and capable of good sensitivity. However, they require the following two operating 
conditions: (i) the instantaneous current waveforms at the remote and local ends need 
to be converted into electronic levels at the point where CTs are installed, (ii) digital 
or analogue data at the remote ends need to be transmitted from the switch yard to 
remote end for comparison with the local currents within the protection equipment. 
Since the transmission routes for the data information system are in the vicinity of the 
power apparatus which generate large electromagnetic noise, it is apparent that there 
is a high risk of corruption of the electronic low level transmitted data. Hence, a 
reliable communication link is required for the efficient operation of the developed 
relay.
Over the years, many types of data channels have been, to some degree, successfully 
applied in the control and protection of power system transmission networks. These 
range from electrical channels such as line carriers, pilot-wire and telephone lines, to 
microwave radio and recently, optical fibres. The choice of one specific channel is
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governed by various factors which depend on the type of protection and the 
requirements of the types of applications and more importantly, the reliability and the 
security of the systems.
Most of the aforementioned, except optical fibres, are to a certain extent affected by 
the presence of power system fault transient waveforms, and electrical and 
electromagnetic interference (EMI). More importantly, they suffer from restricted 
capacity and are usually only suitable for short distances and lower speed protection 
because of their high signal attenuation.. This is particularly so for metallic pilot wires 
and leased telephone circuits due to the effects of induced voltage and ground potential 
rise. EMI on a data transmission system is thus a major problem from the view-point 
of system reliability. For long-haul transmission, a large number of repeaters must be 
introduced along the transmission line and this affects reliability and causes 
considerable time delays. However the evolution of the fibre optic industry and the 
advent of reliable and affordable fibre [6] has provided a very attractive alternative. 
Fibre optic communication channels provide many advantages over conventional 
channels and they are:
(i) Large-length bandwidth. Because of its wide bandwidth and low attenuation 
(less than 0.3dB/km at Xq = 1.55/xm [8]), fibre often is the lowest-cost transmission 
medium per channel kilometre.
(ii) Low installation and operating costs. The wide bandwidth and low loss increase 
repeater spacing , thereby reducing costs.
(iii) Electromagnetic and other form of interference immunity. Fibre is a dielectric 
waveguide. It therefore is not affected by, nor does it radiate, electromagnetic energy. 
It is immune to crosstalk from adjacent (coated) fibres and does not conduct ground 
currents that would affect the signals.
(iv) High-quality transmission. As a result of the noise immunity of the fibre 
transmission path, fibre routinely provides communication quality that is orders of 
magnitudes better than copper or microwave. The general standard bit-error-rate (BER) 
for a fibre transmission link is a 10'9 minimum, with 10'11 or better as the normal.
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This is in contrast to the BER 10*5 to 10'7 for copper and microwave system.
(v) Nonconductor. Fibre does not conduct electricity. It therefore can be installed 
in applications where shock and explosive hazards exit. It does not conduct lightning 
and therefore is a means of protecting against outages (due to communication channel 
failures) in lightning-active regions.
(vi) Small physical size. Several fibres can be installed into an earth wire with little 
difficulty; therefore fibres can be protected by the earth conductor and installed along 
power transmission lines.
(vii) Environmental stability. Fibre retains its transmission characteristics where are 
virtually unaffected by environmental extremes encountered in normal installations. 
Only extreme cold(-20 to -40 °C) causes an increase in attenuation to various degrees, 
depending on the cable design. With coax, temperature can have an effect problem on 
performance. Water has little effect whereas with copper cable, it causes rapid 
performance degradation.
(viii) More security of communication channels than microwave channels. Because 
fibre does not radiate a field of electromagnetic energy, it is inherently secure unless 
physically contacted or distorted. If the waveguide is contacted or distorted such that 
a portion of the optical energy field propagating in the cladding or core is diverted, 
then the security can be compromised. In this event, however, the fibre and terminating 
equipment can be designed to detect the loss of energy or resultant perturbations in the 
modal patterns and initiate an alarm.
In recent years, a number of FOL applications in power system have been published 
[25, 35, 59, 60, 61 ]. A few new transmission line protection schemes [2, 3] are 
proposed by using FOLs, such as the development of a new high speed 3 terminal line 
protection scheme and a differential line protection scheme for power system based on 
composite voltage and current measurements.
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2.2 Fibre Optic System
In this section, the basic concepts of fibre optic systems are introduced. Firstly an 
overview of a historical fibre optic development is given. This is followed by fibre 
optic classifications, and a listing of some properties of optical fibre. Finally the 
application of optical fibre in communication links and the application of fibre optic 
voltage and current sensors in power system are briefly described
2.2.1 Historical Developments of Optical fibres
From Alexander Graham Bell’s experiments with his photophone in 1880 up until 
1950, optical communications remained in the concept stage. In the early 1950s, 
Briam at American Optical developed the first optical fibre bundles for image 
communication. Due to high loss, these were not practical for communications. 
Attenuation of fibres remained in the lOOOdB/km range even into the mid-1960s.
It was not until late 1960, when Maiman at Hughes Research announced the operation 
of the first laser, that optical communication began to be of more practical importance. 
The first generation of communication systems were atmospheric, but the atmosphere 
made a poor communications medium due to scatter and unpredictable weather 
interference. Interest in fibre as the communication medium began in 1966 when Kao 
and Hockham at Standard Telecommunications Laboratory predicted that by removing 
the impurities in glass, 20dB/km attenuations would be achievable, whereby fibre could 
became a practical communications medium. In 1970, Maurer, Keck and Schultz at 
Coming Glass Works succeeded in fabricating such low-loss fibres. The fibre-optic 
revolution began.
The first fibre optic systems in the 1970s were short and used principally for military 
applications, where harsh electromagnetic environments could benefit from the 
dielectric properties. The first fibre optic prototype telephone systems were
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implemented by the Bell System and General Telephone in 1977. In the same year, 
Coming Glass Works reported achieving 0.5dB/km attenuation at X0=1200nm. Systems 
development based on graded index fibre at 3 to 5dB/km began in 1978 for both 
military and telephone applications.
The capacity and lower attenuation of single mode fibre were needed in order to make 
long-haul fibre link applications practical. In 1983, a number of factors came together 
to revolutionize the fibre industry. The first major production of single-mode fibre was 
occurring at AT&T Bell Laboratories. The price of single-mode fibre was driven 
almost overnight from about $1.50 to less than $0.50 per metre. Therefore the wide- 
scale commercial fibre revolution had truly begun.
By 1985, long-wavelength operation at 1.55/xm had become a practical option, although 
most systems were still designed for 1.3/xm. From there on, intensive research aimed 
at the fundamental understanding of the loss mechanisms and dispersion properties of 
glass fibres pressed forward. Today laboratory samples of fibres with a loss of 
0.15dB/km at 1.55 fim have been reported.
In 1970, Coming Glass Works developed long (hundreds of meters) waveguide fibres 
with losses of only 20dB/km. This formally started the age of optical waveguide 
telephony and also began to have an impact in power system. In 1983, Erickson 
presented a report on fibre optic applications in electrical substations to the IEEE/PES 
1983 winter meeting in New York. Two years later, a further tutorial course [26] on 
fibre optic applications in electrical power systems was conducted. Meanwhile a few 
practical optical fibre applications in power systems were announced [59, 62], such as 
development of a PCM current differential relaying system using fibre-optic data 
transmission. These messages manifested that this rapidly maturing fibre optic 
technology had become very important to the power engineering community.
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2.2.2 Optical Fibres
Optical fibre is a dielectric waveguide that propagates electromagnetic energy 
principally in the visible and infrared of the electromagnetic spectrum. When this 
optical energy is modulated, it can be used to transmit information over the length 
of the fibre.
In this subsection, the classifications of optical fibre are listed in Table 2.1, followed 
by the basic operation of light beams in a fibre. Finally single-mode fibre properties 
are described.
2.2.2.1 Classifications
An optical fibre is produced by forming concentric layers of cladding glass around a 
core region. The core region maintains the low-optical-loss property necessary for the 
propagation of optical energy. The higher the refractive index, the slower the optical 
energy propagates. When a high-refractive-index glass core is surrounded by the lower- 
index cladding material, the light energy is contained within the higher-index core due 
to the reflection at the interface of the two materials. A parameter A corresponding to 
the wavelength difference refractive index of the core and cladding is described by 
reference [24] as:
where is the maximum core refractive index (centre), n2 the cladding refractive 
index, and A is a measure of the relative difference between a fibre core refractive 
index nj and the fibre cladding refractive index n2 .
Generally optical fibres are of two types; the single-mode fibre (SMF) and the multi- 
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SMF has a smaller core diameter and can support only one mode of light propagation. 
The refractive index profile of its core is usually a step-index type. In a MMF, the 
core diameter is much larger than that of a SMF. The core index profile of a MMF can 
be either a step-index or a graded-index type. In a graded-index MMF, the core index 
profile is designed to vary with the radius to meet the requirement for a minimum 
modal dispersion effect. A plastic lossy coating and a thick jacket usually surround the 
cladding to prevent damage and to increase the strength of the fibre. A detailed 
classification of the most commonly used optical fibres are listed in Table 2.1.
In table 2.1, the fibres are arranged in two general categories, SMF and MMF. Under 
the SMF division, there are subdivisions as (a) simple step-index type SMF, (b) w- 
index type SMF, (c) triangle-index type SMF. These are ideally suited for long-haul 
FOLs. The simple step-type-index SMF is also used as fibre optic sensor. The 
polarisation-controlled SMF are also listed under SMF category as (d) elliptical core 
fibre and (e) the bow-tie fibre. They have a polarized-maintaining property and are 
often used for fibre optic sensor applications. Under the MMFs, (f) is the step-index 
type and (g) the graded-index type. They are often used for short-haul communication 
links.
2.2.2.2 Basic Operations
Fig.2.1 illustrates the mechanism in the simplest class of fibre design, the step-index 
type MMF. As the light ray strikes the surface of the fibre, it is refracted slightly 
toward the centre of the core by an angle that is a function of the glass-to-core 
interface refractive-index difference. On the inside of the core, it propagates and 
eventually strikes the core/cladding interface. If the angle is less than the critical angle 
defined by the refractive-index difference, it reflects the light back into the core and 
continues to propagate in this fashion. If the light ray strikes the core/clad interface at 
an angle greater than the critical angle, it passes into the cladding. Since the cladding 
is coated with some lower-refractive-index plastic buffering material, the light
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propagating in the cladding is absorbed and lost.
The critical angle 0C within the fibre is equivalent to an acceptance angle at the fibre 
surface. The sine of this angle defines the numerical aperture (NA) of the fibre. NA 
is therefore a parameter that defines the cone of optical-energy acceptance for the fibre. 
It is critical to the coupling efficiency and propagation properties of the fibre. The 
relationship for numerical aperture in a step-index fibre is as follows:
AM = sine,. = - rg) = Knj2E  (2>9)
Where K is typically 0.94 - 0.98 [24]. The large acceptance angle of step-index type 
MMF makes it ideal for coupling to large-area light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The major 
limitation effect on fibre bandwidth, however, is that the propagating rays follow many 
different path lengths. Rays from a light pulse entering the fibre at one instant in time 
are spread at the other end since some rays are delayed longer than others. In order to 
improve the bandwidth of the fibre while maintaining a reasonable NA, a class of 
MMF called graded index was developed. It possesses the property that, it tends to 
curve the rays toward the axis of the core. The parabolic core index shows the rays 
propagating down the axis more than those of a higher angle, therefore equalizing the 
time it takes any rays to propagate the length of the fibre. But this optimization is 
wavelength-dependent and bandwidth is limited by practical limitations on profile 
design and production control. In practice, the graded index is limited to about 1 to 2 
GHz-km for production fibre. This is not adequate for long-haul applications. However 
the answer to this requirement is SMF. If the propagating energy in the fibre can be 
restricted to one mode, then there can be no differential path distances or time-delay 
differences between modes. The bandwidth, from the standpoint of waveguide design, 
would be infinite. Because of only one mode existence, there are no higher mode 
losses, SMF thus has lower fibre loss than MMF. Both large bandwidth and low loss 
make SMF to be used for long-haul data transmission.
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2.2.3 Single-Mode Fibre Properties
SMF has many positive properties with regard to the way that light travels through it 
and therefore warranting a better understanding of its properties in order for it to be 
used in wide applications. In this section, modelling some important fibre optic 
properties are introduced which will be used in subsequent chapters for modelling both 
FOLs and FOCSs.
2.2.3.1 Optical Dispersion
Light is affected by the interaction with matter. When the light travels through glass 
fibre, the refractive index of fibre is altered with light wavelength, thus the refractive 
index n becomes a function of X. The variation dn/dX is defined as optical dispersion. 
The effect of dispersion is such that optical modes propagate down the fibre at different 
rates and arrive at the receiving end at different times. This has the effect of spreading 
the signal energy in time. If the signal is a digital pulse, it arrives reduced in peak 
amplitude and spread in time (pulse broadening) and if the signal is analogue 
modulated, then the dispersion effect appears as a bandwidth limitation.
2.2.3.2 State of Polarization
The state of polarization (SOP) of the electromagnetic wave is characterized by the 
orientation of the electrical-field (E-field) vector representing the propagating wave 
along a transmission path. The wave is said to be linearly polarized if a single E-field 
vector or the two components along the x- and y-axes, Ex and Ey have the same phase. 
If the two components along the x- and y- axes are equal in amplitude, but are optically 
90° out of phase, then the resultant wave is a circularly polarized light. If the two 
components along the x- and y- axes are not equal in amplitude, but are optically 90° 
out of phase, then the resultant wave is an elliptically polarized light. When polarized 
light passes through a medium possessing birefringence, the output light will have its
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SOP changed. The detection of a change of the SOP can be used to build fibre optic 
current sensors.
2.2.3.3 Birefringence
An idealized SMF allows only one fundamental mode HEn to exist [17]. This is 
because HEn mode has no cut-off frequency. When a fibre core diameter decreases 
to form a SMF, the HEn mode is always present in the SMF. In theory, if an ordinary 
SMF is perfectly constructed so that it is circularly symmetric and laid in a straight 
line, linearly polarized light launched at the input will maintain this state along the 
whole length of the fibre to the output. In practice, however, such conditions are not 
possible. Fibre cannot be made as perfect cylindrical structures so that intrinsic 
imperfections, as well as external factors such as bends, stress and changes of 
temperature, produce optical azimuthal inhomogeneities. Linearly polarized input light 
can be decomposed into linearly polarized orthogonal components with different phase 
velocities. Thus coupling between the two orthogonal components and random 
variations in the relative phase velocity cause the SOP to vary along the length of the 
fibre in an unpredictable way.
In FOCS designs, the SOP of the modes in a fibre must be strictly controlled. A 
faraday rotation current sensor normally requires the fibre to have either very low 
linear birefringence or a high circular birefringence. Three types of birefringence are 
described below:
(1). Linear Birefringence
Practical SMFs with an asymmetric cross section propagate two orthogonal linearly 
polarized modes with axes aligned with those of fibre symmetry. These modes 
propagate unchanged in the absence of length-dependent variations in the fibre, with 
a difference A/3 ( the birefringence) in their propagation constants. The fibre
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polarization properties can be modelled [32] as a discrete linearly birefringent element 
whose retarder R(z) is proportional to fibre length z.
R(z) = Ap • z (2.10)
Two commonly used parameters which are useful in describing fibres with length- 
invariant properties are the normalized linear-birefringence B and the mode beat-length 
Lp at which the polarization state is periodically repeated:
B, = jj -  n = —  AP = A .!*® . (2.11)
' 1 y 2n 2ii z
271 = X_
Ap = J ,Lr  -  ^  = 4  (2.12)
Where nx and n y refer to the refractive-indexes for polarized light along the fibre 
principal x- and y- axes, respectively. In general, Bx comprises both stress anisotropy 
Ba (e.g. bow-tie fibre) and a waveguide shape components Bw (e.g. elliptical core 
fibre).
For a low-birefringence fibre, an increase in Lp is desired. However, in a polarization- 
maintaining fibre (see section 2.2.3.4), to decrease the value of Lp is required (i.e. 
increase the birefringence) in order to reduce the likelihood of power transfer from the 
required to the unwanted electric field mode. It is well known from coupled-mode 
theory that maximum power transfer between electric field modes occurs when the 
period of external perturbations matches that of Lp. The natural stiffness of the fibre 
resists perturbations with periods less than about 1mm [47]. Thus if a fibre is required 
to resist external perturbations, it is wise to select Lp to close to the target 1mm.
(2). Circular Birefringence
The most common cause of circular birefringence is fibre twist [63]. Twist introduces 
a torsional stress [5]. For a uniform twist rate £ and absence of linear birefringence,
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the fibre can be modelled as a discrete polarization rotation element with rotation fi(z) 
which increase linearly with fibre length
where the experimental value g’ = 0.073 for silica [63]. The two normal modes are 
now left and right circularly polarized with difference in propagation constants A/3circ 
= 2g’£. The circular birefringence is thus:
This equation shows that twist fibres introduce circular birefringence.
(3). Elliptically Birefringence
If constant linear and circular birefringence are simultaneously present, the two fibre 
modes are elliptically polarized. An elliptically birefringent fibre can be fabricated by 
spinning a high linear birefringence fibre (e.g. a bow tie fibre) during drawing. The 
resulting fibre has a permanent frozen-in rotation of the birefringent axes. The 
polarization eigenmodes are elliptically polarized, and the elliptical birefringence is 
dependent on the linear birefringence of the unspun fibre and the twist rate. The modal 
birefringence Bc for the elliptically-polarized eignmodes of the fibre is expressed as
G(z) = (s' 5) z (2.13)
(2.14)
[22]:
Be -  V(A p2) + 4(5 -g % f  -  25 )
Z71
(2.15)
The above formula implies both linear birefringence and circular birefringence. For a 
spun fibre no shear stress is present since the fibre has a permanent twist; thus g’£=0 
[5].
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2.2.3.4 Polarization-Maintaining Single-Mode Fibre
Because of asymmetric cross section or external factors such as bends, stress, vibration 
and changes of temperature, SMF is not truly single mode in that two modes with 
degenerate polarization states may propagate down the fibre. To remove the 
degeneracy, a number of SMFs have been designed to propagate a single linear 
polarization state. A stable state of linear polarization is required for many fibre 
sensors. To achieve this, it is necessary to reduce the amount of coupling between the 
two mode components by introducing strong linear birefringence into the fibre. There 
are a number of approaches to making this fibre and preserving polarization. The 
simplest method of fabricating a high birefringence fibre is an elliptical core fibre (e.g. 
waveguide shape birefringence Bw as shown in Table 2.1 (d)). By having a high 
enough index differential between the core and the cladding regions, light launched 
with linear polarization aligned along the major axis will be preserved in its 
polarization state. The disadvantages of this approach are that the small core diameter 
required makes launching and coupling between optical elements difficult, and the high 
index of refraction difference between the core and cladding makes the fabrication of 
low-loss fibre more difficult. To solve these problems, fibres with built-in stress (i.e. 
stress birefringence Ba) were developed, such as bow-tie fibre [7] as shown in table 2.1 
(e). The stress causes an refractive index difference along a major and a minor axis, 
and light launched along the major axis is preserved in its polarized state.
2.2.3.5 Faraday Effect
The Faraday effect is a well known optical phenomenon which was discovered by 
Faraday in 1845, and can be exploited in optical fibres to measure magnetic field. If 
an external magnetic field, H, is applied to a suitable medium such that there is a field 
component parallel to the direction of linearly polarized light in the medium, it is found 
that the direction of polarisation of the emergent light has been rotated through an 
angle F, such that:
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( rad I m)
(rad ) (2.16)
(2.17)
where F is the total Faraday rotation, f is the unit Faraday rotation, H is the magnetic 
intensity (A/m), I is the electrical current (A), D is the diameter of the fibre coil (m) 
and the Verdet constant VH is found to be [44]:
where c is speed of light. If the fibre length is z, the number of turns of fibre coil is 
N, then z = N x D ,  so:
This equation clearly shows that the total Faraday rotation is proportional to I and N.
2.2.4 Fibre Optic Links
The guiding properties of fibre optic can provide a link for communicating information 
between any two ends. With a light source and photo-detectors, a basic FOL can be 
setup as in Fig.2.2. In Fig.2.2, the light source may be a LED or a LD, the photo- 
detector may be a silicon PIN or an APD and the fibre optic may be either a SMF or 
MMF. The process is that of near-linear conversion of detected optical power back to 
photo-current. At the input is an optical source driver that converts the input signal to 
a drive current that intensity modulates the source. The optical source then generates 
the optical energy that is coupled into the fibre. The energy propagates down the fibre 
and is attenuated to a degree and distorted by optical dispersive properties. The energy 
exits the fibre at the other end and may be coupled into a photo-detector. The light 
energy absorbed in the photo-detector is converted to a photo-current. This photo­
current is then amplified in the receiver electronics and converted back to the original
(2.18)
F = VH N  I  (rad) (2.19)
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signal format at the output.
The question naturally arising is over what distance can effective communication be 
established using an optical fibre ? Depending on the application and transmission 
requirements, a fibre link can be constructed of various materials. In power system 
industry, distances of over 100km are quite common for protection relay 
communication purposes. Thus ideally, a long-haul fibre optic communication link 
(100km and above is considered as long-haul) is desirable without the necessity of 
having to use a repeater.
At present, there are in general three approaches to the design of a long-haul optical 
fibre system. The first approach is to use a fibre operating at a wavelength of about 
1.3/xm where the dispersion is close to zero (i.e. silica fibres) and to develop the 
system using LEDs and PIN diodes. This system is relatively inexpensive to install and 
operate and is very reliable. To maximize the repeater spacing up to 50km, SMF with 
a loss factor of less than 0.5dB/km and a fibre dispersion of less than a few 
picoseconds per kilometre nanometre are required; replacing the LED by a laser 
(driven by a FET circuit) and using an APD as detector followed by a low-noise FET 
amplifier could boost the repeater spacing even higher.
The second approach is the use of an ultra-low-loss fibre (0.16dB/km) operating at 
1.55/xm wavelength and a precisely graded fibre to minimize the multipath dispersion 
effect. LED and PIN diodes can again be used to achieve an inexpensive and reliable 
operation. Again replacing the lasers and detectors as above would increase the bit 
rates of transmission and repeater spacing. But some related negative factors such as, 
dispersion, modal noise, would also be increased. Thus the design of precisely graded 
indexing of the fibre could be done only by sacrificing the attenuation minimized fibre 
loss and with added cost.
The third approach is to use a fibre designed as in the second approach but to use a
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narrow-spectral-width laser source instead, preferably a single-frequency stabilized light 
source at 1.55/zm wavelength. The performance of this combination, plus the 
application of coherent detection method, could be improved by 1-100 times over the 
second method. The obstacle to this approach is that construction of these laser sources 
is at present very expensive and the laser is relatively short-lived. Therefore it is not 
suitable for practical applications as yet.
2.2.5 Measurements
Fibre optic technology entered the telecommunication field only around 1970s, yet, 
its rapid progression in practical applications is almost unparalleled by any other 
scientific or technological development in history. Although most current applications 
of fibre optic technology have been concentrated in the field of telecommunications, 
the improvements of the techniques and cost reductions in opto-electronic components 
combined with mass commercial production has led to other developing and emergence 
of new product areas of fibre optic sensors.
Optical fibres have many advantages over metallic wires when they are employed as 
communication links. Besides the advantages of low loss and low cost, they are 
immune to many environmental changes such as the EMI and electrical noise. 
However, the environment does have some influence on the operating characteristics 
of optical fibres. For example, temperature, electric or magnetic field, and even the 
radius of curvature of fibre bending may affect optical fibre performance. Therefore, 
these effects should be taken into account and avoided, if possible, in 
telecommunication system. On the other hand, we can also take advantage of the 
sensitivity of fibre optic to these environmental effects by building sensors to measure 
these effects. In fact, with a little care, many types of sensors can be built to sense 
various physical perturbances such as acoustic, magnetic, temperature, and radiations. 
Indeed, with this dielectric construction, it can be used in environments involving high 
voltages, high temperatures, electrical noise, chemical corrosion, or other stressing
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conditions. The application of fibre optic sensors can be found in large industries, such 
as aerospace, chemistry, biology, medicine, mechanical and in particular high voltage 
power system industry. Besides, the cost of fibre optic voltage and current sensors is 
significantly reduced compared with that of conventional voltage transducers and CTs 
due to the obviation of very expensive high voltage insulators required in the use of the 
latter. The main advantage is of course the wide bandwidth in the case of the former.
In the power industry, most optical current/voltage sensor systems in use or under 
development nowadays are based on the Faraday effect, the Pockels effect or Kerr 
effect [26]. The Faraday effect is a magneto-optic effect. The application of a magnetic 
field to a material which exhibits the Faraday effect produces a change in the index of 
refraction of the material. By designing a device for measuring the difference of the 
index change, a current sensor is obtained. The Pockels and Kerr effect is electro-optic 
effect where the change in the index of refraction is proportional to the electric-field 
E and to the square of the electric field E2, respectively. These effects can be used 
for voltage measurement.
Recently two typical types of sensors have been under development; all fibre sensors 
and fibre with bulk magneto-optic material sensors as shown in Fig. 2.3(a), (b) and (c), 
respectively. The fibre with bulk magneto-optic material sensors (see Fig.2.3(b)) were 
originally proposed by Rogers [54]. Recent work on this type of sensors was presented 
in [10, 11, 67]. They have the advantages of mechanical stability, freedom of choice 
of magneto-optic material, and the use of relatively low-cost components such as 
MMF, LED sources, and PIN photo-detectors. In comparison with all fibre sensors, 
the disadvantages of the bulk magneto-optic material with fibre sensors are less 
accurate, large size and sensitive to environment noise.
In an all fibre current sensor, a SMF is used as the sensitive element (see Fig.2.3(a)). 
Many efforts have been made in the development of this interesting type of sensor [38] 
[41]. This sensor is in its early development stage. Applications of the sensor have so
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far been limited to laboratory instruments and field trials and have so far only been 
carried out under very carefully controlled conditions.
These and similar sensors use methods either based on Faraday rotation of polarized 
light in optically active media such as magneto-optic crystal as in Fig.2.3(b), or 
directly in the glass fibre as in Fig.2.3(a), or based on the change in the SOP of light 
in birefringent media such as electro-optic crystals exposed to high voltage (Pockels 
effect) as in Fig.2.3(c), where the polarization changes are converted to light-intensity 
changes with an appropriate polarization analyzer.
In the case of current sensing with magneto-optic crystals or SMF, light traverses in 
a magnetic field H and has its plane of polarization rotated (Faraday effect) by an 
amount F given by F = V h x H x z .  z is the optical path length in the crystal or the 
SMF. The H is generated by the electric current I, to be measured in a conductor 
nearby the crystal or SMF sensing head. The polarization modulation from the 
Faraday effect is converted to intensity modulation using the polarization analyzer. By 
properly adjusting the polarization bias between polarizer and analyzer, the detected 
output light-intensity changes can be made approximately linear with magnetic field H. 
In the all fibre sensor case, H xz  is approximately equal to NI, where N is fibre coil 
turns and I the current.
Similarly the sensing method for voltage is based on the Pockel effect. A ferro-electric 
rather than magneto-optic crystal is used. An electrical voltage in the crystal induces 
a birefringence, which causes a change in the state of polarization of light travelling 
in the crystal. The polarization change is converted to an intensity change as in current 
sensor, using a polarization analyzer.
A major dissimilarity between these two sensing methods is that the Pockel effect is 
reciprocal while the Faraday effect is not. This means that if light travelling through 
a ferro-electric crystal is reflected back on itself, the polarization change resulting from
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the birefringence cancels and the light exits the crystal in the same polarization state 
as with which it entered. With a magneto-optic crystal or fibre in a magnetic field ( as 
with other types of optical activity ), this cancelling effect does not happen, so the 
change in polarization is cumulative and not reversible when the light travels in the 
reverse direction.
2.3 Related Work
In this section, an overview is given of a few typical FOLs and FOCSs that are 
currently in use or which have been evaluated through the CAD methods. A 
comparison is made between different system and where possible, some of the existing 
problems are highlighted.
In the first subsection, three practical FOLs in power system protection, suitable only 
for short distance FOL are described. A new transmission line protection scheme, 
assuming an ideal FOL, is described, and the main theme of the thesis is indicated. 
The followed subsection describes two recent works of FOL computer simulation 
studies. In the final subsection, FOCS applications in power system are discussed.
2.3.1 Fibre Optic Links for Power System Protection
In EHV power system protection, it is evident that FOL applications have attracted 
considerable amount of attention; but few systematic studies of practical FOL 
applications in power system are available. In this respect much work has been done 
in Japan. One of the earliest practical FOL applications in power system was 
developed by Takagi et al. [62] specifically for power control and protection. In their 
system, the FOL was composed of LEDs, step-index MMFs and PIN-photodiodes. The 
characteristics of these optical components were:
(i) Light sources was LED operating at light wavelength 0.8/zm, the output power 
was -15dBm, and supply voltage was +5V.
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(ii) optical receiver was PIN-photodiodes, receiver sensitivity was from -40 — 20 
dBm for meeting BER= 10'9 requirement [17]. Its maximum receiver bandwidth 
was 4Mbits/s.
(iii) Fibre cables were MMFs with 0.4 of NA. Fibre losses was less than lOdB/km, 
fibre bandwidth was 15MHz every km.
In their design of the FOL, the maximum transmission distance without repeaters was 
2km, the maximum data bit rate B was 2Mbits/s. Four fibres were used for voltage 
data, current data, synchronizing data, and a spare one respectively. This was outdoor 
equipment with operating temperature range -20° ~  70° C and moisture range 40 ~  
100%.
A few years later, Suglyama et. al [59] also developed a practical FOL applied to a 
PCM current differential relating system for EHV (275kV) power system protection. 
In their FOL system, LDs were used as light emitting element, MMF with a loss of 
2.30dB/km was selected and total application fibre length was 8.5km. The optical 
receiver used was an APD, a standardized PCM terminal equipment was used for the 
general use of the optical fibre installed for private communication channels for EHV 
power system protection. The equipment was connected to a relay by the primary PCM 
group signal (transmission speed was 1.544Mbits/s) which is the standard form 
providing 24 multiplex data channels, each channel having a data rate 64kbits/s.
In 1989, Suzuki et al.[61] developed a FOL for a new substation protection and control 
system in an EHV substation. Since the FOL was applied within the substation, an 
optical local area network (LAN) was used to connect a digital relay which was located 
close to the outdoor power apparatus. The data transmission form followed the IEEE
802.4 token passing bus as the LAN protocol. In the FOL, again the light source was 
an LED at light wavelength 0.85/xm with output power -13 — 15dBm, fibre optic cable 
was MMF with an average loss of 3dB/km, data transmission speed was lOMbits/s
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In all of the three practical FOL systems, no repeaters were used. Ideally repeaters 
should not be present in a practical FOL application in power system, so that the FOL 
can take the EMI advantage and thus provide a reliable communication data link.
Current differential protection scheme needs the support of good FOL in order to be 
suitable for long-haul transmission line protection. Recently with the availability of 
FOLs that are capable of transmitting information with a sufficiently large dynamic 
range over a distance compatible with the requirements of EHV line protection, several 
new transmission line protection schemes have been proposed. Aggarwal and Johns 
[2,3] presented two new high speed differential protection schemes for power 
transmission line protection. The protection schemes have been simulated using CAD 
techniques. They can provide very fast tripping speeds of about 4-6ms (section 
2.1.2.3), but such a high speed tripping signal can only be guaranteed by using wide 
band FOLs. However almost all the work in this area has assumed an idealised data 
transmission over FOLs. There has not been any systematic study, performance 
analysis and evaluation of a FOL from a practical point of view. One of the main 
themes of the work described in this thesis is thus to contribute to this part of the 
knowledge.
2.3.2 Computer Simulation of Fibre Optic Links
A system is a collection of interacting elements or components that act together to 
achieve a common goal. Therefore, the study of FOLs should start with the design, 
analysis and simulation of the functionality of its components. FOLs are very complex 
in nature and computer-aided simulation and design provides an ideal platform for the 
extensive study of these systems. There has been some work published in this area. 
Personick [48] presented a receiver design for digital fibre optic communication 
systems. Dogliotti et al. [13] described their work for estimating error probability in 
fibre optic transmission systems. But it was not until 1984 that the use of CAD 
techniques in a digital light waveguide system was reported by Duff [14]. He analyzed
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each component model and later integrated them into a system. The component and 
staged performance results were obtained by using a general software package such as 
SPICE and SYSTID [18]. The system model consisted of: (i) an optical source model 
in which laser and LED spectrums were modelled as a normalized Gaussian function, 
(ii) a fibre transfer function which included the effect of fibre loss and source (Laser 
or LED ) spectrum, (iii) receiver PIN and APD models, (iv) receiver noise model. 
Furthermore a bit error rate performance criterion for the system was described.
From a technical point of view, techniques for the modelling and analysis of digital 
communication systems fall into three classes. Those based on analytical calculations, 
those based on time-domain Monto Carlo simulations, and hybrid approaches based 
on a combination of simulations and analytical calculations. Analytical calculations are 
computationally fast but are limited in their applications because of the necessary 
assumptions and approximations needed to model the physical phenomena. Time- 
domain simulations are more flexible but Monte Carlo simulations of digital lightwave 
links operating at low error rates require very long input sequences (eg., BER at 10'9 
needs at least binary data sequences > 109 ). Although a discussion of both the 
simulation methods and time-domain techniques applicable to digital lightwave links 
was given by Duff [14], no end-to-end simulation results were presented.
Elrefaie el al [15] described a hybrid approach which combined Monte Carlo simulation 
and analytical techniques. Monte Carlo simulations were used to derive estimates of 
statistical distributions that were not analytically tractable, and the simulation-derived 
distributions were combined with other analytically distributions. A time-domain 
simulation model for the functional blocks in single-model digital lightwave 
communication links was presented that included:
(i) LED as optical source, its waveform was models by tum-on and turn-off response.
(ii) SMF as communication links
(iii) PIN and APD detectors
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The simulation process was carried out by using a software package SYSTID. 
Problems arose from using general electromagnetic wave communication system CAD 
package SYSTID [18] for specific problems of optical transmission. Some of the 
special features arising from the optical transmission configuration were not well dealt 
with and more insight into the system operation could not be obtained. For example, 
they described the LED optical source by simply using turn-on and turn-off signal pulse 
response (rise and fall times) model. This may not be true when a laser is employed 
as the optical source. In fact, an optical envelope output of a signal pulse modulated 
laser has pulse transient and chirp phenomena [9]. Furthermore communication 
software commercial packages are complex and usually inefficient to interface with 
other CAD programs such as power system protection CAD programs.
2.3.3 Fibre Optic Current Sensors
In contrast to the well-established area of fibre optic communication application, 
FOCSs are still in their infancy. Particularly their applications in power systems. One 
of the early FOCS applications was presented by Cease & Johnston [10]. It was a 
magneto-optic current transducer (MOCT). Problems of using conventional oil-filled 
CTs on EHV and ultra high voltage (UHV) circuits include:
(i) Potential for catastrophic failure
(ii) Saturation under fault current conditions
(iii) Ferro-resonance effects
(iv) Hysteresis effects
(v) High voltage if output leads are opened
(Vi) Large/Heavy requiring substantial supports
(vii) Accuracy limited to 0.3 percent
(viii) Subject to EMI effects
(viv) Limited current measurement bandwidth
The benefits of using a MOCT are:
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(i) Does not contain oil, therefore can not explode
(ii) No saturation under fault current conditions
(iii) Does not contain iron, therefore no ferro-resonance effects
(iv) No hysteresis effects
(v) Output is a fibre optic cable(no charge of open circuit)
(vi) Small/light weight (sensor weights less than 2 pounds)
(vii) Accuracy limited by electronics
(viii) Immunity to EMI
(viv) Very large current measurement bandwidth
The presented a MOCT configuration is similar to the functional block diagram in 
Fig.2.3 (b). It is perceived that except for a polarizer and an analyzer, the rest of the 
optical components used are very much the same as those in a fibre optic 
communication system. They are: a LED, fibre optic, PIN diode and low noise pre­
amplifier, low pass filter. The operating principle of the MOCT is: light emitted by the 
LED is transported by an fibre optic to the polarizer. After being polarized, the light 
is injected into the Faraday rotator material, and exited through an analyzer. The 
analyzer is a polarization rotated 45° from the first polarizer. The net result is that an 
intensity modulated light beam exits the analyzer. This intensity modulated light is then 
transported through another fibre optic to a PIN diode for demodulation and results in 
an output of the amplifier of a voltage signal that is proportion to the current flowing 
in the conductor. Therefore current is measured. Some measurement results and 
discussions were conducted.
Although MOCT has greatly improved the sensing performance compared to 
conventional CT, as Cease & Johnston [10] have pointed out that there is a limitation 
in the ability of the electronics to reproduce amplitude and frequency information 
contained in the optical signals from the rotator. But they have failed to give reasons 
as to why this is so. In fact, irrespective of whether Faraday rotation is induced by a 
current through a fibre or bulk crystal type (in section 2.2.5), it does affect the
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accuracy of sensitivity in measurement because of such factors as fibre bend, vibration 
and temperature.
MacDougall et al., [41] have presented an all-fibre optic current sensor for power 
systems. By using polarizing fibre instead of normal polarizer and analyzer, the system 
costs are reduced. Mathematical models have been used to describe the all-fibre 
current sensor. The sensor response P is given as follows:
p  = 2F siny/Ap2 + (2F? (2 20)
^AP2 + (2F f
In the all-fibre current sensor, the main optical components of the sensor design are a 
coil of low birefringence SMF (to be placed around the electrical conductor whose 
current is to be measured) and two sections of polarizing optical fibre, both of which 
are spliced to opposite ends of the fibre coil.
When a fibre functions as a sensing element, the fibre must be turned into a coil. 
Moreover multi-turns and a small diameter of the fibre coil are required as a single 
turn of the fibre coil does not provide enough detectable Faraday rotation under normal 
operating conditions. However, multi-turns of fibre introduce birefringence from 
bending. The equation (2.20) clearly reveals the distorting effect by A/3 (either intrinsic 
or induced). A more quantitative assessment of this problem can be obtained by 
analysing the sensor performance in certain operating regions.
A problem central to the development of a practical FOCS device is that of linear 
birefringence in the fibre, invariably present as a result of intrinsic manufacturing 
imperfections (elliptical core, anisotropic stress) or induced by bending, vibration and 
transverse pressure. Thus special fibres designed to overcome these problems were 
considered. They developed a low-birefringence fibre by using a carefully controlled 
annealing method [58]. This method is annealing of stress in fibre and provides
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improvement of reduced linear birefringence problem. However, although the resultant 
fibre exhibits very low internal birefringence, it is sensitive to external perturbations 
such as vibration, coiling and applied stress due to poor polarization-maintaining 
property (See section 2.2.3.4). In practice, such external perturbation induced 
birefringence should be taken into account, e.g. vibration occurs when current sensor 
is operating outdoors and in windy conditions. This vibration-induced birefringence, 
not like fibre bending, is much more difficult to predict when the sensing coil is 
prepared.
Huang et al. [22] have presented the theory of imperfect nonconventional SMF. Spun 
and twisted fibres with various imperfections (such as fibre cross-sectional elipticity, 
bending, transverse applied fields) were taken as examples to illustrate the general 
theory. Spun fibre is made by spinning a fibre during the manufacture drawing process 
so as impart a rapid built-in rotation of the fibre birefringent axes. Twisted fibre is 
made by simply twisting a fibre. Theoretically, both spun and twisted fibres are the 
same, but torsional stress is induced by twisting and the number of turns per meter that 
the fibre can be twisted to before breakage is about 100 turns [64]. They described the 
modes in these nonconventional fibres. When £ > > A/3, the modes of either twisted or 
spun fibre are elliptically polarized or quasi-circularly polarized. Bc of the spun fibre 
was described in equation (2.14) and from which following points can be presented:
(i) If £ > > A/3, the spun elliptical birefringence Bc can be extremely small. This 
highly-spun fibre has full Faraday sensitivity, but almost zero residual birefringence 
and consequently a lack of resistance to external perturbations.
(ii) If A/3 is high and £ is small ( £ < < A/3), spun elliptical birefringence Bc is 
mainly represented by the A/3. High A/3 fibre has good polarization maintaining 
property, but very low Faraday rotation sensitivity.
By compromising above two extreme cases of £ and A/3, Laming & Payne [38] have 
developed a spun highly-birefringent (SHB) fibre optic current sensor where a large 
rate £ is used, thus it allows the fibre to have a high A/3 to be used at the same time
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and still keep Bz at a low value. The sufficient residual Bc is present to ensure good 
resistance to external perturbations (vibration, packaging effects) while maintaining 
good Faraday rotation sensitivity. This allows very small, multi-turn coils to be wound 
and enables an extension of the sensitivity of fibre current monitors into the 
submilliamp region.
A problem of the SHB fibre approach is that the polarization effect of the sensing fibre 
has a dependence upon thermal stress due to its highly linear birefringence and 
therefore the magnitude of the induced Bc in the spun fibre is temperature-dependent.
Most recently some signal processing schemes are developed which successfully 
overcome the temperature-related problems. These schemes make twisted fibre and 
spun fibre become ideal practical current sensing elements for wide area applications. 
These signal processing schemes are:
(i) Reflect-back configuration (RBC) [38]. A mathematical model is presented but not 
complete as no mirror model has been included for the CAD study of SHB optical 
fibre current sensor. Also RBC will remain unstable in current reading due to the 
birefringence changes with temperature.
(ii) Sagnac interferometer configuration (SIC) [12]. It uses a temperature-stable spun 
elliptical-core FOCS. The scheme is based on a novel Sagnac interferometer 
constructed with spun birefringent fibre that is largely insensitive to temperature 
variations while remaining sensitive to Faraday rotation. The principle of removing 
temperature effects is to distinguish between the effects of temperature and Faraday 
rotation because the Faraday effect is nonreciprocal and temperature effect is 
reciprocal. The theoretical analysis is interesting, but with not enough experimental 
results to support it.
(iii) Mirror Faraday Rotator configuration (MFRC) [49,50]. It is a novel technique, 
completely passive. It is able to reduce the influence of environmental noise on the 
measurement of currents or magnetic fields with an FOCS. The method is based on the
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use of a mirrored Faraday rotator (MFR) in conjunction with a highly twisted low- 
birefringence optical fibre. Also the experimental results shown that MFR configuration 
can greatly reduce reciprocal noise including vibration and temperature.
Highly twisted low-birefringence optical fibre is made the use of the stress-optic effect 
to only produce a weak circular birefringence, providing the fibre with some 
polarization-maintaining properties, also twisting the fibre after drawing is difficult 
when a large twist is required and furthermore results in residual photoelastic rotation 
[64] which is highly temperature sensitive.
SHB fibres are constructed by drawing a fibre from a spinning linearly birefringent 
preform. The resulting fibre has much better polarization-maintaining properties than 
twisted fibre. While unlike the twisted fibre, it is not circularly birefringent but has 
rotating elliptical birefringence (equation 2.14), so spun highly birefringence optical 
fibre can be used instead of the twisted low-birefringence optical fibre in the case of 
FOCS. Before a fully acceptance of the spun highly birefringent fibre current sensor 
application into power system protection, some detailed study and performance 
demonstration of the FOCS would be very much helpful. Unfortunately there has not 
been a report of such results while have been publicly accessible. In this thesis, a 
systematic CAD study of SHB FOCS with MFR configuration for power system 
protection is presented in a later chapter.
2.4 Fault Waveform Simulations
In this section, some typical fault waveforms that will be used in the evaluation of 
FOLs and the testing of FOCS performance in the application of power systems are 
described.
It is important in the design and development of high speed digital protection systems, 
that the voltage and/or current waveforms presented at the relaying point can accurately
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represent the real signals presiding on a power system network. It is also important to 
use these waveforms through actual FOL and FOCS under different considerations of 
system design. The ultimate judgement of a FOL operation or FOCS is to test its 
performance under field conditions. But due to the nature and the scales of application 
of such systems, economical and technical constraints are imposed. Therefore, fault 
simulations for FOL and FOCS testing are of particular importance.
In reference [30], a fault simulation principle was presented. In an off-line digital 
simulation of faulted EHV transmission lines with particular reference to very-high­
speed protection is considered as one of the most appropriate methods for power 
system modelling. A CAD simulation package for two and three terminal transmission 
lines has been developed at the University of Bath, UK, with the aim of deriving 
precise current and voltage information of different EHV power system network 
configurations before and after a fault. Another approach is to use the Electromagnetic 
Transients Program (EMTP) software package. In this simulation, modem transmission 
line theory is used to accurately predict the fault transient behaviour of two-terminal 
EHV overhead lines. Full advantage is taken of the many years of experience in the 
development of sophisticated simulation programs. These programs have been 
developed from the studies of the theory of natural modes developed by Wedephol 
[66]. A detailed explanation and all digital simulation results of the fault transient 
phenomena on 2-terminal EHV transmission line are given in Appendix A.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter an attempt has been made to provide adequate background theory, 
research and development related to plant in power system transmission line protection 
schemes, fibre optic links and fibre optic current sensors, with an explanation of their 
basic operating principles. In section 2.1.2, three types of current differential line 
protection schemes are presented. Those are the algorithms based on phasor, the 
algorithms based on time variation, and the algorithm based on superimposed
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components. It has been shown that the algorithm based on superimposed components 
has operating times for a majority of faults in the range of 4 to 6 ms, but it requires 
wide bandwidth data transmission links, therefore a large bandwidth and reliable 
communication link is essential for the implementation of this type of relay scheme. 
In section 2.3 a survey is conducted to show how other researchers approached the 
problem of system modelling. In each case, the advantages, if any, and existing 
problems of each approach, are described, and further explained why it is needed to 
develop our own modelling system. In short, the problems with these approaches are 
one or more of the following:
(1) in the power system line protection case, algorithms based on superimposed 
components can provide high speed current differential protection line scheme, while 
in the research of new high speed current differential protection scheme [2], only an 
assumed ideal fibre optic link is used in the typical line protection scheme.
(2) in computer-aided design of a fibre optic communication link case, a general- 
purpose software simulation package was used. Therefore it was difficult to look at the 
laser models and difficult to interface with other CAD software programs, e.g. a line 
protection scheme software program.
(3) in fibre optical current sensor case, only twisted fibre was used as current sensor 
sensing head in a MRFC, also no CAD study of a spun fibre optic current sensor with 
the MRFC has been reported.
In the next three chapters, the detailed simulation methods and models will be 
presented which are new extensions of the computer simulation models of a FOL and 
a FOCS. The building up of these models allows us to relatively easily investigate FOL 
and FOCS application in power system line protection scheme and do not suffer from 
the problems mentioned above.
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Table 2.1 Classification of Optical Fibres
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Fiber Type






















Fig. 2.1 Numerical aperture sin 6C defined for a step-index fibre
where 6C the critical angle, nj the core index , n2 the cladding index and 
ray 1, 2 and 3 represent three different light angles into the fibre








Fig. 2.2 Basic fibre link operation, the electric-optical and optical-electric 








(a) Fibre current sensor
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(c) Bulk + Fibre Voltage Sensor 
Fig.2.3 Diagram of fibre optic polarimetric current and voltage sensors
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CHAPTER 3 
FIBRE OPTIC LINKS SIMULATION
3.1 Introduction
FOLs for power system protection relaying are finding widespread use in the 
Electricity Supply Industry. In this respect, it is important to ascertain the effect of 
FOLs on the signals transmitted due to the limitations imposed by the various 
components within the FOLs. However, it is not always physically possible to carry 
out the experiments in practice, and even so, it was to be with high-cost, and very 
time-consuming. Fortunately, with the large computation power problem, high speed 
and extensive availability of computers, computer aided design and simulation provide 
a flexible alternative.
In this chapter, a complete CAD simulation of a FOL is presented. In section 3.2, 
the use of pulse code modulation (PCM) for transferring analogue signals to digital 
non-retum-zero (NRZ) binary signals is established, and then a FOL configuration is 
determined. In section 3.3, the theoretical models of the FOL are described: they are 
light source spectra, a laser equivalent electrical circuit model, a SMF model and a 
receiver model. Three main noise models are also considered including shot noise, 
circuit noise and mode partition noise. In section 3.4, the FOL design considerations 
are discussed: these include bit error rate (BER) estimation, dispersion power penalty 
and power budget calculation. These can be used to estimate the maximum link span 
length. In section 3.5, the simulation process of a FOL is described. Firstly a model 
of each individual component is simulated and evaluated, then a complete CAD model 
of a FOL is presented and finally the FOL simulation performance and the simulation 
signal waveforms received by the PIN diode detector are presented.
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3.2 Fibre Optic Link Designing Considerations
In this section, a brief discussion of the main considerations in the selection of FOLs 
is described. The reasons for using a PCM, LD and SMF are established and besides, 
each of the components modelled within the FOL configuration are described.
3.2.1 Pulse Code Modulation
A fibre optic is a waveguide in which light propagates. Thus an electrical signal must 
be modulated into a light wave before it is possible to describe its characteristics when 
passing through a FOL. There are three basic types of modulation techniques: 
amplitude modulation (AM), phase modulation (PM) and frequency modulation (FM). 
In AM, the optical amplitude varies with the electrical signal. In PM or FM, the 
optical phase varies or frequency with the signal or the derivative of the signal. When 
a current signal is modulated by a light source, the optical signal generated by the light 
source can be described by an AM signal. It should be noted that neither PM nor FM 
are recommended for fibre optic data communication since both APD and PIN photo­
detector are optical signal envelope devices, they are insensitive to either light sources 
’phase or frequency * variation within the light source.
In a FOL, analogue transmission is not commonly used because of the nonlinear light- 
versus-current characteristics of optical sources, in particular lasers. For 
semiconductor lasers, their optical power output is only within the one to several mW 
range. For an AM light source, a small output power produces a small optical signal. 
After passing through a FOL, the optical signal power will be attenuated. A small 
optical signal power level results in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. 
Digital modulation (on-off keying), on the other hand, is easily accomplished with these 
sources by the modulation of light source bias current. Simplicity in the modulation of 
the pulse, coupled with the extremely wide bandwidth of optical fibres have made 
binary digital transmission the method chosen for the majority of FOLs.
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An analogue signal has to be converted to a digital binary signal before it can be 
transmitted through a digital FOL. One simple and popular method called pulse code 
modulation (PCM), is often used to convert analogue signals into digital binary signals. 
A PCM system takes regular recurring samples of the information signal’s amplitude; 
converts (Pulse Amplitude Modulation - PAM) them into binary codes consisting of a 
series of pulses (ones and zeros) representing the sample’s amplitude and then 
combines a number of these pulses into a single digital bit stream. Because the PCM 
bit stream has only two states, ’on’ (binary one) and ’o ff (binary zero), it is insensitive 
to the non-linearities of the transmission system. PCM signals can be regenerated at 
a receiver by amplifying the incoming signals, slicing them and re-timing them as long 
as the receiver can distinguish between ’on’ and ’o ff states. If no noise or distortion 
gets added to the transmitted information signals, the PCM signal can be regenerated 
many times without adversely affecting the quality of the original message signals. This 
means that PCM signals can be transmitted over a long distance without degrading the 
quality of the information signals. For power system protection relaying, this is 
particularly important since it is quite common for fault information to be transmitted 
over a long distance to the decision devices. PCM type signal have also been 
employed for a short distance of a FOL application in power system protection relay 
[59]. Another attractive reason to use PCM application is that, it is easy to use a 
microprocessor to implement terminal equipment with a time multiplexed digital 
channel.
In PCM, two common frame structures in the public telephone network are the 
standard Tj transmission system (used in US and Japan) and the European system (used 
in European countries). In the former, the frame time is 125^s and it contains 193bits 
with 24 multiplexed channels, so its transmission date bit rate (B) is 1.544 megabits 
per second (Mbits/s); in the latter, a primary digital multiplex signal specifies a frame 
with 32 channels which comprises of 30 data channels, one frame synchronization data 
channel, and one signalling channel. Each frame has a B of 2.048Mbits/s.
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In digital protection relaying systems, some PCM frame structures based on their data 
information normally differs from the public telephone network. However, from the 
economical point of view it would be better to choose either the standard Tt 
transmission system or the European system since the latter are more readily available. 
Reference [59] chosen the standard T\ PCM frame structures.
3.2.2 Link Configuration
A FOL is a type of physical transmission facility where the signal is in the form of a 
light wave and is transmitted through a cylindrical glass fibre core. Its signal is guided 
through the fibre from its transmitted point to its detected point, thus the link can be 
described as an end-to-end data communications link.
As mentioned in chapter 2, Duff [14] and Elrefaie [15] presented some work on 
computer simulation of FOLs. The first described the general concept with no 
reference to end-to-end data transmission system simulation results. The second gave 
some simulation results with a LED as light source, but since the simulation process 
was carried out by using a general purpose software package, it is difficult to interface 
with other power system protection CAD programs.
The major components of an end-to-end optical fibre system for power system 
protection relaying consist of a laser as an optical transmitter, SMF and PIN or APD 
as optical receiver as shown in Fig.3.1, where a multiplexer (MPL) multiplexes three 
analogue signals. These analogue signals can be either 3-phase voltages or three-phase 
currents. The three channel multiplexed signals then go to an analogue-to-digital 
converter (A/D) to convert into digital data. The use of a MPL is economical since 
it saves two A/D chips. As long as the A/D converting time is less than 80/is, it can 
convert three analogue signal within 250^s (4kHz sample rate). It should be mentioned 
that if the unit protection is of the current differential type, then it is necessary to 
transmit only three phase current. However, if the protection is based on composite
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voltage and current signals, it is necessary to transmit six signals over the FOL. In the 
latter case, a fast A/D convertor with a converting time less than 40^s is required. The 
parallel A/D data are transferred to PCM data by going through a parallel-to-serial 
converter (P/S). For a 4kHz sampling data rate a 12bit A/D will produce 48kbits/s 
PCM data, several phase voltage and current signals can be multiplexed into the 
standard PCM frame of European system (2.048Mbit/s) or Tx transmission system 
(1.544 Mbit/s). Such PCM signals are then injected into an optical transmitter (based 
on a laser ) termed the electrical-to-optical device (E/O). The optical signal goes 
through a SMF over a certain distance to reach the other end where the receiver is 
either a PIN or APD photo-detector termed an optical-to-electrical device (O/E). After 
the O/E, a received optical power is converted into a received current signal. Since 
the O/E produces shot noise when it receives optical power, shot noise has to be 
considered at the received current signal to become a noisy current signal. The noisy 
current signal is amplified by a preamplifier (G) to make its amplitude reach a certain 
level. Because the preamplifier has circuit noise etc, thus more noise will be added 
on to the already noisy current signal. Because noise has an infinite bandwidth, a low 
pass noise filter (NFL) with a bandwidth equal to the transmission data bandwidth has 
to be implemented. The latter allows only the transmission signals (and some limited 
noise within this bandwidth) to pass. Finally, the decision circuit (DeC) distinguishes 
the signal from the noisy current signal and regenerates a noise-free signal. Because 
of the noise nature of the noisy current signal, the decision circuit can sometimes 
make a wrong decision. The actual ’on’ or ’o ff signal becomes ’off or ’on’ signal, 
and therefore a bit error occurs. In a sequential binary data signals, many bit errors 
would occur. The ratio of bit error with respect to the sequential data signals is called 
bit error rate (BER). BER is often used as a parameter forjudging a FOL performance. 
After the decision circuit, a de-multiplexer (DMPL) separates three digital signals 
which can go through three serial-to-parallel converters (S/P), and finally digital-to- 
analogue converters (D/A) recover the three original analogue signals. A detail 
description of all the individual components in Fig.3.1 is given in the following 
sections.
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3.3 Modelling of a Fibre Optic Link
This section is concentrated on the theoretical models of fibre optic link for a 
communication system in general and for power system protection relays in particular. 
In section 3.3.1, two unmodulated time averaged laser spectrum models and an 
equivalent circuit of a laser transfer function model are represented. In section 3.3.2 
the SMF transfer functions are described. In section 3.3.3, the models of a receiver 
with a PIN or an APD photodiode and a FET preamplifier are given and finally, 
models of shot noise, circuit noise and mode partition noise (MPN) are described.
3.3.1 Optical Source Models
Semiconductor LDs and LEDs are the most important optical sources in current FOL 
use. The optical output power is usually directly modulated by varying the drive 
current signal. For PCM, the drive current signal can be sequential non-retum-zero 
(NRZ) binary signal pulses. A source for FOL modelling may be characterized by 
three parameters, the optical output waveform, the time averaged spectrum 
(unmodulated source spectrum), and the output noise (source noise). The first two 
parameters are the most important and in general, the optical output waveform is 
defined as an impulse response hx(t) and the optical source spectrum defined as S(X). 
hj(t) is regarded as the optical source transient response to a pulse signal at the source 
driving circuit. For LEDs, it may be simply presented as the a time of tum-on and 
turn-off response to a pulse signal. For most LDs, it appears as a transient phenomena. 
The optical source spectrum is often useful when computing fibre loss, fibre dispersion 
and mode partition noise, etc. Typical time-average spectra for two different 
semiconductor LDs and an LED are given in Table.3.1. The laser spectra exhibit N- 
longitudinal modes and a nearly Gaussian gain envelope. Both the laser and LED 
spectra may be modelled as a normalized Gaussian functions given as:
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A typical commercial spectral width, a0 , of for LED emission is between 20nm and 
lOOnm, and for a typical commercial laser a0 is from 2nm to lOnm. The LED has a 
more stable characteristic than the laser. The lasers also have additional unique noise 
sources, such as mode partition noise (MPN) and chirping. These require actual laser 
diode (LD) models. Because the application is for long-haul transmission line protection 
relaying, laser sources can meet the requirement due to their large optical power, and 
thus it is necessary to design the LD modes.
The transmitter of the system is modelled as a semiconductor LD intrinsic equivalent 
electrical circuit operating with an N-longitudinal mode spectrum output over a 1.3/xm 
or 1.55/xm light wavelength range. A common practical N-longitudinal mode 
semiconductor laser is considered due to economical requirements in the system design, 
but many advanced lasers which are more expensive would produce even better results 
since these lasers, for example, distributed-feed-back type LDs operate in single or 
near single longitudinal mode. For a typical N-longitudinal mode LD, its spectrum 
S^X) without a modulated signal is given as:
where the amplitude % is the amplitude of the ith N-longitudinal mode, AX is the 
distance between adjacent spectral lines; and S(X) is a Gaussian distribution given by 
equation (3.1). As long as 2^  in equation (3.2) is a Gaussian decay function, the laser 
spectrum Sra(X) envelope can be regarded as the same as equation (3.1), while for N- 
longitudinal mode laser, MPN has to be taken into account. MPN will be described in 
section 3.3.3.4.
Sa(X) = S (3.2)
i—N/2
In order to describe the LD impulse response function h,(t), firstly, it is necessary to
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use the laser rate equation of a single lasing mode corresponding to a single emission 
wavelength. This is given by Adams [1]:
dn, t n
= -  -  — -  A(n - N 0 ) s  (3.3)
a t e t e p
d*S S Tl
- ±  -  A(nt -  N0 ) sp -  -i. * p - i  (3-4)
a t t  xp e
Where ne is the electron density, Sp the photon density, i the injected or pump current 
(signal), e the electron charge, re the spontaneous emission lifetime, rp the photon 
lifetime, the optical gain g = A(nc - N0), A the optical gain parameter, N0 the 
minimum electron density required to obtain a positive gain, and p the fraction of the 
spontaneous emission going into the lasing modes.
The solution for both small-signal and large-signal response can be obtained by directly 
solving the laser rate equations using a numerical method. An alternative method is to 
analyze the laser rate equations by using equivalent electrical circuit techniques. The 
latter is used to simulate the LD dynamic operation where the LD is modelled by a 
parallel RLC electrical circuit. A detailed derivation of the equivalent electrical circuit 
model related to laser rate equation is given in Appendix B .l. In a later section, 
simulation results obtained by using the equivalent circuit model will show that the 
equivalent electrical circuit model can be used as the laser impulse response function 
hj(t). The hj(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of laser transfer function Hj(w) which 
is the ratio of the optical power to signal current. In order to get a comparison result 
between the laser rate equation solution and the laser equivalent circuit solution, the 
results need to be examined from a different point of view. The photon density transfer 
function is represented by Hphoton(co) which is the ratio of photon density to signal 
current. Both Hj(co) and Hphoton(co) are given in equation (B.l-24) and (B.l-25) in 
Appendix B. 1 as:
H (« ) = I- ^ - ----------------------------------------   (3.5)
1 J ^ u )  LC D(ju)
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=
s i(« ) 1 (3.6)
/jCg)) eG0 LC D(ju)
Where D(jo>) = (jw)2 + jo>[RIC/L +  1/RC] +  [1 +  R^/R^CLC), S^w) is the spectrum 
of the photon density, I^gj) is the spectrum of laser injection current, G0 = A(n°c- N0), 
n°e is the steady state of ne from equation (3.2) and (3.3), and the parameters of the 
laser equivalent electrical circuit model R, C, R^, L, are represented as in equation 
(B.l-20) in Appendix B .l. The laser impulse response hx(t) thus can be obtained by 
taking inverse Fourier transform of H j(gj).
3.3.2 Single-Mode Fibre Transfer Function
In this section, firstly, the transmission limitations and the negative factors causing the 
FOL impairments are described and then the SMF impulse response function h2(t) is 
presented.
3.3.2.1 Fibre Loss
Fibre loss is attributable by the mechanisms that are related to the effects of fibre 
material properties (e.g. Rayleigh scattering, impurity absorption), geometrical effects 
(e.g. micro-bends, core geometry variations), joint effects (e.g. couplers, splices), 
etc.. The main loss of an optical fibre results from its material effect. This arises from 
Rayleigh scattering, impurity absorption and etc. The SMF loss coefficient can be 
modelled by the simplified equation [65]:
where a(X) is the total fibre loss, AL(dB-/*m4/km) is the Rayleigh loss coefficient, 
BjXdB/km) represents wavelength-independent losses, CL(X) is intended to encompass 
all other intrinsic wavelength-dependent losses including an absorption loss from water
a (A ) = A LX+  + Bl + CL(X) + Ol ( dB /  km ) (3.7)
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(OH') contamination, and Ol includes all extrinsic losses such as the fibre coupling 
loss, and splicing loss.
In equation (3.7), the fibre intrinsic loss is A l\ a +  Bl  +  CL(X) in which the ALX  ^
and CL(X) are the function of the light wavelength X. The use of a different X results 
in a different fibre loss. Two low loss regions are located at around Xo = 1.3/xm and 
Xq = 1.55/xm. Their typical losses are given as following:
(i) The loss is about 0.37 -  0.4dB/km near Xq = 1.3/xm
(ii) The loss is about 0.18 — 0.2dB/km near Xq = 1.55/xm.
Because of the difference of low fibre loss in these two regions, long-haul FOL design 
are normally selected for operating at around either Xo = 1.3/xm or Xq = 1.55/xm.
For other losses, Ol is considered to be about O.ldB/km for SMF. Losses in MMF 
have the same fundamental limitations from Rayleigh scattering and long-wavelength 
infra-red absorption as SMF. The losses of MMF are generally higher than those of 
SMF due to high dopant concentrations which result in large compositional fluctuations 
scattering. Also a MMF has higher sensitivity to microbend losses and particularly of 
the high-order modes than SMF due to the large core. Because of higher fibre losses, 
MMFs are only suitable for short distance of FOL.
Typical data for the estimated fibre average loss in practical use are shown in Table
3.4 where SMF total losses are 0.5dB/km at X0 = 1.3/xm and 0.3dB/km at Xq = 
1.55/xm. For MMF, the average fibre loss would be 1.3dB/km at X0 = 1.3/xm.
3.3.2.2 Dispersion
Fibre dispersion dn/dX includes several dispersion components such as material 
dispersion, waveguide dispersion. In a SMF, material dispersion is the main factor that 
limits data transmission bandwidth. Material dispersion (dr/dX) causes light 
propagation delay differences in a fibre at different X. The light propagation total delay
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is called the group delay r(X) which is a function of X and has Taylor series 
components dr/dX at X0. For the many types of fibres available, all have a slightly 
different material dispersion which can be measured. The r(X) of a type of SMF with 
a zero dispersion at 1.310/xm wavelength can be approximated by a three-term 
polynomial as follows [21]:
Where a,, = -34.74ns/km, bd = 10.11ns/(km.*xm2), cd = 29.83(ns.jim2)/km. From this 
equation, dr/dX = 0 at X0 = 1.310^m, dr/dX = -0.87ns/(km./im) at Xq = 1.3/im, 
dr/dX = 12.65ns/(km./xm) at Xq = 1.55^m.
3.3.2.3 Fibre Transfer Function
In Fig.3.1, the fibre impulse response is presented as h2(t) in the time domain. Its 
Fourier transform form is represented by the fibre transfer function H2(u). Two 
methods of obtaining SMF transfer functions are discussed in this section. One is 
based on the optical power domain called the baseband fibre transfer function H2(w). 
The other is based on optical electric field domain to directly calculate the ensemble 
of the optical power <P(t)>  in the time domain. The first model assumes that the 
fibre is a linear system in the optical power domain, which is a valid assumption over 
the ranges of input bit rates and fibre lengths applicable to current direct detection 
FOL. It allows attenuation and dispersion dependencies with wavelength X caused by 
light source spectrum S(X) to be taken fully into account. Its frequency domain 
transfer function H2(w) for a modulated optical signal propagating over a fibre length, 
z, of SMF can be written as follows:
t(A) -  Qj + bj A,2 + Cj X (3.8)
(3.9)
where:
(i) S(X) is the light source optical spectral density as a function of X given by
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equation (3.1);
(ii) z is the fibre length ;
(iii) A(z, X) is the normalized optical power loss coefficient of the fibre and it is
assumed that A(z, X) is a much more slowly varying function over the
wavelength range of source spectrum S(X). It can thus be approximated as a 
constant A(z, X) = e' a(X) zdue to the fibre loss being a function of length where 
a(X) is the fibre total loss as given in equation (3.7);
(iv) r(X) = t 0 + dr/dX(X - Xq) + ... is the group delay per unit length for the fibre
at Xq, where r0 = n/c, c is the speed of light, and n the fibre refractive index. 
r0 only causes a delay and has no influence on the shape of the output signal 
and group delay r(X) is given by equation (3.8).
The baseband transfer function of the SMF may be calculated by substituting equations
(3.1) (3.7) (3.8) into (3.9), to give:
impulse response function h2(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of H2(co).
For simulation purposes, a method is used to compute the received optical power of 
a photon-detector in time domain. The general fibre link impulse response h2(t) is 
considered to include a light source spectrum effect. The unmodulated light source 
has the envelope of optical electric field ^ ( t) .  The fibre baseband impulse response 
is gj(t) which is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the dispersive fibre 
transfer function G^gj) in equation (B.2-4) of Appendix B. When a signal x(t)
a0 f i n (3.10)
where z2cr02(dr/dX)2 interestingly shows the characteristic of the baseband transfer 
function whose bandwidth is limited due to the dr/dX and the fibre length z. The fibre
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modulates a light source, then assuming that the modulated optical signal is m(t), we 
get m(t) = h!(t)*x(t). By combining the modulated optical signal, m(t), with the 
unmodulated source optical field, ^ 0(0> and the fibre baseband impulse response gt(t), 
the output signal of a photodiode is given by the ensemble of the optical power 
< P(z,t) > after a distance, z, in the dispersive optical fibre [42] as:
After making a few assumptions (these are discussed in Appendix B), a convolution 
form of the linear optical fibre transmission characteristics is obtained by expending 
this equation (Appendix B.2):
The ensemble average of the optical power <p(z,t)>  after distance, z, in the 
dispersive optical fibre is a function of h0, h2(t) and m(t), where:
(i) h0 is a constant optical power due to the circuit driver bias above the laser 
threshold.
(ii) The fibre impulse response h2(t) can be calculated by taking inverse the Fourier 
transform of H2(a>) in equation (3.10) when the simple source spectrum is given 
by equation (3.1), or it can be calculated by taking the inverse Fourier 
transform of equation (B.2-13) which rewritten as:
where G^w) is the dispersive fibre transfer function, the * is the notation 
representing the convolution calculation, S ^u) is the spectrum of the complex 
envelope of the source which is the Fourier spectrum of the autocorrelation 
function of the envelope of optical electric field ^ 0(t) in equation (3.11). In 
theory, it can be assumed that the spectrum, S^co), of the complex envelope 
of the optical source signal is a Gausian envelope which is given by equation
<P(z,t)> = J ” s ,( t )  Jm(t-x) i|r0(f-c) <h (3.11)
(3.12)
ff2(w) = -L  ©,(«)*[ G*,(-«) Sa(o>) ] (3.13)
(3.2)
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(iii) The modulated optical signal m(t) = hj(t)*x(t) and x(t) is PCM pulse signal and 
hj(t) is given by taking fourier transform of equation (3.5).
Equation (3.12) is used as the basis of the CAD study of the FOL simulation model. 
For a simple Gaussian laser spectrum, the inverse Fourier transform of equation (3.10) 
is used to obtain the fibre impulse response h2(t). But for an no Gaussian spectrum, 
such as an N-longitudinal-mode laser is shown in equation (3.2), equation (3.10) 
requires an integrated calculation process, however equation (3.13) can provide a 
simple calculation method since the signal processing methods (i.e. FFT and 
convolution) can be applied to obtain the fibre impulse response h2(t). In practice, the 
laser spectrum is a measurable parameter.
3.3.3 Receiver and Noise Models
The purpose of using an optical receiver is to convert a modulated optical signal back 
to the electrical signal and to recover the electrical signal from whatever information 
that had been encoded. Most simple photo-detectors are PIN diodes or APDs. They 
are ideal AM envelope detectors, and are insensitive to phase or small changes in 
wavelength. With reference to the optical receiver shown Fig.3.1 again O/E can be 
either a PIN diode or an APD which acts as a square-law detector and has photo- 
current output that reproduces the envelope of the received optical power signal. The 
photo-current signal with added noises is amplified by a low-noise preamplifier. The 
low-pass filter has the minimum bandwidth required to pass the signal and keep noise 
as low as possible. The final stage in the receiver is the decision circuit which consists 
of a comparator, with its threshold level set to the centre of the receiver waveforms as 
shown in Fig.3.3, to give an equal probability of error for decisions on both ’on* and 
’o ff signal.
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3.3.3.1 Photodiodes
A photo-diode (PIN or APD) operates in a reverse-biased mode such that incoming 
photons are absorbed in a depleted semiconductor to create a photo-current. In the 
computer simulation of a receiver model, the use of both PIN and APD detectors are 
considered in which a digital bit stream consisting of ’1’ and ’0’ (’on’ and ’o ff states) 
is incident at the data bit rate B. The detected average photo-current signal Igl or Ig0 in 
the two states resulting from the detection of an optical signal is given by Personick 
[48]:
I,J = ( <<?> Pj J  = °  °r 1 (3' 14)
where ij is the detector quantum efficiency, h Planck’s constant and v the optical 
frequency (c/X) , j = ’0’ or ’1’ represents signal ’on’ or ’o ff, < G >  is the average 
APD gain, however < G > = 1 when the photo-detector is a PIN photo-diode, and pj 
is the average received power during a single bit.
3.3.3.2 Shot Noise
One of the unpredictable aspects of the output current from a photo-diode illuminated 
by an average optical signal is a phenomenon known as quantum noise or shot noise. 
The variance of the noise current model of an APD due to shot noise is given by:
= 2e (M j <G>2 F(G) Pj k, B (3.15)
Where rj, e, h, v, j , < G >  and pj are the same as in equation (3.14), 1 ^  is the rms 
shot noise current, and k2 the bandwidth factor of the noise low pass filter, B bit rate, 
F(G) the excess noise factor of the APDs which is related to the mean gain < G > and 
is represented by a simpler approximation F(G) = < G > X [17]; the empirical value 
x for good Si (silicon) detectors have x = 0.25 and good Ge (Germanium) detectors 
has x = 0.9. Equation (3.15) can also be modelled for a PIN detector when < G >
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and F(G) are 1.
3.3.3.3 Circuit Noise
Presently, field effect transistors (EFTs) are mainly used as a front-end amplifier in an 
optical receiver due to their low-noise. Most receiver circuits available today are a 
PIN or APD diode with an FET front-end amplifier. The principal noise sources are 
thermal noise from the FET channel conductance gm, the photodiode load resistor RL, 
gate leakage (dark) current Id , and FET 1/f-noise comer frequency fc (defined as the 
frequency at which 1/f-noise which dominates the FET noise at low frequencies and 
has a 1/f power spectrum). Fig.3.2 shows a simple diagram of a photo-detector which 
consists of a photo-diode, a load resistor, and a common-source FET preamplifier. 
The variance of the equivalent amplifier input noise I2ncJ is given by Kasper [33] as:
2 4kET r  , , 4kBT T
I^j = - 5 -  B +2eld kz B+—----- (2*02f c K B2 + — ----  (2kC ) \B z
R l  8 n  8 m
(3.16)
where T the absolute temperature, C the total input capacitance, T the FET channel 
noise factor (typical value 1.1), k2, k3, kf are the normalized noise-bandwidth integral 
values and only depend on the input-optical-pulse shape. For rectangular non-retum- 
zero (NRZ) input pulses and output pulses with a full raised-cosine spectrum, their 
values are k2 = 0.562, k3 = 0.0868 and kf = 0.184. For a rectangular return-zero 
(RZ) input pulse with a 50% duty cycle, the values are k2 = 0.403, k3 = 0.0361 and 
kf =  0.0984.
3.3.3.4 Mode Partition Noise
MPN is an important factor when using an N-longitudinal mode laser source and a 
SMF in a FOL. It is caused by the instant fluctuation of the power distribution among 
the laser N-longitudinal modes and the differential dispersion-induced fluctuations in
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the recovered power. The variance of this noise is given by the following equation
where I ^ j  is the rms mode partition noise, k a statistical factor that varies from 0 to 
1. k varying from 0.5 to 0.6 can be used for system design prediction using the 
present MPN theory, dr/dX and d2r/dX2 can be calculated by using equation (3.8).
3.4 Design Considerations
In this section, three important FOL design considerations are described. Firstly, a 
method for estimating BER of a FOL is described, followed by a discussion of 
dispersion power penalty in the FOL design and finally a method is outlined to 
calculate link span distance.
3.4.1 Bit Error Rate Estimation
When the transmitted signal is in digital form, the transmission link performance is 
generally evaluated by data rate B, bit error rate (BER) and time jitter. When B is 
relative low, the BER becomes the main factor. Within an optical receiver, the signal 
is normally treated as analogue prior to threshold detection and regeneration. The 
regenerator performs the function of determining what logical state (’on* or ’o ff) is 
represented by the received signal waveform at a specific sample period. It decodes 
the received signal by comparing the signal amplitude with a set threshold. The 
presence of noise at the threshold can cause false crossing and, therefore, bit errors. 
Because a proper decoding depends on the signal level relative to the noise, there is a 
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is a function of receiver bandwidth Bn , which in turn is a function of the data 
transmission rate B.
BER is defined as the ratio of the number of information bits detected erroneously to 
the total number of bits transmitted. Transmitted bits are sometimes detected as error 
because noise can cause the signal to appear on the wrong side of the threshold detector 
during the sampling period. BER is, therefore, a function of the received SNR.
The relationship is statistical, that is, the probability of an error increases as the 
probability of the noise level exceeding threshold increases. The relationship for binary 
encoding (on-off) is shown in Fig.3.3, where a noisy current at the detector is shown 
with Gaussian distributions for both the binary the ’on’ state and the binary ’o ff state. 
Note that the noise distribution is larger for ’on’ state than for the ’o ff . This is 
because the added optical power for an ’on’ state increases the shot noise (refer to 
equation (3.15)). The threshold, therefore, must be offset for equal probability of error 
for the two states. The threshold voltage is related to its equivalent photo-current I* in 
this diagram.
A rigorous calculation of error probability can be found in various references [29]. A 
simplified form of BER or error probability Pc is defined by the complementary error 
function as follows:
where Q is the mean signal to rms noise ratio, and y the actual signal level to rms 
noise ratio. If the decision level current I* is chosen under condition of =  Pel = 
Pe, then Q can be obtained by:
(3.18)
(3.19)
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where two states; ’on* and ’off ’ of the average signal current are I8iand Ig0, the noise 
currents are 1^ and In0 and the decision level current is I* at photo-detector. 
Eliminating I* in equation (3.18) gives Q = (Igl - Ig0)/(Ini + Ino)- A value of Q >  6 
is normally required to maintain Pc and hence a BER bellow 10 9 [17].
Writing r = I80/I8l as the off/on extinction current ratio, and Iav= (Ig0+ Isl)/2 as the 
average detected current and thus Q becomes:
Q  = f l l L )  — z l n —  (3.20)
1 + r (Ao +
Referring to the above equation, the average current I8Vcan be obtained from equation 
(3.14). The square of the noise currents Inj are the total variance of the noise currents. 
As to noise current sources, they are the laser intensity noise due to the unstable lasing 
power of a laser, MPN due to fibre dispersion, and the circuit noise and shot noise 
at the photo-detector. In power system protection relaying, long distance protection 
signalling needs to be considered with transmission B of only a few Mbit/s. It has been 
found when B is less than about 150Mbits/s, the laser intensity noise can be neglected. 
Thus in the FOL study model for power system protection relaying, shot noise 
(equation (3.15)), circuit noise (equation (3.16)) and MPN (equation (3.17)) need to 
be considered. The various noise contributions can be added to get the total variance 
of the noise current as:
l l } = I 2 . + I 2 . + I 2 , j  = 0 o r  1 (3-21>nc,j ns,j * mp,j J
Equations (3.17), (3.19) and (20) can be used to generate the BER curves (as shown 
in Fig.3.10) by plotting the probability, Pe , of BER as a function of the average 
receiver power,Pav, so that we can estimate the receiver sensitivity that is affected by 
changing the system parameters.
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3.4.2 Dispersion Penalty
Besides, the total fibre loss in a FOL, a dispersion penalty remains a considerable part 
of the optical power loss since dispersion broadens a transmitted signal pulse resulting 
in intersymbol interference (ISX) at the receiver decision circuit, in particular for a 
receiver circuit with no re-equalizer and no time extractor. It is thus necessary to have 
a realistic estimate of the dispersion penalties in a FOL design. The basic dispersion 
power penalty is also related to the dispersion normalized pulse broadening At/T, 
where T is the time slot for one bit, thus data bit rate B is equal to 1/T. A simple 
approximation of the power penalty due to dispersion is given by Gimlett [21]:
Pd * 22 B2 At2 « 22 B2 z 2 o20 (3-22)
where dr/dX = 12.65 ns/(km.ptm) at 1.55 /*m and dr/dX =  -0.87 ns/(km./*m) at 1.3/xm 
which are calculated by differentiating equation (3.8). As can be seen from equation 
(3.22), the power penalty increases with the bit rate B and fibre length z. This is a 
useful estimation tool for FOL feasibility studies. The term of z2a02 (dr/dX)2 is to 
measure the power penalty due to the material dispersion.
3.4.3 Link Power Budget
One of the primary objectives in computer modelling of a FOL is to find ways for 
maximizing repeater spacing while at the same time maintaining a specified 
performance and providing a power margin to account for unforseen effects. The most 
basic form of system design is the power budget, and the most apparent transmission 
limitations are due to fibre transmission losses and dispersion. Starting with the optical 
transmission power Pt of the source, and with the power losses due to fibre losses, 
coupling and splicing losses and etc, are subtracted to compute the Pr of light when 
arriving at the receiver. This power must exceed the receiver sensitivity power P„ in 
order to meet the BER performance requirement (10'9). In addition, the losses due to
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effects such as dispersion are assigned the equivalent of a power penalty and included 
in the budget as if they were actual losses. The power margin for FOL reliability 
design would need to be taken into account. The maximum fibre link length is simply 
computed as the length when the received power equals the receiver sensitivity adjusted 
for all power penalties. This calculation is given by the following equation:
z  = 12  tog I I  (3.23)
«
This equation is a useful formula to estimate the FOL transmission length z when 
knowing Pt, P„ and fibre average loss a.
3.5 Fibre Optic Link Simulations
This section describes the simulation processes of a FOL. It starts with a laser 
transmitter model simulation, fibre optic impulse response model simulation and 
receiver model simulation. The receiver model includes a noise generator and a 
decision circuit simulation. The simulation method of the FOL is a hybrid technique 
which combines all noises calculation and time domain decision circuit.
3.5.1 Laser Source Spectrum Simulation
Two laser source spectrum models have been presented in equation (3.1) and (3.2), 
respectively. The first source model may be used for single-longitudinal mode laser 
source, in particular for a LED light source, which has Gaussian shape. Since single 
or near single-longitudinal-mode lasers are very expensive and have a relative short life 
time, N-longitudinal-mode lasers are used in many practical FOLs. Some practical 
light sources are listed in Table.3.1, where the parameters are:
(i) the LED operating at X0 = 1.3 /xm has the optical output power 60/zW, the 
spectrum rms width j 0 = 35nm and a rise/fall time 3.0ns;
(ii) the laser operating at Xq = 1.3 ^m has the optical output power lmW, the N-
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longitudinal-mode Gaussian envelope spectrum rms width aQ = 1.1 nm and a 
rise/fall time 0.5 ns ;
(iii) the laser operating at Xq = 1.55 /xm has the optical output power lmW, the N- 
longitudinal-mode Gaussian envelope spectrum rms width <r0 = 1.6nm and a 
rise/fall time 0.3 ns.
In simulation, the laser source spectrum S^X) without signal modulation is given in 
equation (3.2) where if the ith mode amplitude % is assumed as a function of exp(-i2D), 
where D is a selected constant. If parameters of the laser spectrum are N/2 = 5, D = 
1/8, AX = lnm and Xq = 1.55jim, the laser spectrum (in the simulation) can be 
obtained as illustrated in Fig.3.4. It can be estimated that the laser source rms 
spectrum width, a0, is approximately 2nm. It is a measurable parameter in a practical 
system.
3.5.2 Laser Transient Waveform Simulation
The laser rate equations (3.3) and (3.4) can be solved numerically by using 4th order 
Runge-Kutta method. However, the equivalently electrical circuit model of equation 
(3.5) or (3.6) is more attractive to the FOL simulation; since it can simply provide an 
impulse response function h^t), the simulation process can be easily carried out in the 
time domain, also it provides an interface to many other electrical circuit models by 
using signal processing methods. Referring to equation (3.3) and (3.4), if the laser 
parameters are chosen as: the laser cavity volume 3 x l0 '16m3, the spontaneous
emission lifetime rc = 3(ns), the photon lifetime rp = 2(ps), the optical gain g = 
A(ne - N0) where the optical gain parameter A = 1.7 x  103 (s’1) and the electron density 
N0 = 1.5 x  108, the injected signal current pulse ’o ff is0 is equal to or just above the 
laser threshold current i^, the injected signal current pulse ’on’ isl = 1.3 i^ and the 
fraction of the spontaneous emission p is selected at 104 or 10‘3 or 10'2, then the 
results of the laser equivalent electrical RLC circuit model are: the resistance R = 
4.826(ohm), the capacitance C = 0.13824xlO'9 (farad), the inductance L =
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9.6488 X 1012(henry), the resistance of the conductance RSE = 1.6X10'3 (ohm) ( For 
detail, please see equation B.l-20 in Appendix B ).
For a step-current pulse signal, the numerical calculation results of the laser rate 
equations and the simulation results of the laser equivalent circuit model are shown 
as curves a, b, c in Fig.3.5 and Fig.3.6, respectively. A comparison study shows that 
the two solutions have a similar performance when p > = 10‘2, but diverge 
significantly as p reduces, the reason being that, the laser rate equations are nonlinear 
and the small-signal laser circuit model is obtained by linearizing the nonlinear rate 
equations. Large p results in small changes in the photo density and in this case, the 
nonlinear parts of the laser rate equation are small and can be neglected; while for 
small p, a complex large-signal laser circuit model due to the highly nonlinear 
properties of the device is essential. Fortunately it is desirable to have a large p to 
obtain a square pulse with little spectral chirping in the communication links for power 
system protection relaying, so that small signal analysis of the circuit model is suitable.
By using the laser equivalent electrical circuit model with the setting of a PCM binary 
NRZ signal at B = 150Mbit/s, a pulse modulated optical power signal output of the 
laser at the large p = 10‘2 is shown in Fig 3.7. It shows that laser transient response 
has a very small rise and fall time and also has a slight shoot over; this phenomenon 
has to be taken into account when high B is required, but it is not important for low 
B applications, for example, the power system line protection relaying case. It is 
necessary to analyze the laser transient phenomena when the FOL employs a laser as 
a light source, in particular, when the FOL is used in other applications requiring very 
high bit rate. In our simulation of a FOL, the large p = 10*2 of the pulse modulated 
optical power signal output is used.
3.5.3 Fibre Loss Estimations
Fibre loss is a negative factor that limits data transmission distance. Taking some
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practical SMF and MMF as references, their characteristics are listed in table 3.2 and 
table 3.3, respectively. In table 3.2, SMF has a typical total loss of less than 
0.45dB/km and dispersion less than 3.0ns/(km./xm) at Xq = 1.3/xm, and less than
0.25dB/km and dispersion less than 18.0ns/(km./xm) at Xq = 1.55/xm. In table 3.3, 
MMF at Xo = 1.3/xm has a typical total loss of variations from 0.8 to 3dB/km.
Referring to theoretical fibre loss model (equation (3.7)) with above characteristics of 
the practical fibres, typically estimated total fibre losses as used for FOL simulation 
are listed in Table.3.4, where SMF total loss at Xq = 1.3/xm is about 0.5dB/km and 
total loss at Xq = 1.55/xm is about 0.3dB/km. The MMF has a higher fibre total loss. 
The results support our decision of selecting SMF for long-haul data transmission due 
to higher loss of MMFs.
3.5.4 Fibre Transfer Function Simulation
The fibre transfer function represents the quality of FOL. Because in an N-longitudinal- 
mode laser, light at different wavelengths has different propagation speeds, thus this 
dispersion phenomenon limits the fibre transmission bandwidth. By using equation 
(3.10) and selecting parameters; dispersion dr/dX = 1.87ns/(km./xm) at Xq = 1.3/xm 
or dispersion dr/dX = 17ns/(km./xm) at Xq = 1.55/xm, the laser a0 = 2nm, and fibre 
length z = 100km, 160km and 180km respectively, the simulated fibre transfer 
function H2(aj) can be obtained, as shown in Fig.3.8. In Fig.3.8, curve d is for Xq = 
1.3/xm with a fibre length 100km, and curves ’c’, ’b’, ’a’ are for wavelength Xq = 
1.55/xm with a fibre length of 100km, 160km and 180km, respectively. The results 
show that, for the same fibre length z = 100km, curve ’c’ at X0 = 1.55/xm has -3dB 
bandwidth limitation about 110MHz, curve’d’ at X0 = 1.3/xm has -3dB bandwidth 
limitation about 680MHz, this shows that the fibre at X0 = 1.55/xm has larger 
bandwidth limitation than that at Xq = 1.3/xm. The results also show that, for the 
fibre at X0 = 1.55/xm, curve ’a’ with z = 180km has -3dB bandwidth limitation about 
40MHz and curve ’b’ with z = 160km has -3dB bandwidth limitation about 43MHz.
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This clearly shows that for the fibre span distance 180km and fibre at X0 =  1.55/xm , 
transmission B will be limited below 40Mbit/s.
Taking the inverse Fourier transform of equation (3.10), the impulse response of the 
fibre, h2(t) is obtained. In order to see how dispersion broadens by a pulse, a 
simulation for h2(t) was also done. Assuming that the laser source has a0 =  2nm, a 
fibre length z = 120km, the impulse response is plotted in Fig.3.9. In Fig.3.9 (a), 
the pulse broadens by Ins, however the pulse broadens by 8ns. Results show that larger 
dispersion at a laser Xq = 1.55/xm has a larger pulse broadening than that at smaller 
dispersion at Xq = 1.30/xm after 120km transmission in the fibre. A broadened pulse 
increases the bit error probability at the receiver decision circuit due to the long tail 
affecting the adjacent pulse, in particular for a high B. One of the problems is that 
there is a larger dispersion effect when a laser operates at Xq = 1.55/xm. However, 
it has been shown that in section 3.5.3 that fibre at Xq = 1.55/xm has the advantage of 
having a lower loss than that at X0 = 1.30/xm. There must thus be a compromise 
between dispersion and fibre loss consideration in design of a FOL.
3.5.5 Dispersion Penalty Evaluation
As it has been described in section 3.4.2 that dispersion power penalty has to be taken 
into account when designing a FOL. Equation (3.22) represents the relationship 
between power penalty and material dispersion. It is necessary to quantitatively 
evaluate the dispersion penalty. In order to have some comparative results, the 
characteristics of several practical LEDs, and selected lasers are listed in Table.3.5, 
where for practical LED types, LED-A at X0 = 1.3/xm has <r0 — 35nm, and LED-B 
Xq = 1.529/xm has cr0 = 40nm. For practical laser types, Laser-A at 1.3/xm has a0 = 
l.lnm , Laser-B at 1.535/xm has cr0 = 1.6nm. For selected laser types in the FOL 
simulation, Laser-C at 1.3/xm has aQ = 2nm, Laser-D at 1.55/xm has a0 = 2nm. The 
dispersion power penalty evaluations for different B’s with different fibre length are 
summarized in Table.3.6.
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If a design target of dispersion power penalty is assumed at less than ldB, then by 
using equation (3.22), an approximate judgement of the performance of FOL designs 
is given in Table 3.6. In Table.3.6, it has been shown that for laser operating at Xq 
*  1.3/xm; with Laser-A, B = 500Mbit/s and z = 50km or Laser-C, B = 40Mbit/s 
and z =  100km or Laser-C, B = 90Mbit/s and z = 100km, the FOL design only has 
a small DP <  O.ldB. None of them exceed a O.ldB power penalty due to Ao= 1.3/xm 
being near to zero dispersion where Xq =  1.310/xm, while for LED-A operating Xq «  
1.3/xm, with B = 40 Mbit/s and z = 80km , the FOL has a dispersion penalty (DP) 
= 2.27dB, or with B = 140 Mbit/s and z = 60km, it has a DP = 1.436dB. Their 
DPs have had ldB power penalty due to the large source spectrum width and relatively 
longer distances. These results show that although light source operates at near zero 
dispersion Xo = 1.32/xm range, it is desirable to use the laser to obtain small power 
penalty ( less than ldB) for the long fibre spanning distances for data transmission.
In Table 3.6, the DP of a FOL is 2.43dB if the FOL has the LED-B, 80km fibre 
length, 6 Mbit/s data rate, and operates at Xq «  1.55/xm, the DP of the FOL is 
1.48dB if the FOL data rate is changed from 6Mbit/s to 40 Mbit/s and the fibre length 
is changed from 80km to 10km, and the DP of the is 1.52dB if the FOL data rate is 
changed from 6Mbit/s to 90 Mbit/s and the fibre length is changed from 80km to 
4.5km. The DP of the FOL is 1.597dB if the FOL has the Laser-B source, 90Mbit/s 
data rate and 100km fibre length, and the DP of the FOL is 2 .13dB if FOL light source 
is Laser-D. All above dispersion power penalty excess ldB of the designing target due 
to the parameters such as high data rate or long distance, therefore, such poor FOL 
designs should be avoided.
Again for a light source operating at X0 » 1.55/xm in Table.3.6, with Laser-B, B = 
90Mbit/s and z = 50km, the DP of the FOL is 0.312dB, and with Laser-D, B = 
40Mbit/s and z = 100km, the DP is 0.43dB. These two FOL designs can meet the less 
than ldB penalty requirement, but the former has a high B and short z and the latter 
has a low B and long z. The latter FOL design is more suitable for an application in
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power system protection relaying where long distance transmission is required.
The results in Table 3.6 shows that from the dispersion point of view, it is hoped that 
the laser operates at near zero dispersion with Xq 1.32/xm range. However from the 
fibre loss point of view, the FOL at Xq = 1.55/xm has a lower loss than that at Xq 
= 1.3/xm, thus it is desirable to select a FOL operating at Xq = 1.55/xm. But for a 
higher B or a longer fibre span distance, the dispersion problem is the main limitation 
for FOL applications. In power system line protection, a long transmission distance 
is desirable, but not with a very high B, therefore a laser source operating at Xq 
*  1.55/xm is a suitable selection for the FOL designs.
3.5.6 Link Power Budget Calculation
From equation (3.23), it can be seen that the transmission distance z depends heavily 
on the fibre loss, while only marginally on the Pt and Prs levels. The fibre total loss 
is quite different when light source operates at X0 = 1.3/xm and Xq = 1.55/xm. In 
section 3.5.3, it was estimated that the fibre loss is a =  0.6dB/km at Xq = 1.3/xm and 
a — 0.3dB/km at Xq = 1.55/xm. It can be seen that shifting Xq from 1.30 /xm to 1.55 
/xm, the fibre loss is reduced by roughly a fact of 2, and therefore would increase z 
by the same factor. For example, if Pt is set at OdBm (lmW) and Pr is set at -50dm, 
the fibre spanning distance would be 83km for the light source operating at Xq = 
1.3/xm, while the fibre span distance 166km for light source operating at X0 = 1.55/xm. 
From the fibre loss point of view, a light source operating at X0 = 1.55/xm is better 
than one operating at X0 = 1.3/xm. However since the dispersion effect at 1.55 /xm is 
greater than that at 1.30 /xm, a larger dispersion power penalty would be required for 
a source at 1.55 /xm than that at 1.30 /xm. Recalling Table 3.6, for light source at 1.55 
/xm, B =  90Mbit/s and z = 100km, the power penalty has reached to 2.13dB. This 
power penalty is added into power budget evaluation, and the fibre span distance thus 
is reduced from 166km to 156km. As B increases, more power penalty has to be 
added into the power budget evaluation, and the fibre dispersive effects become more
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important.
3.5.7 Noise Analysis
In section 3.3,3, a photo-receiver model and noise models were described. This 
section will evaluates these models and give quantitative introduction. For the 
receiver model of equation (3.14), e = 1.6xlO"19(J), Planck’s constant h = 
6.63 xlO'34 (J-s), light frequency v— c/X, light speed c = 3 x l0 8(m/s) and assuming 
the quantum efficiency = 1, and the average APD gain < G >  = 10, the average 
recovered power P = -50dBm, thus we obtain:
(i) A photo to electrical conversion factor (rjd hu) «  1.045(A/W), and a signal 
current I, = 1.045xl0‘7(A) at Xq = 1.3/xm.
(ii) Photo to electrical conversion factor (rjdhv) «  1.247(A/W), and signal current
I. = 1.247 xlO*7 (A) at Xq = 1.55/xm.
For shot noise in equation (3.15), assuming that < G >  = 1 0 , the excess noise F(G) 
= 5.01, Xq = 1.55/xm, the k2 = 0.563, and B = 40Mbit/s, thus the shot noise 
limitation I,* = 7.99 xlO*9(A).
For the thermal noise limitation of equation (3.16), taking the first component for 
analysis where lnc= (4kBT / RL)1/2k2B1/2, k2 = 0.563. If the temperature T = 300K, 
B =  40Mbit/s, RL = lkfi, thus thermal noise current Inc = 1.4517X10'8 (A).
For mode-partition noise of equation (3.17), if k = 0.5, B = 40 Mbit/s, aQ = 2nm, 
L = 100km, and X0 = 1.55/xm, then Imjp = 2 .7XlO12 A.
If assumed received power Pr is -50dBm, all the above noise contributions are added 
and the low pass filter bandwidth, Bn, is designed to be 40MHz in order to allow 40 
Mbit/s data passing the filter and to eliminate all noise above 40MHz, then the signal-
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to-noise ratio, Q, (Q = Pr / Noise) can be calculated to be about 7.5. From the 
simplification error probability Pc of equation (3.17), Pe = 10'12 at good signal-to- 
noise ratio Q =  7.5 which is less than the 10'9 requirement, so such a design can be 
accepted.
3.5.8 Bit Error Rate Curve Simulation
In the design of a digital communication link system, the BER curves can clearly show 
the performance of the system, therefore it is necessary to simulate FOL BER curves 
in our design. There are many types of APDs or PINs with FET preamplifier available 
on the market today, two examples of typical PIN diodes are listed in Table 3.7 at 
the BER = 10'9 requirement. One has a sensitivity of about -51dBm — 52.5dB, the 
other has sensitivity of only around -36.0dBm — -38.0dB m atB = 16 — 160 Mbit/s. 
As can be seen among various types of APD or PIN with FET preamplifiers, a 
practical receiver must be designed to meet a FOL application. In our simulation, a 
good sensitivity APD and PIN with FET preamplifier have been selected. Their 
parameters are listed in Table 3.8. where except for the factor that the APD has a 
diode gain < G > = 1 0  and excess noise factor F(G) = 5.01 and the PIN has 
< G >  =1, excess factor F(M) = 1, all other parameters are set the same. The reason 
of doing this is to get some comparison with results between the APD and PIN 
performance.
For the APD receiver, its BER curves as a function of the mean received sensitivity 
optical power are plotted as in Fig.3.10. The BER curves in Fig.3.10 show both the 
fibre dispersion and distance limitation in the system. Since the average fibre loss is 
0.3dB/km at X0 = 1.55/xm and 0.6dB/km at X0 = 1.3/xm, for OdBm transmission power 
Pt, after 100km fibre distance the received signal power is -60dBm at Xq = 1.3/xm and 
-30dBm at Xq = 1.55/xm. At X0 = 1.3/xm the receiver sensitivity power of curve 
’b’ and’d’ are about -54.5dBm and -52dBm, and none of them can accept the receiver 
power -60dBm to keep the BER = 10'9, and they are not suitable for a 100km fibre
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span data transmission. At Xq = 1.55/xm the receiver sensitivity power of curve ’a’, 
’c’ and ’e’ are -55dBm, -53dBm and -46dBm respectively, they are all less than - 
30dBm, therefore they can be used for a 100km span data transmission., but curve ’g’ 
has a BER = 10‘7 at received power -30dBm, so its can not be used for a 100km 
fibre span data transmission. The results show that although there is less dispersion 
limitation at Xq = 1.3/xm, the higher average fibre loss will limit the fibre transmission 
distance. In long-haul transmission line power system protection relaying, laser and 
small average loss fibre operating at Xq = 1.55/xm are preferred.
3.5.9 Decision Circuit Simulation
As described in section 2.3.3, a hybrid approach is used, which combines an analysis 
calculation method with a time-domain decision circuit model, to carry out the FOL 
simulation. The method is to calculate all possible noise contributions under a Gaussian 
approximation at a specified time interval; the calculated rms noise value is then used 
into a noise generator, so that received signal with added noise can then be obtained. 
One simulation result is shown in Fig.3.11, where the FOL parameters are: laser at 
Xq =  1.55/xm, (Tq = 2nm, z = 180km, a — 0.3dB, and calculated BER = 1.3xlO*2. 
Thus noisy signal waveforms are sent to the receiver decision circuit. The decision 
circuit has a set specific sample time period with a setting decision threshold level. As 
soon as a received pulse signal with added noise waveform comes into the decision 
circuit, it determines if the pulse signal level at the sample time period is above its 
decision threshold level or not. If so, the decision circuit will regenerate a pulse ’on’ 
, otherwise a pulse ’o ff. As clearly seen, for such noisy signal in Fig.3.11, even for 
optimum decision level setting at optimum sample point, there are still many level 
crossing points during decision period due to noise, therefore bit error occurs. This 
time decision circuit is also able to simulate a time jitter which causes the circuit 
sample point change with the jitter noise.
In order to carry out the FOL simulation more realistically, at certain time intervals
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the simulation program recalculates all noise distributions due to some FOL parameter 
changes. The recalculated rms noise value thus re-excites another noise generator, so 
the received signal with different added noise contributions can be simulated. All 
simulation processes discussed above are repeatedly carried out until the simulation 
time has been met the design requirement.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, a complete computer-aided simulation and modelling system of FOLs 
is presented. A laser equivalent electrical circuit model, a fibre optic transfer function 
model and a receiver model are described. The simulation results are both qualitatively 
and quantitatively evaluated where possible. It also shows how to calculate the overall 
noise contributions that excites a noise generator, and how a decision circuit recovers 
and determines the original current signal from the noisy receiving signal. The 
performance of a FOL is simulated in the time domain.
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Wavelength X 1.30/xm 1.30/xm 1.535/xm
Pigtail to fibre 
Core/cladding 50/125 /xm 8/125 /xm 8/125 /xm
Power output 60/xW l.OmW l.OmW
Rise/Fall time 3.0ns 0.5ns 0.3ns
Laser
threshold
N/A 90 ~ 160(max) mA 30~50(max) mA
Drive current 150 mA 30mA 25 ~ 40(max) mA
Operating
Temperature




Spectra Gaussian type Longitudinal-mode Longitudinal-mode
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"Product Guide - Optical Electronic/Positioning", UK CATALOG No.90.1, 
Speirs Pobertson Limited, 1992
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Table 3.2 Characteristic of single-mode fibres
Specification No. P2509** P2510** P2511**
Attenuation (dB/km)










at X =  .1.26—1.35/xm 












wavelength X ( /xm ) 1.304 — 1.324 1.304—1.324 1.304-1.324
Table 3.3 Characteristic of multi-mode fibres
Core/cladding (/xm) 50/125** 62.5/125** 100/140*
Attenuation X = 0.85/xm 2.4 3.2 4 - 5
(dB/km) X = 1.30/xm 0.8 1.2 3 - 4
Bandwidth X=0.85/xm 400 160 100 -  700
(MHz. km) X = 1.30/xm 600 500 100 -  700
Numerical Aperture (NA) 0.2±0.015 0.275 ±0.015 0.29









X Intrinsic others Intrinsic others
a l+Bl+C l oL a l+Bl+C l oL
1.3/xm 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.3
1.55/xm 0.2 0.1 - -
"Product Guide - Optical Electronic/Positioning", UK CATALOG No.90.1, 
Speirs Pobertson Limited, 1992
"The fibre Optic Component & Accessary Catalogue", 4th Edition, 
AURIGA(Europe)PLC, UK, 1993
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Table 3.5 Characteristics of LEDs and Lasers
Source Model Centre wavelength 
(nm)
RMS spectral width 
a (nm)
LED-A LH42-19 * 1300 35
LED-B QL 1520 * 1529 40
Laser-A LC53-17 * 1300 1.1
Laser-B LC81-18 * 1535 1.6
Laser-C Simulation type 1300 2.0
Laser-D Simulation type 1550 2.0
"Product Guide - Optical Electronic/Positioning", UK CATALOG No.90.1, 
Speirs Pobertson Limited, 1992
Table 3.6 Power penalty for inter-symbol-interference (ISI)
Bit rate 
Mbit/s








40 LED-A 1300 80 2.27
140 ff 1300 60 1.436
6 LED-B 1529 80 2.43
40 If ff 10 1.48
90 If II 4.5 1.52
500 Laser-A 1300 50 <0.1
90 Laser-B 1535 II 0.312
90 if if 100 1.597
40 Laser-C 1300 If <0.1
90 if n If <0.1
40 Laser-D 1550 If 0.43
90 if it If 2.13
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Table 3.7 Features an InGaAs photo-detector PIN diode and GaAs FET preamplifier
Specification PT series receivers* PS series receivers*
Wavelength X = 1300nm X = 1300nm
Sensitivity at BER=1 O'9 -51.0 -  -52.5 dBm -36.0 -  -38.0dBm
Line data rate 1 6 - 160Mbit/s 16— 160Mbit/s
Dynamic range 27.0 -  29.0 dB 25.0 dB
The conversion factor 0.65 -  0.85 A/W 0.65 -  0.85 A/W
Total leakage current 20.0 nA 40.0 nA
Operating temperature -20 -  +80° C -20 -  +80° C
"Product Guide - Optical Electronic/Positioning", UK CATALOG No.90.1, 
Speirs Pobertson Limited, 1992
Table 3.8 Features of following detectors; a photo-detector PIN diode and a APD
diode with FET preamplifier used in the simulation
Simulation Photodiode Types APD PIN
Diode gain <  G > 10 1
Excess noise factor F(G) 5.01 1
Diode load resistance RL lx lO 6 ohms 1 x  106 ohms
FET trans-conductance gm 30 x l0 ‘3 mhos 3 0 x l0 ‘3 mhos
Total FET capacitance CT 1.1 pF l.lp F
FET channel noise factor T 1.1 1.1
FET 1/f-noise frequency Ic 20 MHz 20 MHz
FET gate dark current Id 50 nA 50 nA
Operating temperature T 300 Kelvin 300 Kelvin
Noise bandwidth factor I2 , I3 0.563 , 0.0868 0.563 , 0.0868
Noise bandwidth factor If 0.184 0.184
The conversion factor r je /h v 0.9 A/W 0.9 A/W
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h 1 (t) 
j Transmitter
Optical Fibre h 2(t)
" 0 / E - < + H >
noise h3(t]
NFL DeC 1— * DMPL —  BT c S /P D/A
S0(t)
Optical Receiver Data Sink
A/t) : Analog/Digital Converter 
D/A : Dlgltd/Analog Converter 
P /5  : Parallel/Serld Converter 
S /P  : Serial/Parallel Converter 
0/C  : PIN/ADP Photodetector
E/O : Optical Tranemlttc 
MPL : Multlplexter 
DMPL : Do Multiplexer 
NFL : Noiee Flier 
DeC : Decision Circuit
Figure 1. Digital Transmission System Model








Fig.3.2 Common photo-receiver with FET preamplifier
Rl is the photo-diode load , RD is the FET preamplifier resistor




Detected Binary Signal Current
Detection threshold
Probability of Occurrence
Fig.3.3 Error probability for binary states. Ifl the mean photocurrent for a signal
’on’, Is0 the mean photocurrent for a signal ’off,  1  ^decision threshold 
level, I2nl rms signal variance due to noise for a binary ’on’, I2^  rms 
signal variance due to noise for a binary ’o ff , probability that a 
’on* was detected when a ’off was sent, and Pcl probability that a ’o ff 
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3.5 Numerical solution to the laser, where curve a, b and c correspond to 
p = 10"4, p = 10'3 and p = 10'2
a.
100 200 400300
Time domain ( * 0.02 ns )
Fig 3.6 Equivalent circuit model solution to the laser, where curve a, b and c 
correspond to p = lO"4, p = 10'3 and p = 10'2
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Time domain (ns)
Fig.3.7 A pulse modulated output signal of the laser, photdensities of the s^ t)  












a. 180km, laser a-2nm , X-1.55um
b. 160km, laser a -  2nm, X- 1.55um
c. 100km, laser a-2nm , X«1.55um
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Fig.3.9 Fibre Impulse Response Function h2(t)
(a) For laser with Xo=1.30/xm, a0=2nm, z= 120km
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a: Xo= 1.55/xm, B=40Mbit/s, z=  100km 
b: Xo=1.30/tm, B=40Mbit/s, z=  100km 
c: \ ) =  1.55/xm, B=40Mbit/s, z=  160km
d: Xo=1.30/tm, B=90Mbit/s, z=  100km 
e: Xo=l-55/xm, B=90Mbit/s, z=  80km 
f: Xo= 1-55/im, B=60Mbit/s, z=  140km 
g: Xo=1.55/im, B=90Mbit/s, z=  100km
-50 -40
Received Sensitivity Power (dBm)
-30
Fig.3 10 Bit-error-rate (BER) as a function of mean received sensitivity optical 
power Prs
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Received Power 
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Fig.3.11 Signal received by the PIN diode with added noise under the operating 
conditions:
laser Pt = OdBm, Xq — 1.55pm,
B = 40Mbits/s, a. = 0.3dB/km, 
z = 180km, calculated BER = 1.3 x 10 2
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CHAPTER 4 
FIBRE OPTIC LINKS APPLICATIONS
4.1 Introduction
Because of the technological advances of optical fibres and digital communications 
systems, digital teleprotection systems [19], which are both faster and more reliable 
than current analogue systems, are attracting active attention in power system 
protection relaying. In Chapter 3, a complete CAD model of a FOL has been detailed. 
In this Chapter, examples of the FOL simulation model applications in power system 
protection are presented. The design of a hardware FOL testing board is described. 
Besides, some of the important aspects on software implementation and hardware 
consideration are discussed.
In section 4.2, the simulation of a FOL for power system protection is presented. Then 
the simulation results are compared with available laboratory experimental results. In 
section 4.3, the FOL simulation model is applied to a developed line protection 
scheme, and hence a complete CAD model of the line protection scheme with an actual 
FOL simulation model is developed. In section 4.4, the design of a transputer-based 
test and control board (TCB) is described, where the TCB can be used to connect a 
physical current differential relay and FOL, and therefore a concrete test for the FOL 
performance can be carried out.
4.2 Fibre Optic Links Simulation Test
This section starts with description of encoding multi-channel analogue voltage and 
current signals into PCM data. The PCM data are then transmitted through the FOL
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simulation model. In order to see clearly how the PCM data are affected by the FOL, 
the noisy PCM data at the receiver side are analyzed. Finally, the received PCM data 
are converted back into the original analogue signals. A current waveform is taken as 
an example to show how the simulation work is carried out in the CAD program study 
of the FOL.
4.2.1 The Simulation Process
Laser, SMF and receiver models together with the possible noise mechanisms have 
been presented in Chapter 3. By combining them, a FOL simulation program for 
computing the link reception performance is developed. Equation (3.12) is a 
simulation of the FOL in the time domain. FFT and convolution methods are applied 
to develop the h2(t) function. The modulated optical envelope power signal m(t) of the 
laser is obtained from the laser equivalent circuit model. Under a linear assumption, 
all the noise contributions are added to obtain the total rms noise current. In order to 
take into account the distorted waveforms at a receiver, the time decision circuit 
designed (the quasi-analytical BER estimation method as described in previous section 
3.5.9) is applied to produce a realistic BER performance. For the purpose of applying 
the FOL simulation program in power system line protection, six channel waveforms 
(three phase voltages and three phase currents) of 4 cycles are converted into PCM 
data sequences which form the input of the laser equivalent circuit model. The coupling 
transmission optical power Pt between the laser output and optical fibre input is 
adjusted to OdBm. The simulation of the FOL operating at both Xq = 1.3/xm and Xq = 
1.55/xm are considered. The average fibre loss is set to be 0.3dB/km at Xq = 1.55/xm 
and 0.6dB/km at Xq = 1.30^m. In order to get the best system performance, the 
optimal values of both the decision threshold level (setting the equal probability of the 
binary "one" and "zero") and decision timing sample period (middle area in a pulse) 
at receiver end have been calculated before the noise is added. The B value is chosen 
to be 40Mbit/s. Finally both the calculation and measurement of BER are performed 
to obtain comparison results.
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4.2.2 Available Laboratory Experimental Results
Blank et al. [8] presented a long span optical transmission experiments at 34 Mbit/s and 
140Mbit/s. In one of the experiments, a 34Mbit/s transmission system trial was 
conducted over 176km of standard-index SMF. The transmitter used a commercial 
1.55pm  N-longitudinal-mode laser (NDL5003) with laser threshold current of 60mA 
at 17°C and a mean launch power Pt of +2dBm. The transmission path consisted of 
176.2km step-index fibre with 32 splices, where average spliced-loss of 0.234dB/km 
was obtained, with the three connectors adding a further 3dB attenuation. The receiver 
sensitivity of -53.0dBm at 1.55/zm was provided by a commercial Ge APD and trans­
impedance preamplifier. A 0.7dB penalty was incurred due to reduced APD quantum 
efficiency at 1.55/zm wavelength.
In the above mentioned experiment, the spectral width of the typical N-longitudinal- 
mode laser was 3nm (rms) and the fibre dispersion at 1.55^m was 18ns/(km./zm). 
These led to dispersion-limited systems at line data rate of 34Mbit/s and a span length 
of 176km. Practical spans of 100km to 150km could therefore be provided (for more 
details of the explanations and discussion see reference [8]).
In the following section, the simulation results of the FOL simulation program is used 
to compare with the above experimental results.
4.2.3. Simulation Results and Discussions
Because of the flexibility of the CAD techniques, a number of system performance 
results of the simulated fibre optic digital system may be obtained. In Chapter 3, the 
simulation results, in the forms of the BER curve, the laser impulse response h^t), the 
fibre transfer function H2(w), and the receiver signal waveforms with added noise, 
have been discussed. The actual fault waveforms converted into PCM NRZ binary 
data through the FOL simulation program may be carried out as follows:
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Fig.4.1(a) represents a single a-phase line-earth voltage fault waveform which is 
generated from a configuration of two busbars at 140km distance between end P with 
a generator capacity of 5GVA and end Q with a generator capacity of 20GVA in 
Fig.A.3 of Appendix A. The fault is set at 50 km from end P with zero fault 
impedance. Six channel waveforms, three phase voltages and three phase currents over 
4 cycles, are converted into PCM data by using 12bit A/D converters, then 
multiplexed into 40Mbit/s NRZ binary data sequences. This PCM NRZ binary data 
set forms the input of the FOL simulation program. The optical envelope power PCM 
with 36-bit binary data at the laser output corresponding to the A/D coding view area 
is illustrated in Fig.4 .1(b). The laser with aQ of 2nm operates at Xq = 1.30/zm. The 
transmitting power Pt is OdBm. A Selected APD has a gain of < G >  = 20, a noise 
figure F(G) =  8.1, and other parameters are as given in Table (3.8), so the APD 
sensitivity is about -55dBm. After 100km data transmission, the received PCM data 
with added noise is shown in Fig.4 .1(c). After time domain decision circuit and D/A 
converters, the recovered waveform is obtained as shown in Fig.4 .1(d). In Fig.4 .1(c), 
it can be seen that PCM binary signals are very noisy due to a fibre loss of 0.6dB/km 
at X =  1.30jim and a 100km transmission distance. Fig.4(c) also shows that it is highly 
possible to make a wrong decision at the decision circuit. The BER of the FOL is 
about 7.26 xlO"3. In such an improper FOL design, the received waveforms have 
distortions which could severely affect the performance of many unit protection 
algorithms.
If the laser operating wavelength is changed from 1.30/xm to 1.55/zm, the fibre loss 
becomes 0.3dB/km, thus a longer distance of data transmission would be expected. 
Considering a fibre span of 160km, the signal received at the PIN diode, Fig.4.2 shows 
the result of the binary data pulse with added noise at the input of the decision circuit. 
It looks as if little errors have occurred during the data transmission testing. Its 
calculation of BER at the receiver is 7.19 x 10'16 which is well below 10‘9 required 
threshold. Therefore such a FOL design can be used for practical data transmission 
over a 160km span and high quality data transmission can be produced.
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If the fibre length is only changed from 160km to 180km and other parameters stay 
the same as above (e.g., X0 = 1.55/*m and PIN diode), the received PCM data are 
plotted in Fig.4.3. It shows very noisy received data. There are many cross points 
when the decision circuit level is set at the symmetric level of the received data, thus 
high BER would occurs after the decision circuit. In fact, the calculated BER is
1.3 X10'2 which fails to meet the requirement of 10'9. If using an APD instead of a 
PIN detector, the received PCM data is plotted in Fig.4.4. It shows that the received 
data have been improved and it is difficult to see any cross points at all when the 
decision circuit level is set at the symmetric of the received data. In fact, the BER is 
improved from 1.3 Xl0'2 to 1.03 x l O 10 after using the APD instead of the PIN.
The simulation results show that the most applicable FOL has span length over 160km 
under following FOL configuration parameters; Pt = OdBm, B bellows 40Mbit/s, 
laser’s a0 =  2nm at Xq = 1.55/xm, the fibre dispersion is 17ns/(km.^m), APD received 
sensitivity power is -55dBm. When comparing these simulation results with the 
experimental results in section (4.2.2), it is clearly evident that there is close 
correspondence between the two results. But the simulation results are slightly better 
than the experimental results due to better FOL setting parameters in the simulation 
than that in the experiment such as aQ of 2nm over 3nm, Pr of -55dBm over -53dBm. 
Moreover, theoretical simulation models produce better results even under the same 
FOL setting parameters because some ideal assumptions are adopted in the simulation 
process.
4.3 Fibre Optic Links Model for Line Protection Schemes
In this section, the FOL simulation model application into a line protection scheme is 
presented. Firstly, examples of calculating channel/modem time delay for some 
practical data transmission through telephone channel modems or fibre links are given, 
followed by testing of a typical line protection scheme.
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4.3.1 Channel/Modem Time Delay
In Chapter 2, three different line protection schemes are described; they have an 
average tripping time of 26ms, 20ms and 4 — 6ms respectively. The tripping time is the 
time required by the scheme to detect a fault. The schemes should also include the 
channel/modem time delay, thus the channel/modem time delay can directly affect the 
performance of the schemes. The channel/modem time delay is defined as the time 
taken for a channel status change at the input of one protection unit to reach the output 
of the remote protection unit. The delay, varying from unit to unit, depends on many 
factors, such as data bit rate and protocol, number of protection channels, transmitter 
and receiver processing time, internal circuit propagation delay, communication channel 
propagation delay. Some major aspects of data transmission delay are:
(i) Most telephone channels are analogue, so that digital data transmission through
these channels must use modems. Two typical modems are in use today that have B 
of 300bit/s and 1200bit/s due to the bandwidth limitation of the telephone channels 
(4KHz per channel). If one sample data information set requires 12 bits, the 
transmission line delay caused by the modem will be 40ms for B = 300bit/s and 
10ms for B = 1200bit/s. These figure show that it is impossible for a line protection 
scheme to have 4 — 6ms tripping speed by using these modems as data transmission 
mechanism. Some private data channels may have modems operating at bit rate 
4800bit/s, yet it still requires a 2.5ms data change time. If adding a channel
propagation delay of 0.53ms for 160km (light speed used), another 0.5ms for
additional delay such as A/D and D/A converting time, the total channel/modem time 
delay is about 3.53ms. So the time delay will affect the overall optimal tripping time 
of 4 — 6ms of the line protection scheme.
(ii) The FOL can provide very large bandwidth, reliable and secure channels. These 
advantages make FOL an ideal candidate as data transmission links. Because of large 
bandwidth, FOL has a smaller channel/modem time delay than convectional channels.
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A typical Fibre optic channel propagation delay is r0 = n/c, where c is the light 
speed and n is the glass fibre refraction index (n = 1.5). This gives a 0.8ms channel 
delay for a distance of 160km. For power system protection relaying, 48kbit/s bit rate 
per channel is often used to meet the transmission fault information requirement. At 
the B of 48kbits/s, each message of 12 bits takes approximately 12/4800 = 0.25ms to 
transmit. An additional delay of 0.5ms has to be added. This includes the A/D and 
D/A converting time, etc. Thus the channel/modem time delay is up to 1.6ms (a 
maximum message converting delay of approximately 0.25 4- channel propagation time 
0.85ms +  additional design consideration delay 0.5ms). Because FOLs can provide 
larger transmission bit rate per channel than 48kbit/s, a B of 64kbits/s of a channel 
is commonly used, therefore the message converting time is reduced from 0.25ms to 
0 .187ms. The channel/modem time delay reduces from 1.6ms to 1.54ms. It shows that 
channel/modem time delay of a FOL can be less than 2ms. Thus a high speed line 
protection scheme is possible when it uses of FOLs as the communication links in the 
system.
4.3.2 Fibre Optic Links Model Testing
Aggarwal & Johns [3] developed a new differential line protection scheme for power 
system protection relaying using composite voltage and current measurements. The 
operation of this protection scheme involves deriving differential signals that are 
functions of both the voltages and currents measured at each end of the circuits. This 
approach avoids the need for relay bias to compensate for capacitance spill currents, 
thus providing sensitivity to lower level fault currents.
In this line protection scheme, an ideal FOL was assumed. The channel/modem time 
delay was assumed to be 3ms. In order to investigate how an actual FOL would affect 
the system performance, the previously developed FOL simulation model is applied 
to the scheme. A complete CAD model of the line protection scheme is thus developed. 
The block diagram of the line protection scheme CAD model, including the FOL
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model, is shown in Fig.4.5. It shows the FOL model within the dashed lines.
The line protection scheme is based on master and slave principles using the FOL 
model as a means of communication between the ends and had been designed with a 
view to considerably simplifying the digital hardware requirements and reduce the 
bandwidth requirements for signal transmission over the FOL. Both voltage and current 
signals are proportional to the aerial mode voltages and currents. By means of a 
phase/modal transform, the modal signal Spk (at the slave end P) and Sqk (at the master 
end Q) at both ends can be obtained, respectively. The suffix k = 2 or 3 is used to 
represent the two aerial modes. The modal signal Spk is transmitted through the FOL 
to the master end Q. The operation of the relay involves a comparison of the modal 
signals Spk and Sqk at the end Q. In theory the signals at both ends should be exactly 
the same for all "healthy" conditions (i.e. Spk =  S^). However, due to quantisation, 
transducer errors, etc, it is necessary to apply a small voltage threshold level (TJ to 
the difference. Thus, in its simplest form the relay would give a trip output signal if 
I Spk - Sqk | >  | Th | . For more details about relay operating principles, refer to 
reference [3].
By using voltage and current waveforms of Fig. A.4(c) in Appendix A, a testing of the 
line protection scheme is carried out. The fault waveforms are typical voltage and 
current fault waveforms at both the slave end P and the master end Q. The 
transmission distance is 140km. An internal fault is assumed at 50km to end P, the 
fault being at the maximum of the prefault a-phase-earth with zero earth impedance. 
Both ends of three channel voltage and current fault waveforms are measured to 
transfer modal signals. The Sp2 and Sp3 at end P are plotted in Fig.4.6(a), and the 
Sq2 and Sq3 at end Q are plotted Fig.4.6(b). By comparing Fig.4.6(a) with Fig.4.6(b), 
it can be seen that the measurements of Sqk and differ both in phase and magnitude, 
producing large discemable differences between the two signals for both mode signals 
Sq2 and Sq3. Because the relay for the line protection scheme is located at the master 
end Q, the modal signals at end P must be transmitted over the FOL model. After the
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aerial mode composite signals i.e. > Sp2 and Sp3 are transmitted through the FOL, a 
comparison of the modal signals is thus made by a comparison device at the master end 
Q. The comparison results are differential modal signals | Sp2 - Sq2 | as plotted in 
Fig.4.7(a) and (b). Fig.4.7(a) shows the differential modal signal | Sp2- Sq2 | after the 
signal Sp2 passes through a FOL model in which laser operates at Xq = 1.55fim and 
the fibre optic length is 140km. It clearly shows no bit errors occurring. The 
threshold level Th is at a relatively low level. As soon as the differential modal signal 
I Sp2 - Sq2 | exceeds the threshold level Th, trip signals are generated. It can be seen 
that the threshold is quickly exceeded and a trip decision is asserted approximately 
12ms after fault inception. Here the operating time of 12ms has included the 2ms 
channel/modem delay. Fig.4.7(b) shows the differential modal signal j Sp2- Sq2 | after 
the signal Sp2 passes through a FOL model in which laser operates at Xq = 1.30/*m 
and the fibre optic length is 100km. It clearly shows that the tripping signals have 
many spikes due to a large bit error rate. However, for this internal fault, the relay still 
gives a correct decision. A problem could nonetheless arise for an external fault where 
a distortion in receiving signals due to high bit rate errors could threaten relay stability. 
Therefore the latter FOL design considered here is unsuitable for data transmission in 
the line protection scheme.
The above test results help us to conclude that with a properly designed FOL, the 
deferential line protection scheme based on composite voltage and current 
measurements for power system protection relaying can be put into practical use and 
with the expected performance results. However, an improperly designed FOL would 
result in operational failure of the line protection scheme as a high bit error may occur.
4.4 Test and Control Board
In this section, the design of a complete FOL laboratory testing system is described. 
A partially implemented hardware system is presented. Further work is indicated.
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4.4.1 General Considerations
PCM is a kind of source coding technique. By using PCM, time division multiplexing 
data channels can be easily implemented at terminal equipment. The technique of 
multiplexing data channels is to ensure that the transmission medium is operated at its 
most economical information rate. NRZ is line coding, but directly interprets the PCM 
binary data. By using a line coding technique, channel effects can be avoided. By 
combining the source and line coding techniques, PCM NRZ binary data are thus used 
for data transmission over the FOL simulation model. In practice, if a long sequence 
of ’on’ pulses of PCM NRZ data exists, accumulated dc level (average optical power 
is not the same during the same specific sample time period) may occur due to the long 
continuous ’on’ pulses and thereafter causing results in the following ’o ff pulse to be 
interpreted as a ’on’ pulse, so that accumulated dc component is error prone. Also the 
NRZ does not provide transmitter timing information, while many FOL receiver 
circuits may need a time extractor. In order to improve data quality in a FOL, other 
line coding (or channel coding) techniques may be used for efficient data 
communication and to ensure that the transmitted signals in the FOL have the following 
features:
(i) No relative dc component,
(ii) With embedded timing information to ensure that the distant receivers can 
extract a reliable clock to time their decision making processes,
(iii) Addition of sufficient redundant codes to enable the bit error rate of each 
transmission link to be monitored.
Channel properties are directly related to the characteristics of line coding. One of 
common line coding techniques used in a FOL is return-zero (RZ) binary data. It 
reproduces a binary pulse into two pulses, one is ’on* or ’off and the other is ’o ff or 
’on’, so that it can guarantee that ’on and ’o ff pulses (average optical power) are the 
same during the same specific sample time period, thus with relatively little dc 
component. It also contains data timing information. Timing information is essential
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for a high bit rate transmission FOL that needs a time extractor at its receiver. Since 
RZ has double pulses than those in NRZ signals with the same information, it needs 
a double data transmission bit rate. This double increasing B is the main disadvantage 
of the RZ line coding. However it is possible to add some sufficiently redundant codes 
(i.e. scrambling line coding techniques) to enable the transmission pulses to have very 
little relative dc component, timing information and a slightly increased bit rate. To 
find a suitable data format for a FOL in power system line protection, experimental 
studies for a particular FOL application in power system protection are needed.
In order to test and evaluate the performance of a physical FOL in power system 
protection relaying, the setting up considerations of a complete FOL laboratory test 
system have been made. The block diagram of the test system is shown in Fig.4.8(a). 
The physical FOL in the diagram includes a transmitter with a laser as its light source, 
optical fibre as transmission link, fibre splices, fibre couplers and a receiver with a 
PIN diode or APD. The TCB is shown within a dash line in which an IMS T414 
transputer is used to act as an intelligent unit.
A transputer is a microprocessor with its own local memory and inherent data 
communication links. The links are asynchronous and with their own communication 
protocols. They can easily connect one transputer to another. A transputer can be 
used in both a single processor system or a network to build high performance 
concurrent systems. A network of transputers and peripheral equipments can be easily 
constructed by using point-to-point communications. These characteristics of a 
transputer are particularly valuable in the design of the TCB which can not only test 
data transmission performance in a physical FOL, but also are easily connected to a 
power system protection relay, so that the relay performance through the FOL can be 
tested.
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4.4.2 Hardware Design
In power system protection, normally several PCM data channels are needed to transfer 
fault data and trip data signals. European standard primary PCM terminal equipment 
has a bit rate of 2.048 Mbit/s which can provide 30 data channels, one frame word 
and one signalling word. If more than 30 data channels are needed, 4 primary PCM 
systems are multiplexed into secondary PCM system. The secondary PCM system has 
a data bit rate of 8 .192Mbit/s. It can provide 120 PCM data channels, and therefore 
more data information (e.g., channel error detecting signals, trip signals, tele-metering 
and voice signals) can use the PCM channels for transmission.
The hardware functions are to collect remote data from one end of a relay and then 
to transmit these data over the FOL to the local end where detecting devices and 
switching equipments are present. By utilizing a 32-bit high performance and fast 
processing speed IMS T414 transputer [28], a TCB for testing the FOL is built up. 
The TCB can store and process data signals sampled from any protection unit, it can 
also easily encode and decode the data into and from the PCM and multiplex data 
channels over FOL. It also provides a synchronise link with three selectively typical 
bit rates of 5Mbit/s, lOMbit/s or 20Mbit/s respectively. This designed synchronous 
link is different from the transputer inherent links. It allows data errors to happen 
during the data transmission process over the FOL, thus the FOL performance testing 
can be carried out.
Fig.4.8(b) shows the TCB configuration. It consists of an IMS T414 with 256kbytes 
of random access memory (RAM) and data transmitter and receiver. The 256kbytes of 
RAM are divided into two parts, one is for PCM data transmission and the other is for 
receiving data. The transmitter codes the PCM data into line coding format and then 
transmits them into the FOL. The received data at the receiver are stored into the 
receiving RAM. A comparison unit in the TCB then compares the received data with 
the original transmission data, thus enabling the data transmission bit errors to be
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detected. In order to access and monitor the TCB, a transputer development system 
(TDS) is employed. TDS is an integrated development system. It consists of a plug-in 
IMS B004 board into an IBM PC. The IMS B004 is an IMS T800 transputer with 
2Mbytes of RAM. The TDS supports some appropriate development software and 
OCCAM programming language for developing a transputer network, thus TCB based 
on the transputer thus can be developed. The testing results of the FOL data 
transmission performance can be stored in the TCB and the TDS is able to monitor 
these results which can be shown on the screen of a PC. Because the line coding 
format can be implemented by software, different line coding techniques thus can be 
investigated by using the TCB.
4.4.3 Software Considerations
TDS supplies a complete OCCAM software development environment. A programmer 
can edit, compile and run OCCAM programs entirely within TDS. OCCAM programs 
can be developed on TDS and then configured to be run on the TCB with the code 
being loaded onto the TCB from the TDS. TDS can also be used to generate programs 
for the TCB that operate completely independently of TDS. Two aspects of software 
developments are:
(i) Program design for concurrent process: In TCB hardware design, most of the TCB 
functions are implemented by using the software on the transputer. It is obviously 
necessary to concurrently run, for example, the data signal converting process, 
transmitting process, receiving process, and comparing process. The high level 
OCCAM programming language conveniently supports the declaration of concurrent 
algorithms and their implementations on a transputer or a network. OCCAM enables 
an application to be described as a collection of processes, where each process executes 
concurrently, and communicates with one another through internal and external 
channels. Each process describes the behaviour of a particular aspect of the 
implementation, and each channel the connection between all of the processes. To gain
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a maximum benefit from the transputer architecture, the TCB can be programmed in 
OCCAM. This provides the advantages of a high level language, concurrent processes, 
the maximum program efficiency and the ability to conduct low level operations (for 
example, low level transputer instructions) of the TCB, so OCCAM programming 
language is selected to implement all test functions on the TCB.
(ii) Program monitoring on the TDS: In the TCB, a program is able to encode or 
decode the data signals which then are transmitted over to and received from the FOL. 
In order to analyze the data transmission performance of the FOL, it is very important 
to have a facility to monitor the result of the data transmission on the TCB. By using 
TDS monitoring programmes, the keyboard input data can be sent in a parallel mode 
to screen for monitoring and to TDS for data processing. The TDS then transmits the 
processed data to the TCB. Also the monitor programmes allow the data format strings 
can be edited on the TCB before sending to the application units (i.e. FOL), and then 
the application results can be monitored on the screen.
4.4.4 Results
The complete hardware implementation of the TCB was tested. By using the TDS 
transputer network test program, the implemented TCB can be diagnosed and tested to 
get rid of possible mistakes such as wrongly connected cables, poor connections, 
electrical noise, poor designs. A set of test results are given in Table 4.1 where MT* 
is an identification symbol for local transputer, 0* is an identification symbol for 
remote transputer. In T4 full test (line 1 - line 8), line 7 shows that the link 0 on the 
remote transputer (0*) is connected to link 2 on the local transputer (MT*), the MT* 
type is T414b and its internal clock is 17MHz. In the network test (line 9 - line 13), 
line 13 shows that the remote transputer 0* is the T414b on the TCB, and it has 256k 
memory. If any memory error and links error on the TCB are found, it will be 
reported in a similar table as Table 4.1. The test results have proved the correctness 
of the transputer on the TCB hardware design and implementation.
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A task monitor program (i.e., a pipeline sorting example) is programmed as an 
application on the TCB. The task monitor program has two parts, one is a monitor 
program and the other is a task program, they run parallelly in TDS and TCB. The 
task monitor program can sort a sequence of characters into alphabetical order; firstly 
a sequence of random alphabets are input from the keyboard via TDS to the TCB, 
then the task program on the TCB sorts the random alphabetical into an order, and at 
the same time the simple monitor program runs on the TDS to monitor the task 
program running. Finally the result can be sent to the PC monitor. This monitor 
program can also be extended to implement the monitoring bit error performances of 
the FOL.
Further work in hardware aspects is to connect the TCB with a physical digital current 
differential relay and a physical FOL. This would allows the data from the relay to go 
through a practical FOL. Further work in software aspects is to generate more 
application programs running on the TCB, so that the results of data transmission 
performance over the FOL can be studied in more detail.
4.5 Summary
This Chapter is mainly concerned with the practical applications of the FOL to power 
system protection. Firstly, the FOL model is applied into the CAD model of a line 
protection scheme [3], thus a complete CAD model for line protection scheme with 
the detailed FOL simulation model is obtained. Then, a complete hardware 
configuration with a partial implementation is described. An IMS T414 transputer is 
used as an intelligent control unit. It has the ability to connect a real relay with 
concrete fibre optic communication links, thus many practical issues relating to the 
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Fig.4.1 (a) A typical single phase line-earth voltage fault waveform at relaying 
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Fig.4.1 (b) Modulated envelope optical NRZ signal at the laser output
B = 40Mbit/s, and Pt = OdBm
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Fig.4.1 (c) Signal received by the APD with added noise, fiber length= 100km
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Fig.4.1 (d) Reception analogue waveform after decision circuit and D/A converter
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Fig.4.2 Signal received by the PIN with added noise
z = 160km, Xq = 1.55um, BER = 7.26*1016
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Fig.4.3 Signal received by the PIN with added noise
z =  180km, Xo= 1.55um, BER = 1.3*10 2
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Fig.4.4 Signal received by the APD with added noise 
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(a) Aerial mode signals at end P
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Fig.4.6 Aerial mode signals at ends P & Q
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(b) Trip signal at FOL channels with bit-error rate ~  10'3
Fig.4.7 Trip signal |Sp2 - Sq2| ( > = Threshold level Th )
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(b) Partially implemented hardware testing board 
Fig.4.8 A complete fibre optic test system
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Table 4.1 Results of the TCB testing
page 111
line 1 T4 Full Test
line 2 Loading and matching network ...
line 3 Boot Booted by Analysed
line 4 Id Link Id Link Type Speed or Reset Line
Line 5 — —
line 6 MT* - Host — Reset ok
line 7 0* 0 MT* 2 T414b -17 ok ok
line 8 The total number of transputers found is 2
line 9 Testing network ...
line 10 Id Type Tested Error Id LinkO Linkl Link2 Link3
line 11 ------ ----  ----------- ------ ------ ------
line 12 MT* Host — ------ ------ 0* 0 —
line 13 0* T414b 256k ok MT* 2 oooo oooo oooo
line 14 Testing will repeat - type < any > to exit
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CHAPTER 5
OPTICAL FIBRE CURRENT SENSORS SIMULATION
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a complete CAD study of FOCS modelling and its performance 
evaluation are presented. The FOCS model is a combination of a spun fibre model and 
a MFR model. The latter is introduced to overcome the temperature and vibration noise 
related side-effects. The performance of the simulated model of the FOCS is evaluated 
with particular regard to its current measurement range, bandwidth and noise 
limitations. In particular, a FOCS for EHV line protection is discussed and tested by 
using simulated fault current waveforms.
This Chapter starts by introducing the state of the art of the FOCS development, 
followed by an analysis of the design principles and considerations of related design 
parameters. Two sets of laboratory experimental results are also used to compare and 
contrast the computer simulation results with those from an actual test. The FOCS 
performance is fully evaluated based on the simulation results and some conclusions 
are reached.
5.2 The State of the Art of Fibre Optic Sensors
For most of the power system line protection schemes, current measurement is the 
most crucial step toward a successful operation of the protection. In EHV transmission 
line protection, electric currents are measured on line of several kilovolts such as a 
400kV EHV line. A common conventional method for current measurement is based 
on the ferrous cored CT which typically steps down the current by a factor of 1000 — 
2000 producing a current of a few amperes at secondary, and which is then measured
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by conventional electronic method. Since the CT is placed in the high voltage region, 
the insulation between the CT secondary and the permeable core which surrounds the 
current carrying conductor must be extremely high, hence the CT used in EHV 
transmission line is both large and expensive. Also the conventional CT has a 
saturation problem under certain fault conditions, in particular when the fault currents 
are offset. There are limitations on the bandwidth which can pose problems with 
protection relay based on non-power frequency measurements such as of the travelling 
wave types.
Recently, there has been an upsurge in the development of FOCS for power system 
protection relaying. The attractiveness of FOCSs has increased with the introduction 
of digital protection relays that require signals only in the mW power range, in 
contrast to those supplied by the electromagnetic CTs which have secondary outputs 
of either 5A or 1A The latter have then to be scaled down to the hardware level. At 
present, convectional CTs are still extensively used in both solid-state and 
microprocessor-based relays which have to have special interfacing modules for 
converting the secondary quantities from the electromagnetic CTs into levels suitable 
for the electronic circuitry.
FOCSs, coupled with fibre-optic cabling in order to provide the link from EHV 
switchgard to the control house (thus immunising the low level signals against 
electromagnetic interference ), provide an attractive alternative. Other inherent 
advantages of the FOCS are: (i) A fibre is dielectric and thus does not require the usual 
costly and bulky oil-filled electrical insulation tower, with its tendency to explode if 
breakdown occurs, (ii) lack of saturation effects, (iii) lower weight and smaller size,
(iv) components cost, driven by large commercial fibre optic telecommunication system 
and opto-electronic market, are reducing considerably with the extensiveness of the 
applications of these systems, (v) the FOCS is able to detect transient electrical faults 
owing to its high measurement bandwidth (limited only by the optical transit time of 
the light within the fibre).
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Since the early demonstrations of the principle of optical fibre current monitoring by 
Papp et al.[51] and Smith [57], there has been active research and development aimed 
at understanding the polarization properties of the fibre [5, 47, 55, 64], at developing 
optical signal processing schemes [34] and at engineering such FOCSs for power 
systems line protection applications [10, 11, 41]. A FOCS consists of a light source, 
a polarizer, an analyzer and either a magneto-optic material place near to current- 
carrying conductor or alternatively a coil of fibre wound around a current-carrying 
conductor. As described in section 2.2.3.5, the Faraday effect causes a rotation of a 
light polarization which is proportional to the current of the magnetic field when the 
light propagates in the fibre. Analysis of the output plane of the light polarization, 
therefore, can provide a measurement of the current. Unfortunately, problems of fibre 
bending, linear birefringence (the latter varies with temperature and vibrational), 
severely limit the performance of ordinary FOCSs and challenge the invention of new 
generation of FOCSs.
The problem central to the development of a practical FOCS is to deal with the linear 
birefringence in the fibre which is invariably present as a result of intrinsic 
manufacturing imperfections, e.g. elliptical core, anisotropic stress [45], or induced by 
bending [64]. The linear birefringence interferes with the Faraday-induced rotation 
and, even if present in small amounts, makes it nearly impossible to measure the 
Faraday-induced rotation. The working rule of measuring Faraday rotation is that the 
maximum usable fibre length is one half its beat length Lp due to the periodic Faraday 
rotation property along the fibre length. Typical fibres have a Lp of a few metres when 
they are straight, or a few centimetres when packaged or wound in small coil. Thus, 
whatever the length of the fibre employed in the current sensor coil, the presence of 
linear birefringence will reduce the effective fibre interaction length to less than a 
metre. Moreover, package effects are environmentally unstable and this results in a 
variation in interaction length with time.
Birefringence is formed by two polarized light electric fields when they differently
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propagate in their fast or slow axes respectively. Early work to overcome the 
birefringence problem was aimed at producing a low-birefringence fibre by spinning 
the preform during fibre drawing to average the fast and slow axes of the fibre. This 
technique for producing low birefringence spun fibre [5] has been widely used in 
experimental and prototype current monitors, however, the coiled fibre suffers from 
bend-induced birefringence [64] which will greatly reduce the current sensitivity due 
to small Faraday rotation quenched by the presence of bend-induced linear 
birefringence.
It has long been realized that it is an indispensable requirement for measuring Faraday 
rotation to induce sufficient circular birefringence [63] into the fibre to swamp the 
bend- and packaging-induced linear birefringence. Circular birefringence can be 
introduced into the fibre by either twisted fibre or spun fibre. The central idea of the 
large induced circular birefringence swamping into linear birefringence, is to regard 
the fibre as being composed of untwisted birefringence sections, each having a length 
of one quarter of a twist period and rotated with respect to each other by ir/2 radians. 
Thus, an interchange of fast and slow light wave propagation occurs at the junction 
between the sections, and the birefringence of the first section is exactly cancelled by 
the second one and so on. Along the fibre length, the total birefringence will slightly 
oscillate around zero with a small magnitude which depends on the birefringence of the 
individual sections. Therefore a very low birefringence fibre is produced.
A problem with the twisted fibre is that, the number of turns per metre of a fibre is 
limited to about 100 before breakage, thus posing difficulty to produce a large circular 
birefringence. A practical maximum twist-rate for a cabled fibre is about 50 twists/m 
which can produce a relatively low circular birefringence, thus the minimum coil size 
which can be wound is restricted to 20-cm diameter. The problem with the FOCS 
design still exists since the fibre remains sensitive to the introduction of bend 
birefringence.
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Stone [58] tried to overcome the bending problem by annealing coiled fibre to remove 
the bend-induced birefringence. However, removal of the fibre coating and subsequent 
high temperature annealing tends to weaken the fibre, making it difficult to produce a 
small multi-turn device. Moreover, the approach does not remove the vibration 
sensitivity.
Since low linear birefringence fibre is very sensitive to external perturbations such as 
vibration, coiling (i.e. bend) and applied stress, special fibres designed to overcome 
these problems are of particular interest. One solution to the problem is to excite only 
one polarized mode in a fibre to obtain a highly linear birefringence fibre, that is, the 
polarization-maintaining fibre. For the Faraday-effect current sensor, however, such 
an approach is unsuitable since the presence of highly linear birefringence in the fibre 
quenches the small Faraday rotation once the fibre length exceeds half of the 
polarization beat length Lp. Thus, the interaction beat length between the fibre and the 
magnetic field (Faraday sensitivity) is very small (in millimetre range) for the 
polarization-maintaining fibre.
In order to overcome the two aforementioned critical problems (in either low linearly 
birefringent fibre or highly linear birefringent fibre (e.g. Bow-tie fibre as shown in 
Table 2.1), a new type of spun fibre which exhibits a high-birefringence was 
developed [39], SHB fibre. By choosing appropriate fibre parameters and fibre-drawing 
conditions, a predominately-circular birefringence can be frozen in the fibre. In 
consequence, both circular-birefringence and linear-birefringence co-exist in the fibre 
to form elliptically birefringence (section 2.2.3.3). Large quasi-circular birefringence 
ensures good Faraday sensitivity, and highly linear-birefringence guarantees a high 
resistance to external perturbations. SHB fibre can be regarded as a compromise 
between the polarization-maintaining fibre and the true circularly birefringent fibre 
which has good electric-current response. It allows small-diameter multi-turn coils to 
be wound around a current-carrying conductor without paying special attention to the 
induced birefringence. Fibre coils, having hundreds of turns with a diameter as small
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as one centimetre, are easily constructed, thus making fibre sensors sensitive to even 
very low electric currents.
A disadvantage of the SHB fibre approach for FOCS is that the precursor fibre depends 
its linear birefringence on thermal stress and therefore the magnitude of the induced 
elliptical birefringence in the SHB fibre is temperature-dependent. There are some 
signal processing schemes which have successfully overcome the temperature problem. 
They are (i) Reflect Back Configuration (RBC), (ii) Sagnac Interferometer 
Configuration (SIC), (iii) Mirror Faraday Rotator Configuration (MFRC). Laming 
et al. [38] presented a mathematical model of RBC current monitor for a CAD study 
of spun fibre current sensor. Their model was not complete as a mirror model was not 
shown. Also RBC sensors will still present very unstable current reading due to the 
birefringence changes with temperature. Clarke [12] presented a theoretical analysis for 
SIC, but there were not enough experimental results. Pistoni et al. [49,50] concluded, 
based on laboratory experimental results, that MFRC can greatly reduce reciprocal 
noises including vibration, temperature, etc., but as to the limitations of physical 
experiments, the study was not systematic and there is thus no complete CAD study 
for FOCS with MFRC which has hitherto been reported.
5.3 Fibre Optic Current Sensors Theory and Design
5.3.1 Spun Fibre Model
Generally speaking, it is feasible to make the assumption that in a birefringent fibre 
(e.g.elliptically fibre core), only two orthogonally polarized modes exist. Spun fibres 
are obtained by spinning such a conventional birefringent fibre during the drawing 
process. A typical spun fibre cross section construction is shown in Fig.5.1, and the 
corresponding coordinate system is shown in Fig.5.2, where the right hand rectangular 
coordinate system x, y and z represents air medium; light propagation is along the 
z axis. The initial light electric field E is linearly polarized at an angle <p to the x axis.
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Rectangular principal right hand coordinate system x’, y’ and z’ are spun fibre 
medium. 0 is the orientation angle between air medium and spun medium coordinate 
system. £ is fibre spinning rate and assumed to be a constant. For a low spinning rate, 
£ can be 20-40 turns per metre (tums/m), while for high spinning rate, £ can reach 
610 tums/m ( 1220x rad/m) or more. 0(z) is the light rotating angle after propagating 
a z distance.
Jones [31] published his work of an operator for calculating optical system elements; 
this is the well-known Jones matrix. By using the Jones matrix, a retarder and a rotator 
for linear birefringence fibre are obtained as given in Appendix C .l. Using a plane- 
wave approximation, McIntyre & Snyder [43] analyzed the properties of an isotropic 
twisted fibre by modelling it as a stack of rotated birefringent plates and employing a 
coupled-mode theory, the details of which are shown in Appendix C.2. Also an 
analytical expression for the two orthogonally polarized fields in the fibre was 
represented as a function of the fibre birefringence, spinning rate and the fibre 
length.
With reference to Fig.5.2, in which it is assumed that an initial orientation angle is 
equal to 0(0) ( the orientation angle at fibre z = 0). After light propagates a distance 
z ( z > 0 ) ,  the orientation angle becomes 0(z). By introducing the solution of twisted 
plane medium (McIntyre & Snyder ,1978) to spun fibre in Appendix C.2, and 
processing this result with Jones matrix operator, a spun fibre model may be 
represented as:
£*(*) cos0(z) -sinOfe)





-sin0(O) cos0(O) Ey(Q) (5.1)
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Y -  \  \/Ap2 + 4 (£+/)2 (5.2)
where Ap = P* -  P, ra rf
X2 D
f  is the unit Faraday rotation as given by equation (2.17) in section 2.2.3.5.
Furthermore, assuming 0(0) = 0, 0(z) = 0 + £z - fl’(z)> 2<£(z) =0 (z) + 0(0) and 
0(z) =0(z) - 0(0). (For detailed expansion, please see equation (C.3-4) in Appendix 
C.3.), a simplified form of the matrix is obtained:
[£(z)] = [JST(z)] [£(0)] (5-3)
The column matrix form [E(0)] has two polarized elements Ex(0) and Ey(0), [E(z)] 
has its own two polarized elements E^z) and Ey(z). [E(0)] is the initial electric field 
and z the transmission distance in +z direction, [K(z)] is the square matrix for fibre 
transfer function which is represented as following:




B 2 +JB i - K i + j K l
^2+jK i
- cos yz  cos 0(z) +  %ly sin yz sin fl(z) 
: A/3 / 2y sin yz  sin 2$(z)
= cos yz sin Q(z) - %/y sin yz  cos Cl(z)
= A/3 / 2y sin yz  cos 2<f>(z)
(5.4)
For a spun fibre [22], the K2 = 0, therefore, cos yz  sin 0(z) - £/y sin yz cos 0(z) 
=  0, so that the following is established:
c
Q(z) = tan-1 (— tanyz) + n% 
Y
(5.5)
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Since 0(z) = 0 +  £z - O’(z), 0(z) = 0(z) - 0(0), 2<t>(z) - 0  (z) +  0(0) and 0(0) = 
0, thus:
m, n are integers and 0 is the initial orientation of the local slow axis of the fibre.
A similar conclusion appeared in [5, 38], but there were no detailed inferences. 
Furthermore, reflected conjugate mirror model was not represented in reference [38].
5.3.2. Faraday Rotator Model
As mentioned in section 2.2.3., the SOP of the light wave in a fibre can be changed 
by the Faraday effect when the fibre (or fibre sensor head) is exposed to a magnetic 
field and the quantitative relation between the current of the magnetic field and the 
polarization changes is as shown in equation 2.15. In a FOCS design, the principle is 
to measure the current indirectly by measuring the induced Faraday rotation, and 
another introduced method is to use a permanent 45° Faraday rotator followed by a 
mirror for a RBC to form a MFRC. The MFRC can eliminate the influence of any 
medium birefringence changes (e.g. temperature effect on spun fibre) on the final SOP 
of the propagating light beam. It behaves like a mirror where the returning light beam 
is always orthogonally polarized with respect to the incoming light beam. Pistoni et al. 
[49,50] published some experimental results of FOCS under the MFRC. These results 
gave some basic idea and sensing impression of how to use a permanent 45° Faraday 
rotator effectively in order to eliminate the influence of medium birefringence changes. 
In this CAD study of a FOCS, a permanent 45° Faraday rotator is also considered. 
Furthermore, it is aimed to conduct a systematic study of taking advantage of the 
flexibility of CAD methods.
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A mathematical Faraday rotator model is considered as a starting point herein. In the 
rectangular coordinate system, light is assumed through a Faraday rotator with a 
permanent 45° Faraday rotation angle. Thus at forward (+ z  direction) light propagation 
path , the Faraday rotator matrix [68] is :
+ 3 n
cos45° sin45° _ <J2 1 2 f t  1 2 (5.8)
-sin45° cos45° - f t  1 2 f t  / 2 .
At backward light propagation path with -z direction , it is:
i
3 ii
cos45° -sin45° f t .  1 2  -v/2 /  2 (5.9)
sin45° cos45° f t !  2 v / 2 /2  .
The MFR model of equation (5.9) with be used in the FOCS modelling.
5.3.3 Phase Conjugate M irror
A phase conjugate mirror (M) is used as a light reflector. The purpose of using such 
a mirror is to compensate for linear birefringence variations caused by temperature etc. 
(any reciprocal variations ) in a FOCS. The effect of a true (scalar) phase conjugate 
mirror which renders the complex conjugate of each Cartesian coordinate of a vector, 






This is true when using a rectangular coordinate system and the same z axis for the 
incident wave and reflected wave. Since the conjugate wave always travels in the 
direction opposite to that of the incident wave, we represent the conjugate wave in its 
reflected frame by changing the sign of the x (or y) component. The effect of phase 
conjugation in the rectangular coordinate system is then represented symbolically by 
[M]* :
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1 -
a -a*
b . y  .
where it is assumed that the reflected light is with a changed sign of the x component.
5.3.4 Design and Configuration
Most FOCS measurement schemes use a configuration which involves launching 
linearly polarized light into the fibre and analysing the SOP of the light output. In the 
case of an isotropic or pure circularly birefringent fibre, the output is plane polarized 
and rotated by the Faraday effect. For the SHB fibre which is quasi-circularly 
birefringent, it can be regarded as being composed largely of a rotator element, but 
with a small retarder component. The output SOP will then be, in general, nearly 
plane-polarized with a degree of polarization elipticity which depends on how close to 
circular birefringence the fibre birefringence is.
Since the SHB fibre is obtained by spinning a fibre with thermal stress-induced linear 
birefringence, it is also temperature-dependent. The following current sensor scheme 
was developed to compensate for the varying polarization orientation and elipticity 
which results from the temperature-sensitive elliptical birefringence.
A basic configuration of the FOCS is shown in Fig.5.3, in which a MFR is set at the 
end of the fibre. This FOCS configuration was once used as a method of compensating 
for the temperature and vibration related side-effects in the twist-induced circular 
birefringence experienced in a current monitor.
In Fig.5.3, the LD is used as a light source. The lenses are used for focusing the 
light beam on a proper position of the optical components, and the light beam goes 
through a 45° polarizer with respect to the fibre linear birefringence axes ((3X at its x- 
axis and (3y at its y-axis). Assuming the polarized electric field is , therefore the
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polarized electric field Exo — £^00845° at x-axis, and Ey0= Einsin45° at y-axis. After 
the initial polarized light goes through the beam splitter (BS), half of the polarized 
optical light energy goes to the Wollaston prism (WP) which is oriented at the same 
45° angle with respect to the polarizer, and another half of the polarized optical light 
energy enters into one end of the spun fibre. After WP, there are two photo-detectors. 
The photo-detectors detect intensity of two orthogonally polarized modes E* and Ey 
separated by the WP. The sensor output response formula, P [57], is:
In Fig.5.3, MFR consisting of a M and a permanent 45°Faraday rotator, is set at the 
other end of spun fibre. It presents a retracing spun optic fibre circuit to suppress the 
effect of any reciprocal birefringence (e.g. linear and circular birefringence present in 
the fibre). The MFR guarantees that a light beam which returns in its polarization state 
will always be linear and orientated at 90° (orthogonal) to the launch state. The singular 
nature of the MFR matrix representation can be derived from equations (5.8) , (5.9) 
and (5.11) :
Now let us see how the light beam SOP operates in the spun fibre when the MFR is 
employed, assuming that fibre length is z, and the + and - represent a light 
propagation to +z and -z direction, respectively. Let an initial propagated polarized 
electric fields be Ex+(0) and Ey+(0). When passed through the spun fibre length z, the 
Faraday rotation induced by a current will modify these fields Ex+(0) and Ey+(0) to 
be Ex+(z) and Ey+(z). The Ex+(z) and Ey+(z) are then reflected by MFR to become 
initial backward propagation polarized electric fields which represents as Ex'(0) and 
Ey'(O). When Ex(0) and Ey'(O) return through the spun fibre path with distance -z, 
Faraday rotation induced by the current further modify electric field which then become 
IV(-z) and Ey'(-z). By using equations (5.4) and (5.13), total return electric fields thus
P =
1 - 1  E2 -  E 22 l J2 _ (5.12)
[MFR\ = [F"45°] [A*]* [F +45°] = °  1 (5.13)







where [K(z)] is derived from equation (5.4), [MFR] is derived from equation (5.13) 
and [K(-z)] is the elements in the reverse direction of [K(z)]. The return electronic 
fields Ex(2z) and Ey(2z) will be divided by the BS and go into the WP. Again after 
WP, two photodiodes can detect the returned electric fields separated by WP. The 
current outputs of the photodiodes can be transformed into the sensor response formula 
P of equation (5.12).
In the case of detecting initial polarized electric fields, Ex+(0) and Ey+(0), Ex+(0) is 
equal to E^oMS0 and Ey+(0) is equal to EinSin45°. The WP will separate E ^O ) and 
Ey+(0) into two photo-detectors, respectively. Since Ex+(0) = Ey+(0), so the detected 
signal P = 0.
In the case of detecting the return electric fields, Ex(2z) and Ey(2z) in equation (5.14) 
are used to put into equation (5.12). If the Faraday rotation modify the Ex(2z) and 
Ey(2z), the detecting signal P can sense a double Faraday rotation. However, if any 
reciprocal noise modify the Ex(2z) and Ey(2z), the detecting signal P can sense little 
reciprocal noise due to the reflected path of the fibre with MFR. The detailed 
explanation of the MFR eliminating any reciprocal noise can be found in [49].
5.4 Simulation Results Analysis
5.4.1 Available Laboratory Experimental Results
In this section, two sets of the available laboratory experimental results are used in 
order to compare and contrast previous physical experimental results with those 
obtained from a computer simulation FOCS model.
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Firstly, let us consider the A/3 variations with temperature. A set of experimental 
results based on RBC of spun fibre current sensor was described by Laming & Payne 
[38]. The FOCS experimentally determined response P for a loosely wound, 30-tum 
fibre coil with nominal unspun high A/3 = 1234ir rad/m ( beat length Lp = 2r l  A/3 = 
1.62mm) and spun fibre £ = 1219tt rad/m (spin pitch L, = 2x/£ = 1.64mm). The 
total fibre length z was — 1 0 m and a single-longitudinal mode semiconductor laser 
operating at light wavelength Xq = 780 nm was used to inject light into the fibre with 
the fibre orientation angle 6 *  110°. The experimental result for the response is 
shown in Fig. 5.4. It shows the sensor signal response, P, varying with the sensor 
temperature.
Secondly, let us look at a MFR inserted into a whole FOCS. A set of vibration- 
insensitive test results based on a MFRC with twisted fibre was given by Pistoni et al. 
[50]. In the experimental setup, the laser diode emitting at light wavelength Xq=  675nm 
(Toshiba TOLD 9200) was launched into a single-mode twisted low-birefringence fibre 
10 metres long. The £ is 40 tums/m, and A/3 = 0.17 rad/m. The external vibration 
excited at the frequency of 55Hz was made by a mini-shaker. The vibration amplitude 
was set in order to produce a total birefringence modulation equivalent to 50 micro 
radians at the output. The experimental results are given in Fig.5.5. Fig.5.5(a) show 
a power spectrum of the signal induced by a current of 50A rms at 50Hz in the 
presence of the vibration noise at 55Hz. Fig.5.5(b) shows a power spectrum of the 
signal detected by the MFR’s FOCS. The results show that only 50Hz current signal 
has significant amplitude and the effect of the vibration noise (55Hz) is reduced by 
30dB leading to a residual noise that does not affect the current signal (50Hz).
5.4.2 Simulation Results Evaluation and Comparative Study
In this section, the simulation results based on the FOCS simulation model are 
presented and analyzed. They are compared with the experimental results as discussed
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in section 5.4.1. Furthermore, in order to be able to conduct a comparative study with 
the experimental results, some necessary adjustments are made to the designed model 
discussed in section 5.2.
Firstly a [M]* (in equation 5.11) instead of a [MFR] is used in equation 5.14, so that 
the sensor becomes a RBC scheme as described in the experiment corresponding to the 
first set of experimental results in section 5.4.1. All parameters of the RBC scheme 
are thus set the same as those used in the laboratory experimental. They are: the spun 
fibre length is 10m, the fibre has Lp = 1.62mm (A/3 = 1234x rad/m) and Ls = 1.64 
mm ( |  = 1219 x rad/ m). Finally the optical current responses based on the model of 
equation 5.12 are simulated. The optical current response P is plotted against a A/3 
change from 1235x to 1233x for the fibre orientation angle at fibre input 0 =110° 
as shown in Fig. 5.6.
By comparing the simulation results in Fig.5 . 6  with the first set of experimental results 
in Fig.5.4, it is clearly evident that the simulation results are in close correspondence 
with the experimental results. This verifies this simulation results and moreover, it 
proves the accuracy of our analysis of the theory underlying the designing principle and 
also suggests that equation 5.12 and equation 5.14 can be used in a CAD study of the 
FOCS model.
In the RBC scheme, the response P varies widely with A/3 variation and is dependent 
on fibre orientation angle 9. Fig 5.7 shows the P to A/3 variations at four different fibre 
orientation angle 0 cases. When the fibre orientation angle 0 = 0° or 45°, the P mean 
values are near to zero with A/3 variation is from 1235x to 1233x, but the two 
response phase difference is 90°. Again when 9 = 22.5° or 67.5° and A/3 variation 
is from 1235 x to 1233x, the sensor response P mean values are near -0.2 or +0.2 
respectively. From experimental and simulation results shown in Fig.5.4, Fig.5 . 6  and 
Fig.5.7, it is also clear that, although FOCS with the RBC scheme as a method for 
compensating the thermal variations in the SHB current sensor, the P still varies
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considerably with A/3 variations. Since the A/3 variation may be caused by many 
perturbation factors such as temperature and vibrations, so special birefringence control 
equipment is required. In order to overcome the side-effect caused by reciprocal noise 
which causes A/3 changes, e.g. the variation, a MFR is taken into account in our CAD 
study of FOCS model.
The simulation processes of a MFRC FOCS is carried out in the next simulation stage. 
The FOCS design parameters are unspun fibre high A/3 = 1234x rad/m (Lp = 2x/ A/3 
=  1.62mm) and £ = 1219x rad/m (Ls = 2x/£ = 1.64mm), the total fibre length z 
= 10m. By using equation (2.16), the Faraday rotation F can be calculated. With the 
fibre length 10m and fibre coil 12 turns, a relatively small current of 50A rms and its 
induced Faraday rotation F are plotted in Fig.5.8(Wl) and (W3) respectively, and 
their corresponding spectrum analysis are plotted in Fig.5.8(W2) and (W4) 
respectively. Further, by choosing the fibre length 10m and fibre coil 30 turns, a 
larger current of 1.06kA rms and its induced Faraday rotation F are plotted in 
Fig.5.9(Wl) and (W3) respectively, and their corresponding spectrum analyses are 
plotted in Fig.5.9(W2) and (W4) respectively.
The above results show the quantitative Faraday rotation waveforms corresponding to 
current waveforms. In the case of a small current waveform (current rms = 50A), the 
Faraday rotation (about 0.005 rad) is rather small. The latter is further limited by 
several noises. The question now is how small a Faraday rotation can be detected by 
the FOCS? The answer will be given in the next section. In the case of large current 
(current rms = 1.06kA), the maximum Faraday rotation (about 0.37 rad) should be 
within ±  x/2, since Faraday effect is circular rotation with a cycle x/2. Normally 
sensor response P is a nonlinear function of the Faraday rotation F, a good linear 
range would be required to be within ±  x / 6  (0.5236 rad or 30°). Fig.5.9(W3) shows 
the 50Hz current signal of 1.06kA rms corresponding to nearly ±  0.37rad, therefore 
detectable P should stay within linear range. This limits the maximum measurement 
range of the FOCS. Details of the measurement range and small current sensitivity in
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the FOCS simulation model will be discussed in the next section.
The following simulation processes evaluate the simulation model by adding both 
Faraday rotation and reciprocal noise to it. Firstly, consider vibration noise which 
can be modelled as if causing a rotation 0  (rad) which is assumed to be a sinusoid 
signal and its frequency is at 100Hz. The vibration rotation amplitude is adjusted to 
a certain value which is compatible with Faraday rotation. With reference to the 
previously mentioned spun fibre model, it can be assumed that the polarized electric 
fields are changed by both the Faraday rotation and the vibration rotation after light 
travels a distance z in the spun fibre. Note that the Faraday rotation is a non-reciprocal 
signal and vibration rotation is a reciprocal signal. According to the concept of 
reciprocal and non-reciprocal signal, if a positive sign (+) is assumed for both 
Faraday phase rotation and vibration phase rotation, when light beam is propagating 
in a forward direction down a fibre. However light beam is propagating in a backward 
direction from a fibre, the sign of vibration phase rotation is still positive and the sign 
of Faraday phase rotation must be negative. Thus the total rotation phase 'k should be 
= 0 + +  f + when the light beam is forward propagated down a fibre, and = 
0 ‘ - f "when it is backward propagation; f is unit Faraday rotation, 0  is reciprocal 
noise (i.e., vibration) rotation, sign + represents forward (+ z  direction) light 
propagation in the fibre, and sign - is backward (-z direction) light propagation in the 
fibre. We can thus substitute into the square fibre transfer function matrix [K(z)] 
of equation (5.4), and into the fibre transfer function matrix [K(-z)] which is the 
reversing matrix of [K(z)]. Now by using the CAD model, the forward light 
propagation rotation and the sensor detected signal response P and their 
corresponding spectrum analyses are plotted as in Fig.5.10(W5) - (W8 ).
Fig.5 .10(W5) and (W6 ) show the forward light propagation rotation >F+ waveform and 
its spectrum respectively. It can be seen that >k+ has two frequencies, one corresponds 
to a 50Hz Faraday rotation F (F is induced by a current of 1.06kA rms in Fig.5.9(W3) 
and (W4)). the other is a 100Hz vibration rotation which is modelled as a sinusoid
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waveform. When both the total ^r+and are put into the FOCS simulation model, the 
sensor response P is obtained. P and its spectrum are shown in Fig.5.10(W7) and 
(W8 ). Some important points are discussed below:
(i) In Fig.5.10(W5), it shows >F+ waveform which contains Faraday rotation and 
reciprocal noise. Its spectrum is plotted in Fig.5.10(W6). Comparing Fig.5.10(W5) 
with Fig.5.9(W3), the distortion in waveform of Fig.5.10(W5) due to the 100Hz 
sinusoid signal amplitude is clearly evident.
(ii) Fig 5.10(W7) is sensor detected P corresponding to the input signal waveform 
in Fig.5 .10(W5). Fig.5 .10(W8) shows the spectrum of the waveform in Fig.5.10(W7). 
It is clearly evident there is little difference in waveform distortion between the original 
Faraday rotation in Fig.5.9(W3) and the sensor detected waveform in Fig. 10(W7). This 
means that sensor detected signal waveform in Fig.5.10(W7) is recovered from the 
distorted signal in Fig.5.10(W5) into nearly original current waveform in Fig.5.9(W3). 
When comparing their corresponding frequency spectra as shown in Fig.5.9(W4) and 
in Fig.5.10(W8), respectively, the latter shows small fluctuations, but these are of 
very much reduced magnitude and arise due to nonlinear sensor detection. However 
it can be said that there is close correspondence between the two.
(iii) By comparing the 50Hz and 100Hz components in Fig.5.10(W6) with that in 
Fig.5.10(W8), it can be estimated that the difference between two components is about 
lOdB in Fig.5.10(W6), and it is about 45dB in Fig.5.10(W8). Thus the 100Hz 
component is reduced by about 35dB in Fig.5.10(W8) compared to that in 
Fig.5.10(W6). This amount of amplitude reduction at 100Hz leads to a residual 
amplitude in the case of a simulation that does not affect the current signal.
(iv) By comparing the spectra in Fig.5.10(W6) and (W8 ) with the experimental 
results in Fig.3.5(a) and (b), it is clear that the CAD simulation results of a 35dB noise 
reduction meets the experimental results quite well. The simulation results show a 5dB
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margin better than that in experiments.. This is reasonable due to the theoretical 
assumptions used in the CAD study model. In practice both predictable and 
unpredictable factors may affect the performance of the current sensor, and further 
investigation, such as design of a practical sensor device, is needed in this area.
In practice, reciprocal noise exists within a large frequency range. A question arising 
is whether the FOCS simulation model still able to eliminate those noise effects? Now 
let us consider two frequencies of 100Hz and 150Hz. Reciprocal noise at these 
frequencies is added on to the total phase rotation ¥ + of forward light propagation and 
of the backward light propagation. Both >k+ and include a Faraday rotation 
signal induced by a current of 1.06kA rms in Fig.5.9(W3). The simulation results of 
the sensor response are as plotted in Fig.5.11 (W5)-(W8). The results in
Fig.5.13(W5)-(W8) clearly indicate that the same amount of a 35dB noise reduction at 
both these frequencies is achieved. It can thus be concluded that any frequency of 
reciprocal noise can be reduced to a certain level, leading to a residual noise which has 
little influence on the current measurement in the FOCS.
In summary, the analysis results and comparison with the laboratory experimental 
results have proved that the FOCS simulation model developed herein is feasible in 
producing FOCS design models for practical devices.
5.5 Fibre Optic Current Sensor Simulations Performance Evaluation
5.5.1 Measurement Range
Referring to equation (2.19), a detectable Faraday rotation F, (2F = 3.34*10^N I 
(degree) at Xq = 790nm or 2F = VH N I = 5.2*10'4 N I (degree) at Xq = 633nm), 
is given. For an ideal fibre sensor detecting case, A(3 =  0; since the sensor response 
P = sin(2F) as given in equation(2.20), thus the detectable F range should be less than 
45°. A good linearity range of F may be between 0 and 30 degree. Based on the
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formula of P = sin(2F), the sensor measurement range can, therefore, be calculated.
In the MFRC FOCS simulation model, the ratio (Ix - 12 ) / ( Ii +  I2) of the sensor 
detector is a nonlinear function of Faraday rotation, so there is not a forward straight 
way of calculating the Faraday rotation. However, the developed CAD study of the 
FOCS simulation model can be used to evaluate the polarization behaviour of a spun 
fibre with MFRC and also to measure Faraday rotation indirectly. Furthermore, the 
intrinsic nonlinear part of the sensor can be easily investigated.
In this CAD design of the FOCS, the fibre length is 10m, the fibre coil turn number 
is 100. A Faraday rotation, induced by a current varying from -4000A to +4000A, is 
used as the input to the FOCS, the sensor responses to this indirect current input with 
respect to several fibre orientation angle 6 are shown in Fig.5.12(a), where curves ’a’, 
*b*, ’c’ and ’d* correspond to 0 = 0°, 22.5°, 45° and 67.5°, respectively. It shows that 
curves ’b’ and *d’ need a bias current to enable P to have a symmetric response to the 
input current. For an easy reading of this bias current value, curve ’b’ is shifted +0.1 
and curve’d’ shifted -0.1, then the absolute sensor response P for the fibre orientation 
angle 0 =  0°, 22.5°, 45° and 67.5°is plotted correspondingly as curves ’a’, ’b ’, ’c’ and 
’d’ in Fig.5.12(b). They clearly show that the sensor response P is close, in shape, to 
the ideal performance, P = sin(2F), but because of the nonlinear property of the spun 
fibre sensor, and there has not been an established formula for the calculation of the 
input current, the FOCS current measuring range can only be estimated with regard to 
the simulation curves in Fig.5.12(b). Referring to curves ’a’ and ’c’ in Fig.5.12(b), 
it can be seen that as the current increases towards + l.OkA, the nonlinear components 
increase. This limits the maximum current measurement range of the 100 turn fibre 
sensor to + l.OkA. In practice, a good linearity can be obtained for a Faraday rotation 
angle less than 30°, so that a good linearity range can approximately give a maximum 
current measurement of 400A.
Since the Faraday rotation F is a function of fibre length and fibre coil turns, in order
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to increase the sensor response to current signals, either increasing fibre length, or 
decreasing fibre coil turns, or a combination of both would be good starting points. 
Next in this section, a simulation study for the first two situations are carried out. The 
results are shown in Fig.5.13 and Fig.5.14.
Fig.5.13 shows how the sensor response P to current range varies with the increment 
of fibre length, in which the fibre orientation angle 0 = 0 °, the fibre turns is fixed 1 0 0  
turns and curves ’a’, ’b’ and 'c* corresponds to fibre length 10m, 15m and 20m. The 
results show that as fibre length increases, the sensor response to current range is only 
slightly better and this is so because the linear measurement range is only slightly 
increased. Fig.5.14 shows how the sensor response, P, to current range varies with 
of the decrement of the fibre coil turns, in which fibre orientation angle 0° = 0 , the 
fibre length is 10m and curves *a\ ’b’, *c* and’d’ correspond to fibre turns of 10, 30, 
50 and 100 respectively. The results show that as the fibre coil turn decreases, the 
sensor response P to current range significantly increases. C urve’d’ has the same 
measurement range of about +  l.OkA as curve ’a’ in Fig.5.12(b) due to the same 
parameter setting in the FOCS simulation model. The curves ’a’, ’b’ and ’c’ have a 
current measurement range of around ±7.5kA, ±3.5kA and ±2.0kA, respectively, 
so that the variation of fibre coil turns mainly affects the FOCS measurement range. 
In the FOCS design, these factors need to be considered carefully.
5.5.2 Operation Bandwidth
FOCS has very large current measurement bandwidth. Its operational bandwidth is only 
limited by the fact that the instantaneous value of current changes during the time taken 
for the light to propagate through the fibre coil. Thus, the light emerging from the coil 
of length z at an instant in time t, will have accumulated an optical rotation given by 
the integral of the current over the time of propagation of the portion of light. This 
time is from (t - r) to t where r  = 2  zxn/c, the light travelling time in the fibre 
distance z, n/c is light speed in the fibre, n is the refractive index and 2  is the factor
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of the forward and backward light propagation in the fibre. Thus the Faraday rotation 
induced by a sinusoidal current of unit amplitude and angular frequency is given by:
where F0 is zero modulation Faraday rotation. Integrating above equation we obtain:
Equation (5.16) shows that the optical signal has a constant time delay of r  and its 
amplitude varies with the frequency as a sine function sin(wr/2)/(a)r/2). When (co3dBr/2) 
= 1.392 (rad), the response [sin(oj3dBr/2]/(w3dBr/2)] is down to 0.707, this can be 
defined as f3dB of the sensing coil in hertz. Therefore f3dB = 0.443/r = 0 .4 4 3 *0 / 
(2z*n). The index n = 1.5 for silica glass. If the sensor response bandwidth is 
required to be f3dB= 4.43MHz, then the fibre length z is required to be equal to or 
less than 10m. If f3dB = 1MHz, fibre length can be extended to 44m. The result 
shows that the FOCS has much larger bandwidth than a conventional CT (the 
bandwidth of the latter is of less than 10kHz).
5.5.3 Noise limitations
The sensitivity and dynamic performance ranges of the FOCS depend upon Faraday 
rotation in the fibre coil, the optical wavelength and the capacity of the noise 
eliminating mechanisms, such as the shot-noise detection capability of the optical 
sensor. The Verdet constant VH= 2.0x  10"35 (c/X) 2 [44] is inversely proportional to the 
square of X. The Faraday effect in a current sensor is typically a few tenths of a 
degree per kilo ampere.
(5.15)




In the case of small signals, the response, P, of the model is calculated as:
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P = « 4 F (5.17)
where F is the Faraday rotation = VH N Im (see equation 2.19). If any noise appears 
in the signal detecting circuit, the actual light power at PIN photodiodes must be equal 
to or greater than the noise. Thus the minimum current 1 ^  can be calculated. In 
equation (5.17), P *  4F is, however, a normalized value having a double Faraday 
rotation due to forward and backward light propagation through the fibre path, so that 
an actual light power intensity at the detector can be determined when calculating the 
measurable current In,. Now assuming that Pq/2 is the average optical intensity at the 
PIN diodes and Pd is the light power intensity at the PIN diodes, and the current is 
small, then the light power intensity Pd at the PIN diodes is given by:
power due to the effects of the spun fibre and MFR.
Three main kinds of noise were discussed in Chapter 3 in the context of fibre optic 
communication systems: mode-partition noise arising from fibre dispersion, circuit 
noise and shot noise at photo-detector circuits. The modelling and analysis methods 
for those noise mechanisms developed in that context can be applied the CAD study 
of FOCS models with varied emphases. In a FOCS, only two major sources of 
noises need to be considered. They are thermal noise in the detector load resistor, and 
shot noise due to the process of converting photo power into an electronic current, 
whereas the phase noise, due to the laser source and fibre dispersion, is rarely a 
problem because of the small path differences between the orthogonally polarized 
modes in the FOCS. For an easy estimation of the noise level, let us simplify the noise 
models in Chapter 3. Ignoring the DC component in equation (5.18), the received 
current I8 produced by the detector due to the rms Faraday signal thus is:
Pd = h  (1+r 4F) (5.18)
where r is the ratio of the detected power received by the sensor to the ideally detected
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= ^  = »1 f (5.19)
where 77 is the quantum efficiency of the photo-detector. Shot noise is affected by 
average received power P0 and will be add to this signal current. A rms shot noise 
current per unit bandwidth B therefore is:
yfB j
-  ( W o  ) (5.20)
S H
In the receiver circuit, if the circuit load resistor is R at temperature T, thermal noise 




The minimum resolvable signal current per unit bandwidth B must be equal to or 
greater than the sum of shot noise and thermal noise. Combining equation (5.19) (5.20) 
and (5.21), thus we have:
f A ] 2V P0Va N Im ) f —  1
2
+ f —  1
2
J b  Jm ln Jmln ^ I J s n I y[B~ J Tn
(5.22)
Equation (5.22) is used to calculate the minimum detectable current 1^
If the shot noise is limited to (2 77 r*P0* VHN JJ  B1/2 )min ^  (1/ B1/2) m = (2 e 77 
P0 )1/2, then the minimum detectable current Im is represented as:
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In the thermal noise limit, (2 rj r»P0« VHN JJ  B1/2 (1/ B1/2) Tn= (4K T / R)1/2,
the detectable current is obtained as:
Now let us take an example by referring curve ’a’ in Fig.5.14, where fibre length is 
10m and fibre coil turns are 10. Assuming that the source power output is lmW 
(OdBm), then after travelling through BS (see Fig.5.3), the light power is reduced by 
3dB; after being reflected by MFR and then travelling through BS, another 3dB 
reduction occurs with a similar 3dB reduction after WP; taking about ldB coupler loss 
into account, the total loss is assumed to be lOdB, so that the average signal power 
Pq/2 at detector is 0. lmw. The rest of the parameters are set at: r, the power ratio is 
0.4, 77 the quantum efficiency 0.5A/W and T the temperature is 300K. Inputting all 
above parameters settings into equations (5.20) and (5.21), the minimum detectable 
signal current are obtained as:
(i) shot noise limit = 1.7mA / Hz1/2
(ii) thermal noise 55.6/R1/2mA /Hz1/2
Discussions:
(i) Equations (5.20) and (5.21) show that both shot noise and thermal noise can be 
reduced if either power P0 or fibre coil turns are increased. If N changes from 10 
turns to 100 turns, then the shot noise will be reduced from 1.7mA/Hz1/2 to 
0.17mA/Hz1/2 and thermal noise will be reduced from 55.6/R1/2 mA /Hz1/2 to 
5.56/R1/2mA /Hz1/2.
(ii) Thermal noise can also be reduced by using large load resistor R. If it is required 
that sensor thermal noise be less than its shot noise, then R should be larger than 
l.lk fi (R >  1.1k fi). In other words, thermal noise under a large R condition can be
(5.24)
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neglected in comparison with shot noise.
(iii) For a large signal response, a small number of fibre turns are required. When 
fibre coil has 10 turns and fibre length 10m, the sensor can provide a large current 
response up to 7.5kA (Fig.5.14) within good linearity measuring range, while shot 
noise limits this only 1.7A for lkHZ measuring bandwidth requirement.
When comparing this result (1.7A — 7.5kA) of the FOCS measurement range with the 
most recent result (250A — 3. OkA) of bulk-Faraday-cell optical current transformers [67], 
it shows that all fibre current sensors have a larger measurement range than the fibre 
sensor with a bulk magneto-optic material.
5.5.4 Sensitivity
Good sensitivity to Faraday rotation is also an essential requirement for a good FOCS. 
However, there is conflict with the requirements between good sensitivity to Faraday 
rotation and polarized-maintaining fibre. Low birefringence has a good sensitivity to 
Faraday rotation, but it is also sensitive to external noise such as vibration; while 
polarized-maintaining fibre is insensitive to both Faraday rotation and noise effects. In 
order to be able to compare these two extremes, a SHB fibre is used in the FOCS 
simulation model.
For a spun fibre, the sensitivity increases with £. A spin ratio is defined as fibre beat 
length over spin pitch (Lp / Lg) [5]. Unlike linearly-birefringent fibres, the interaction 
length of a spun fibre is no longer limited to a quarter of the beat length. For a spun 
fibre, when £ > > A/?, sensor response P will be equal to sin(2F). This is identical 
to the response of a perfectly isotropic fibre with full Faraday rotation sensitivity but 
almost zero residual birefringence and consequently lack of resistance to external 
perturbations. For an unspun highly birefringent fibre, it has very low Faraday rotation 
sensitivity, but good polarization maintaining property owing to its short beat-length.
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Since spun fibre birefringence is an elliptical birefringence, a sufficient residual 
elliptical birefringence is present to ensure good resistance to external perturbations and 
at the same time maintaining good Faraday rotation sensitivity.
In the FOCS simulation examples, spun fibre Lp = 1.62mm (A/3 = 1234ir) and L, = 
1.64mm (£ = 1219tt ), so the spin ratio Lp /Lg = 0.9878 corresponding to the relative 
sensitivity about 80 % [39]. It clearly shows that, in an ideal case, the Faraday 
sensitivity is 1, with an extremely low resistance to external noise, while the FOCS 
simulation model with SHB has high resistance to noise and still maintains a good 80% 
Faraday rotation sensitivity.
5.5.5 Testing With Typical Fault Waveforms
In this Chapter, the FOCS simulation models are presented and their performance 
characteristics are discussed. This section is concerned with an application of FOCS 
into power system transmission line protection. The nature of the application domain 
has determined that the FOCS must be able to respond to large fault current correctly. 
This involves detailed design considerations of many factors, coordination and 
adjustment of many sensitive parameters. In practice, it is not an easy task and is time- 
consuming as well as being costly.
CAD methods of FOCS simulation, design and testing have provided an ideal 
alternative. Here an example of FOCS design is described. A typical fault current 
waveform (Fig. A.5(b) in Appendix A) is used in the FOCS simulation model. The 
sensor response to the fault current is thus obtained. In order to clearly see the 
relationship between original fault signal and sensor detected signal, a-earth fault 
current is represented in Fig.5.15(Wl). It shows that the fault current range varies 
approximately from +4kA to -4kA. Its corresponding spectrum is analyzed as shown 
in Fig.5.15(W2).
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Three cases of FOCS design considerations are used in the discussion. The FOCS 
parameters are set as: spun fibre Lp = 1.62mm, Lg = 1.64mm, z = 10m, Xq = 
790nm, and 0 = 0. The sensor response P to actual fault current waveform for three 
different fibre coil turns of 50, 30 and 20 are shown in Fig.5 .15(W3), (W5) and (W7), 
respectively. The spectrum analyses of Fig.5.15(W3), (W5) and (W7) are plotted in 
Fig.5.15(W4), (W6) and (W8) correspondingly.
In the first case of FOCS design simulation, the fibre coil turn number is 50. The 
FOCS response to the typical fault current and its spectrum analysis are plotted in 
Fig.5.15(W3) and (W4) respectively. It clearly shows the presence of one significant 
distortion component. This can be explained with reference to curve ’c’ in Fig.5.14; 
its measurable current range is within ±2.2kA, so that the designed FOCS is not 
suitable for responding to a current of ±4.0kA. If such designed FOCS is put into a 
practical use, it will generate distortions in the FOCS response signals.
In the second case of the FOCS design, the fibre coil turn number is 30. This design 
has a measurable current range of about ±4.2kA as shown by curve ’b’ in Fig.5.14, 
but some area of this range is nonlinear. Fig.5.15(W5) shows the sensor response to 
current, and its spectrum analysis is shown in Fig.5.15(W6). It is fairly hard to 
distinguish the waveform differences between Fig.5.15(Wl) and Fig.5.15(W5). 
However, by comparing the spectrum in Fig.5.15(W2) with that in Fig.5.15(W6), it 
can be seen that the FOCS responses have a distinguishable nonlinear component at 
near 150Hz.
In the third case of FOCS design, the fibre coil turn number is 20. It has a response 
in the current range about ±7.5kA (as given in Fig.5.14). The FOCS response to the 
typical fault current and its spectrum analysis are plotted in Fig.5.15(W7) and (W8) 
respectively. By analysing the waveforms in Fig 5.15(W7) and (W8), it can be seen 
that neither distorted signal component nor nonlinear effect component is apparent. The 
sensor response matches its input current very well and this is because the designed
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sensor operates in its linear range and produces the best expected results.
The aforementioned is only a simple illustration of how the design parameters of the 
sensor would affect its sensing performance. In practice, power system protection is 
itself a complex function with its essential parameters having large operational 
variations. With the advantages of being flexible, time-saving and cheap cost, the 
FOCS simulation model provides a useful tool for the modelling and analytical study 
of the FOCS design in practice. Further investigations in this direction are of potential 
importance in power system protection relay.
5.6 Summary
In this Chapter, a complete CAD modelling of FOCSs is conducted in the detailed 
application context of power system transmission line protection. A spun fibre model 
and a MFR model are presented. It also shows how MFR can eliminate the 
considerably reciprocal noise which significantly remains in the FOCSs design when 
using convectional method. This is because MFR, inserted into a retracing fibre optic 
circuit, suppresses the effect of any reciprocal birefringence present in the fibre, giving 
an output SOP always orthogonal to the input one.
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Fig. 5.1 Section of spun fibre shows the orientation angle 6 
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Fig.5.2 Coordinate system for spun fibre medium, light 
polarization state rotates fi(z) after z distance, where 0 
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Fig. 5.3 Fibre optical current sensor based on the joint use of a MFR and spun 
highly-birefringent fibre. Where LD the laser diode, BS the beam 
splitter; L’s the lenses; WP the Wollaston prism; PDs the photodiodes; 
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Fig. 5.6 Simulation sensor response P curve for an SHB current sensor having spin rate 
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Fig .5.7 Simulation response P curves for an SHB fibre optic current sensor having
spinning rate £ =  1219* rad/m plotted against A/3 variations with different fibre 
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Fig. 5.4 Experimental response P (i.e., equation 5.12) curves obtained while
varying the sensor temperature.
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Fig.5.5 (a) Experimental power spectrum of the signal current at 50Hz and
vibration noise at 55Hz (b) power spectrum of the signal detected by 
a FOCS with a MFR (only 50Hz signal existing)
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Fig.5.8 W l: A current signal of 50A rms.
W2: Spectrum of the current signal i n W l
W3: Faraday angle signal induced by the current signal in W l
the fibre length 10 meter and fibre coil 12 turns 
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Fig .5.9 W l: A current signal of 1.06kA rms.
W2: Spectrum of the current signal in W l
W3: Faraday angle signal induced by the current signal in W l
, the fibre length 10 meter and fibre coil 30 turns 
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in window W5 
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(a)Actual simulation sensor response P as a function of current
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(b) Relative sensor response P as function of current 
Fig.5.12 Sensor response P as function of current
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Fig.5.13 Sensor response P to current range.
Three different fibre length cases are z =  10, 15 and 20m
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Fig.5.14 Sensor response P to current range.
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Fig.5.15 W l: A typical fault current signal (the same as shown in Fig.A.5(b))
W2: Spectrum of the window W 1.
W3: Sensor detected power signal corresponding to that typical current
in window W l, the sensor fibre length 10m and fibre coil 50 turns.
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Fig.5.15 W5: Sensor detected power signal corresponding to that typical current
in window W l, the sensor fibre length 10m and fibre coil 30 turns. 
W6: Spectrum of W5.
W7: Sensor detected power signal corresponding to that typical current
in window W l, the sensor fibre length 10m and fibre coil 20 turns. 
W8: Spectrum of W7
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis and draws several 
conclusions. Further work along different lines of the research subjects is suggested. 
The summary is conducted in three parts: section 6.1.1, fibre optic links CAD 
simulation system modelling, analysis and performance evaluations; section 6 . 1 .2 , 
practical examples of the fibre optic link applications into power system protection 
relaying; section 6.1.3, fibre optic current sensor CAD simulation system modelling, 
analysis and performance evaluations.
6.1 Summary of Work
6.1.1 Fibre Optic Links
In Chapter 3, firstly, a typical N-longitudinal mode laser spectrum envelope is assumed 
as a Gaussian shape. The laser is modelled by an equivalent electrical circuit model 
which is derived from laser rate equations under small signal modulation conditions. 
When PCM current signal pulses are injected into a laser, the laser transient output 
waveforms are expected to be near square pulses if the selected laser has a large 
fraction of spontaneous emission p. The simulation results of the circuit model of a 
laser with a large p, is in good agreement with the results of laser rate equation model. 
So it proves that the circuit model is a successful replacement of the laser rate equation 
model in a FOL simulation.
Two SMF transfer functions are described, one is based on optical power domain and 
the other on optical field domain. The first assumes that the fibre is a linear system in 
the optical power domain, so that the fibre transfer function can be obtained by 
integrating dispersive fibre power transfer function with source spectrum. For a simple
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Gaussian source spectrum, the simple fibre transfer function is obtained. The second 
model can deal with practical measurement light sources. When the spectrum envelope 
is assumed as Gaussian form, both of them produce the same simulation results. If 
source spectrum envelope is not Gaussian, the former model is computationally 
intensive. However, the latter model can use Fourier transform to obtain fibre transfer 
function, thus it is more convenient and practical.
The receiver model and noise models are also presented. The receiver model is a APD 
with FET preamplifier. The APD gain is < G > . The noise models are shot noise, 
circuit noise and mode-partition noise. All of them are proportional to data bit rate. 
The FOL performances are evaluated by testing its BER which is directly affected by 
noises. The simulations and performance evaluations of all individual models are 
carried out. The results of these models are given in corresponding sections. BER 
estimations of the FOL are also conducted.
Finally, a method for evaluating the decision circuit for the FOL simulation is 
presented. It is a hybrid of the calculation method and the time domain simulation. 
The calculation method is to obtain all noise contributions, so that the signals with 
added noise can be simulated. The time domain method is to simulate the FOL for 
data transmission spontaneously.
In summary, the light source output power, fibre loss, fibre dispersion and various type 
of noise at the receiver side are the main factors limiting the FOL spanning distance. 
A laser is capable of a higher optical power than does a LED. The fibre loss at Xq = 
1.55**m is more than that at X0 = 1.30/zm. Fibre dispersion at Xq = 1.55^m is higher 
than that at Xq = 1.30/*m. Receiver sensitivity is proportional to data bit rate, thus the 
higher the data bit rate the more the noise limitations to the FOL spanning distance. 
For a FOL design, a balance of all above parameters must be taken into consideration. 
For a longer span of the FOL at a relative lower data bit rate (<  90Mbit/s), a laser 
operating at Xq = 1.55/im with either APD or PIN is an acceptable design.
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6.1.2 Practical Applications of the Fibre Optic Links
In Chapter 4, simulated fault waveforms are used as test data in order to test the 
performance of the FOL model. The simulation results are presented as waveforms 
at the output of different components on the FOL model. They are PCM data 
waveform at the output of the laser, PCM data waveform received by PIN photodiode 
with added noise, and the waveform converted from the recovered PCM data 
waveform. The results show that with an improper design of the FOL, the data 
waveforms at the receiver are severely distorted. However, the FOL performance can 
be improved by changing the optical fibre wavelength from X0 = 1.3 pm to Xq = 
1.55^m. By comparing the improved simulation results with the experimental results, 
it is evident that the simulation results are close to the experimental ones. Hence it 
confirms the correctness of the design of the FOL simulation model.
The FOL model is also applied to a CAD model of a line protection scheme. The FOL 
model is tested with fibre lengths 100km and 140km corresponding to the operating 
wavelengths Xo = 1.3/zm and Xq = 1.55^m respectively. When the laser operates at 
Xq = 1.55/xm, during many test trials, the results show that there are no observable bit 
errors. So it is feasible to say that the FOL shown little side-effects on the 
performance of the line protection scheme [3]. However, when the laser operates at 
Xq =  1.30/im, the results show seriously distorted waveforms at receiver. Such a FOL 
design is not acceptable as a data transmission medium over a 1 0 0 km spanning 
distance. It concludes that the following FOL design parameters: a SMF, a laser 
operating at Xq = 1.55fim, and a PIN or an APD photodiode are essential for a long 
spanning distance of 140km for power system line protection.
A complete FOL laboratory test system consideration is presented. Transputer-based 
TCB is implemented. Sample test programs such as monitoring programs are 
generated. By using such a TCB, the actual operating performance of the FOL can be 
obtained. This has laid a solid base for physical laboratory testing of the digital
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differential relay scheme with a physical FOL, so that real-time power system 
protection relaying experiments with concrete FOL can be carried out.
6.1.3 Fibre Optic Current Sensors
In Chapter 5, the spun fibre model is derived by combining the Jones matrix and a 
twisted medium model. The Jones matrix provides an operator for calculating optical 
system elements. Furthermore by using the Jones matrix principle, and a permanent 
45° Faraday rotator model, with an added phase conjugate mirror model,a complete 
MFR model can be constructed.
Two sets of available laboratory experimental results are used for a comparative study 
and verification of the FOCS simulation results. The first one uses a RBC scheme that 
gives sensor responses varying with the sensor temperature. By comparing them with 
the simulation results obtained from the FOCS simulation model, it is shown that the 
simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental ones. The second 
experiment uses the MFRC scheme to show that MFR can reduce vibration noise by 
about 30dB, while the simulation results show a total noise reduction of about 35dB 
which is about 5dB better than the experimental results due to the theoretical FOCS 
model.
Aspects of design considerations for the application of EHV power transmission line 
protection are also discussed. A typical simulation fault current waveform is used to 
test the FOCS performance and the conclusions are:
(i) Compared with conventional CT, the bandwidth of FOCS is very large, i.e. 
for 10 fibre, the bandwidth of FOCS can be 4.43Mhz (calculation from 
equation (5.16)), while the bandwidth of conventional CT is about 10kHz.
(ii) For a large signal response, small number of fibre turns are required, i.e for 
measuring 50 A rms current , the fibre turn number can be 100, while for 
measuring 1.06kA rms current, the fibre turn number has to be reduced from
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100 to 30.
(iii) Noise factors restrain the range of small signals. Two significant noises are 
thermal noise and shot noise. For a large detector load, the thermal noise 
becomes very small compared with shot noise.
In summary, the shot noise limits the sensor response to low level currents and the 
fibre coil turns limit large current range. As the fibre coil number of turns increase, 
the shot noise decreases, but the sensor response to current range decreases. 
Sometimes a compromise between low and high level current need to be committed in 
order to maintain a proper sensor response range. In Chapter 5, a systematic CAD 
study of FOCS modelling, design and performance analysis are carried out. This should 
provide an extensive base for further study in this field with the hope that with its 
further application-domain related issues investigated, profound effects on practical 
design and application would emerge.
6.2 Conclusions
The objective of this research work is using CAD techniques to build up fibre optic 
link models and fibre optic current sensor models and, therefore, to conduct an 
extensive study of the behaviour of optical fibres in these two application fields and 
related practical issues. The motivation is originated by the inherent properties of 
optical fibres, the advantages over a conventional medium as communication links and 
their advantages over conventional current transformers as sensing devices. Power 
system transmission line protection relaying is chosen as a main application domain 
because of the potential importance of using a FOL as a communication media and the 
profound advantages of using a FOCS as current measurement devices. In the field of 
power system protection relaying, existing fibre optic application systems are 
inadequate in providing system performance evaluations, such as data bit rate 
limitations, noise limitations, current measurement ranges, measuring bandwidth, for 
an optimum system design. CAD techniques provide a flexible and economical
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alternative for building up FOL and FOCS simulation models to investigate these 
parameters in detail. These models also provide a useful tool for both theoretical 
experiments and practical designs. For such purposes, in this research, a FOL 
simulation model and a FOCS model are implemented in FORTRAN programming 
language, and a extensive study is conducted.
In power system protection communication systems, repeaters, if present in a FOL, can 
introduce extra problems and reduce fibre link reliability. So a FOL design with no 
repeaters is worth pursuing. Long-haul transmission systems require that the fibre span 
be as long as possible without the need for any repeaters. The simulation system 
performance analyses and evaluations have demonstrated that by a better coordination 
of system design parameters, a FOL with a reasonably long spanning distance can be 
obtained.
It is beneficial to use the laser circuit model for simulation since it provides a laser 
transfer function. The performance evaluation shows that fibre dispersion is the main 
factor to limit the fibre transmission bandwidth. For the same laser source and fibre 
length, the fibre operating at large fibre dispersion X0 = 1 .5 5 /xm has less fibre 
transmission bandwidth than that operating at small fibre dispersion X0 = 1.30/xm. Also 
fibre has a lower loss at Xq = 1.55/xm than that at Xq = 1.30/xm. Since long-haul 
power transmission line protection schemes require a long distance data transmission 
link but a lower data bit rate (normally less than lOOMbit/s), a laser source operating 
at Xq = 1.55/xm is a near optimum selection. But as noise is proportional to the data 
bit rate, a FOL with a higher data bit rate has more strict noise limitation. A FOL 
operating at Xq = 1.55/xm is capable of transmitting low bit rate data over 160km 
without any repeaters. In a practical FOL design, the power margin needs to be 
considered in link power budget calculation. As a typical example, taking an average
0.3dB/km fibre loss, a lOdB power margin will reduce the fibre length by about 40km, 
while it is still able to send data over a 1 0 0 km long spanning distance.
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In the line protection scheme simulation process, it is shown that if the laser operates 
at Xq = 1.30/xm, after 100km data transmission, the received signals are highly 
distorted; however, if the laser operates at Xq = 1.55/xm, few bit errors occur. It 
indicates that with a laser operating at Xq = 1.55/xm, a SMF, a receiver with either a 
PIN or an APD, the resulting FOL design is closer to the optimum case for the line 
protection scheme.
The designed TCB can be used to connect a current differential relay scheme and a 
FOL. It acts as an interface between the relay and the FOL. Besides, with the capacity 
of TDS, it can also be used to test the performance of the FOL under different line 
coding, so as to determine a proper line coding for a particular application.
In a FOCS, the fibre-induced linear birefringence affects the sensor performance. High 
birefringence fibre is less sensitive to this effect, but insensitive to Faraday rotation and 
hence not suitable for making sensing devices. SHB fibre is used to balance these two 
sides of the fibre properties, and a MFR is introduced to eliminate its temperature and 
other reciprocal noise effects. A CAD FOCS simulation model based on this principle 
is developed. With the support of available physical laboratory experimental data, the 
simulation results draw the conclusion that the FOCS model can be used to study a 
practical FOCS device. The MFR significantly reduces reciprocal noise (by about 
30dB) hence eliminating the influences of reciprocal noises. The simulation results 
have also demonstrated that a FOCS has a much larger measuring bandwidth than that 
of a conventional CT.
This thesis describes a comprehensive CAD simulation of both a FOL and a FOCS 
with their particular applications in power system protection relaying. Both of these 
simulation models can provide tools for analysing and designing practical system. 
Equally importantly, the insight into system performance is provided both by the 
modelling process itself and by the experience gained from the simulation experiments.
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6.3 Suggestions of Further Work
6.3.1 A Complete Prototype for Fibre Optic Links Test
In Chapter 4, a complete FOL laboratory test system is designed. It consists of three 
parts: a current differential relay, a physical FOL and a transputer-based TCB. With 
a 32-bit high-performance IMS T414 transputer as a microprocessor, the TCB has 
much more potential in further hardware and software developments.
The first step toward further hardware implementation is to build the connection among 
the TCB, the digital current differential relay and the proposed FOL. This would 
enable data from the relay to go through the FOL, so that real data testing can be 
carried out. This needs further software support so that the TCB will be able to 
monitor and evaluate real data transmission of the FOL. Hence this would help to 
verify the CAD FOL simulation system performance and provide further guidance to 
the FOL design engineers.
Other possible aspects for expansion of the work in this direction need more 
consideration and consolidation of the related issues and the details of application- 
orientation. Firstly, the RAM can easily be expanded from 256kbytes to IMbytes on 
the board; secondly two or more TCBs can form a transputer network which is more 
powerful in intelligent control; besides, data channels can be multiplexed for large data 
flow and handling, fourthly, the TCB board can be used to test the performance of the 
FOL with different line code programming. These may originate another independent 
research subject.
6.3.2 Applications of Fibre Optic Current Sensor
A CAD simulation system of a FOCS is developed. Typical fault current waveforms 
are used to test the FOCS performance. A first step towards further work is to apply
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the FOCS model into some practical applications in power systems or other related 
areas. A typical example would be to a line protection scheme. By using the FOCS 
to replace the conventional CT, the performance of the line protection scheme can be 
further investigated with the hope that the system performance can be evaluated to a 
deeper level.
6.3.3 Testbed Generation
In this research, a comprehensive simulation system for FOL and FOCS are developed 
and detailed system performances are studied. The application orientation has been 
mainly on power system protection relaying. A general-purpose testbed would be able 
to developed based on the developed FOCS models. In this direction, more advanced 
CAD techniques need to be employed to provide more user-friendly and intelligence- 
based interfacing.
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APPENDIX A
DIGITAL SIMULATION OF FAULT WAVEFORMS
A .l Basic Principle
Any multiconductor line section is defined by its series impedance matrix per unit 
length Z corresponding shunt admittance Y. Each element of Z varies with frequency 
and is determined by the conductor types, the geometry and the nature of the earth 
plane [30].
The theory of natural modes, developed by Wedepol [6 6 ], enables a solution to the 
system voltage steady-state equations given by equation (A-l) to be transformed into 
a series of independent differential equations of the form of equation (A-2)
V = exp(-\|tt)K{ + exp(i|a)Kr
where V  = Q 7 ' 1 Q 1 Z, Q is voltage eigenvector matrix, 7  is propagation constant 
matrix.
Matrix function theory permits easy evaluation of the hyperbolic functions, the 
polyphase surge impedance and admittance necessary for a solution of the problem. For 
example, the polyphase surge admittance matrix is given by:
(A-l)
dx2 (A-2)
ra = «? Y“‘ Q l2 ) 1 (A-3)
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A. 1.1 Transmission Line Transfer-Matrix Function
A faulted transmission system essentially consists of a network of cascaded sections as 
Two-port transfer matrices are particularly useful in the solution of such a problem. 
For example, with reference to Fig.A.l, the transfer admittance matrix representing 
a line section up to the point of fault is given by equation (A-4), and this can be used 
in combination with the corresponding matrices representing the fault discontinuity and 
the line section between the fault and the receiving busbars, to yield a relationship 
between the currents and voltages at either end of the line
■
» Y22 . V2 .
where Y11=Y 22=Y 0 coth ('kx), and Y21=Y 12= - Y0 cosech O^x),
A .I.2 Source-Side Network Matrix
The source network considered here at each terminating busbar is a general source 
model comprising of some local generation and a number of infeeding parallel lines, 
each with its own generation. All the generations are based upon arbitrarily defined 
short circuit levels. This is shown in Fig.A.2
In Fig. A.2, [YS] is an equivalent source admittance matrix at each terminating busbar 
and this is then used in combination with the corresponding transmission line 
admittance matrices of equation (A-4) to form the full fault transient model.
A.1.3 Frequency-Transform Technique
The transient phenomenon associated with any disturbance, such as a fault, represents 
a wide frequency variation and it is therefore necessary to be able to evaluate the 
transient response over the whole frequency spectrum. The inverse Fourier transform
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forms the basis of the method by which the frequency spectrum is used to determine 
the corresponding time variation of any voltage or current interest. A modified half- 
range form of the basic Fourier integral as given in equation (A-5) is used.
fit)  = Real [ exp-^^  6/(<o-i|ra) exp (/cor) c/co]
71 J0
(A-5)
where d = sm(n0i/ t y f a = frequency shift constant 
(71 (o/Q)
A.2 Single-Circuit Plain Feeder
A general plain feeder as shown in Fig. A.3 represents the system devised to investigate 
the fault transient phenomena on 2-terminal EHV transmission lines. In Fig. A.3,
The behaviour of a plain feeder system under faulted conditions is dependent upon the 
fault point position along line length and the generator capacities at two terminals.The 
simulation includes the facility to any fault point. To provide these facilities, the system 
is represented by 3-node model as shown in Fig.A.4.
A general relationship for the system with a fault point between p and q, for example, 
can defined as:
i^i
= y22 2^3 * V, (A-6 )
V y32 r33 . V. .
The elements of the admittance matrix in equation (A-6 ) are calculated from Fig A.4 
as following:
Yu = Y22pf +  Y llfq Y12 = Y21pf Y13 = Y12fq
Y21 =  Y12pf Y22 = Y llpf+  Yps Y23 = 0
Y31 = Y21fq Y32 = 0, Y33 = Y22fq + Yqs
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It should be noted that each element in equation (A-6 ) represents a 3 x 3 sub-matrix 
for a 3-phase system.
A.2.1 Prefault Calculation
The current constraint applied to the general relation is If = 0, where the voltage Vp 
and Vq are defined by a consideration of the system loading condition, thus we have 





l J« J Y33 . r
From equation (A-7), therefore, Ip and Iq are attained. Ip and Iq are then used to define 
Vf from the inversion of equation (A-6 ). The defined node voltages, combined with the 
two port admittance relations are then used to define all the prefault currents of 
interest.
A.2.2 Fault Transient Component Calculation
In fault case, the sources Ip = Iq = 0 referenced from equation (A-6 ), so that the 
system can then be reduced to a fault point relation as given by:
>
■Zn Zl2 7/
y, = 2^2 Z23 • 0
, Z31 3^2 3^3 . 0
Where Z = Y 1
For a three-phase system, we can see three-phase impedance at fault point is thus 
given:
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•Si z „ z+ ha
•Si - z * Z* • b
(A-9)
•Si. , z « V h e .
Now considering a single-phase-earth fault involving the ’a’ phase, the two healthy 
phase fault path current 1  ^ and Ifc are zero. Vfa is the know quantity and is the 
transform of a suddenly applied sinusoidal voltage of the form -Vfa0 sin (w0t +  0) h(t),
i.e. is simply equal and opposite to the prefault voltage at the point of fault. Thus:
The current Ifa in equation (A-10) is substituted in equation (A-9), then the system 
transient voltages for the fault condition are obtained.
A.3 Typical Fault Studies
The results presented here are achieved by faulting some typical 400kV two terminal 
applications with difference generator capacities. Different line length of 128km, 
140km and 160km have been selected and fault point varies along the transmission line.
Fig.A.5, Fig.A.6 and Fig.A.7 show some typical voltage and current waveforms 
observed at the relaying point for different fault positions, different source capacities, 
etc. It is apparent from the various waveforms that: the transient fault voltage and 
current waveforms have significant high frequency signal components. These high 
frequency components can be used to distinguish a faulty transmission line from a 
healthy transmission line, so protection algorithms often need large bandwidth fault 
signals. Typically, the required bandwidth per channel is about 4KHz. A three phase 
transmission line requires 4 to 6 channels for transferring fault transient fault 
waveforms. Fault transient waveforms thus set a bandwidth requirement for the 
communication link for transmitting waveforms from the local to the remote ends.
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Fig. A .l A general two-port network
\ G1
L 2 /  Ln
Local generation
Transmission Line
[YS] — soucre admitance m atrix
LI, L2, ... Ln — infeeding lines 
GL, Gl, G2 .. Gn — source capacities
Fig. A.2 General source network
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— Term inating busbar
p € H — ' ]  [ r ? i © q
[YSP] [YS ]
where f is fault occur point, [YF] is the admittance matrix of fault network, YLpF, 
YLqF are length admittance matrices of feed paths, and [YSP], [YSq] are equivalent 
source admittance matrices at the terminating busbars.











Fig. A.4 Admittance format for the single-circuit plain feeder








Fig.A.5 (a) System configuration with generator capacities 5GVA and 20GV 
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(b) Currents at end P
Single phase voltage and current at end P
Fig.A.5 (b) Lpq = 160km, Lpf = 70km,
phase a to earth fault at V, 90° with fault to earth impedance 0
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Fig.A. 5 (c) Lpq = 140km, Lpf = 50km,
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Fig.A.5 (d) Lpq = 0 km, Lpf = 160 km, ( fault at end P)
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(b) Currents at end Q
Three phase voltages and currents at end Q
Fig.A. 5 (e) Lpq = 160km, Lpf = 160 km, ( fault at end Q)
phase a to earth fault at Va 90° with fault to earth impedance 0
Fig.A.5 (b)-(e) Show effect of parameter variance on faulty-phase transient
waveforms with system configuration of Fig. A.5(a)










Fig.A .6 (a) System configuration with generator capacities 20GVA and 35GV 
Transmission distance Lp, between P and Q, and Fault distance Lpf to end P
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Three phase voltages and currents at end P
Fig.A. 6 (b) LN = 0 km, Lpf = 128km, ( fault at end P)
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(b) Currents at end Q
Three phase voltages and currents at end Q
Fig. A. 6 (c) Lm = 128 km, Lpf = 128km, ( fault at end Q)
phase a to earth fault at V, 0° with fault to earth impedance 0
Fig.A. 6 (c)-(d) Show faulty-phase transient waveforms at a fault point either
end P or end Q with system configuration of Fig. A.6(a)










Fig. A.7 (a) System configuration with generator capacities 5GVA and 35GV Transmission 
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Fig.A. 7 (b) Lpq = 0 km, = 128km, ( fault at end P)
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Fig.A. 7 (c) Lm = 128 km, Lpf = 128km, ( fault at end Q)
phase a to earth fault at Va 30° with fault to earth impedance 0
Fig.A. 7 (c)-(d) Show faulty-phase transient waveforms at a fault point either 
end P or end Q with system configuration of Fig.A.6(a)
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APPENDIX B 
DETAILED INFERENCES OF LASER & FIBRE MODELS
B .l Laser Characteristics
B.1.1 Laser Rate Equations
A laser diode is a kind of pn-j unction semiconductors combined with an optical 
resonator. The pn-j unction forms a diode which operates in the forward direction. The 
injected current carriers (i.e., carrier density) recombine at the pn-junction giving rise 
to the emission of photons. If the carrier density increases within the pn-junction, it 
finally yields the laser emission. Laser characteristic may either be described by a 
field equation (Maxwell’s equation) or the rate equation [1]. A simple method of 
representing laser characteristic is the laser rate equation. The laser rate equation of 
a single lasing mode corresponding to a single emission wavelength thus is represented 
as:
dn0 i  n
= 1  -  — " M ne -  Na ) s  (B.l-1)d t e x e p
(lS — |S It n r .  -* AV
= A {n t -  N q )  s  ~ —  + p— (B.l-2)
dt y  T_ X.p *
where nc is the electron density, sp is the photo density, i is the injected or pump 
current, e is the electron charge, rc is the spontaneous emission lifetime, rp is the
photo lifetime, the optical gain g = A(nc - N0), A is the optical gain parameter, N0
is the minimum electron density required to obtain a positive gain, and p is the fraction 
of the spontaneous emission going into the lasing modes.
There is a pair of coupled differential equations which describe the density of injected
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current carriers n6 and the density of stimulated photons Sp in a laser optical resonator. 
The equations are valid for laser diodes with the following assumptions:
(1) The laser operates in a single mode above the threshold, i.e. ne k  N0.
(2) The optical resonator is deal and has a homogeneous population inversion and the 
density of carries and photons are homogeneous.
(3) The stimulated photon gain per unit of time is a linear function of the carrier.
(4) Noise is excluded from consideration
B.1.2 Steady State Analysis
Since a injected current i must be great than a threshold current i* for a laser to output 
optical power. If a given dc injected current drives the laser, after lasing transient 
time, both electron carrier density ne and photo density sp tend to be stable. The 
analysis of steady state of the laser thus is necessary. Under steady state analysis 
condition, it should take d/dt = 0, thus equation (B .l.-l) and (B.l-2) become:
•  O fl 0
— -  —  -  Mnt° -  NJ s°  = 0 e xe p
s °  n° (B.l-4)
-  NJ  -  S .  + p— i  = 0
xp T«
where i ° , n°e and s°p are the steady state values of injected current, electron density 
and photo density, respectively. Expanding equations (B.l-3) and (B.l-4), the 
following two equations are obtained:
i°  1-p „ s%  s  p
—  ~n .  + —^ = — + —£ (B.l-6)
«  xp  e  xp
If Axs°p > >  p/rc> this is true in a laser design, so the laser threshold current, i^ can
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be calculated by:
The equation (B.1.-5), (B.l-6) and (B.l-7) are used to calculate laser steady state 
values i° , n°c s°p and i„,.
B.1.3 Small Signal Modulation
In fibre optic links, the information is carried in the form of pulse-code modulation, 
so knowing the dynamic behaviour of a injection laser is necessary. If a step-current 
pulse is applied, the carrier density increase and eventually exceeds the N0. For nc > NOJ 
a rapid increase of the photon number sp occurs. Since increased sp consumes current 
carriers, so that the carrier density decreases again until it falls below N0 . For ne<N 0 
the photon density rapidly decreases down to very low levels until the carriers recover 
and the carrier density increases again. The process is repeated and yields a ringing 
transient phenomena. In order to study this phenomena more in detail, it is useful to 
investigate the rate equations by a small signal analysis.
Small signal modulation can be regarded as the signal being superimposed on its mean 
values. Assuming that a small signal current is Ai , thus the injected current can be 
taken as :
where i° is the mean value (i.e., steady state value). For a small modulation amplitude 
Ai < < i° the rate equations may be linearized. It also affects small variations of nc 
and Sp around their mean value n°e and s°p, and they can be represented by:
i = i°  + A i
ne = n \  + A n€
(B.l-8)
(B.l-9)
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If equation (B.l-7), (B.l-8) and (B.l-9) are inserted into the rate equation (B.l-1) and 
(B. 1-2), and the high order Ane Asp component are neglected, thus the small signal 
analysis equations are obtained as follows:
where G 0 = A ( n°e- Nc ) the photo gain.
B.1.4 Electrical Equivalent Circuit of a Laser diode
It may be noted that equation(B.l-10) and (B. 1-11) are similar differential equations 
to a parallel RLC circuit. In fact, the laser diode can be modeled by a parallel 
equivalent RLC circuit as shown in Fig.B.l
</An(
** -  ( 1  ♦ A s ' )  An, -  G As (B.l-10)dt




Fig.B.l A parallel RLC circuit
The above laser equivalent RLC circuit can be described by using differential 
equations, thus the v t and iL are represented by:
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Because the laser diode is a pn-junction semiconductor with an optical resonator, the 
relation between p-n diode junction voltage and current density thus can be given by:
where N° is the saturation current density and assumed to be close to the electron 
density n°, m 1 or 2 is the empirical value, VT = kBT/e the junction temperature 
voltage, e electron charge, kB Boltzman constant, T the junction temperature.
If ignoring high order in equation (B.l-14), and assuming that the small signal voltage 
Vj at diode junction is proportional to An„ and the current iL at circuit is promotional 
to photo density change Asp, thus following equations are obtained:




ne « n° + n°
mVT
=n° + Ane
Vj = mVjAne (B.l-16)
iL = e A (n° -  NJ Asp = eG0Asp (B.l-17)
dAne n°il A ne n°eG
(B.l-18)
dt mVjC RC mVjC
(B.l-19)
By comparing equations (B.l-18) and (B.l-19) with equations (B.l-10) and (B.l-11), 
the laser electrical equivalent circuit parameters can be thus obtained as:
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L =
tnVT
en°G0(A S°p + p/xe)
R =
mVT p mVT
e n \ A  s°p + p/tt ) ex, s°pGJA s°p + p/te)
(B.l-20)
The equation (B.l-20) is for calculating the laser equivalent circuit parameters. They 
are obtained from the parameters in laser rate equations (B. 1-1) and (B.l-2) which 
describe the interplay between the optical intensity (or total number of photons) and 
the injected currents.
B.1.5 Laser Equivalent Transfer Function
The basic components of a fibre optic communication links simulation system are light 
source, optic fibre, and photo-detector. Thus an accurate representation of those 
characteristics in the form of transfer functions is required. If a light source is a laser, 
it can be modeled by a laser equivalent transfer function.
By taking Fourier transform, the equation (B.l-12) and (B.l-13) become:
Thus the impedance function and transfer function of the laser can be obtained as 
following:
(B.l-21)
7(o/l ((o) = ^  /L((o) (B.l-22)
(B.l-23)
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h(<*) 1
( gj)  =    i -
w  /,(« )  IC D (/'u )
w/tere D(/g>) = (/w)2 ♦
Since it was assumed that iL = e G0 Asp = e G0 Sj where st represents small photo 
signal density and S^w) is its spectrum, therefore the photo density to injected current 
transfer function is given by:
* W « )  =
iS . ( t t ) _________________
/j(cj) eG0 LC D(j(n)
This equation is used as the laser transfer function.
B.2 Fibre Transfer Function Characteristic
B.2.1 Baseband Fibre Transfer Function
When the current of a semiconductor laser is modulated, the optical signal generated 
by the laser can be described by an amplitude-modulated signal. The transfer function 
of the fibre optic behaves like a bandpass filter which can be written as [17]:
G(co) = Gt ( o) -  ) + G*j( -co -  0)o ) (B.2-1)
where Gt (w) is the equivalent baseband characteristic.
For single-mode fibre systems, the transfer function of the fibre can be rewritten as:
G(to) = exp [ - S ^ L  -  j l M / .  ] (B.2-2)
2 2
where a(w)/2 is the fibre loss, j3(w)/2 is the phase propagation constant and L fibre 
length. In the relevant frequency region the fibre loss a(w) at w0 is assumed to be a
constant a , thus the equivalent baseband characteristic becomes:
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(B.2-3)
where j8’0 0 ” o are the first and secondary phase propagation constant coefficients, and 
can be represented by time form as following:
where r0 is the delay of the optical signal in the fibre, and dr/dX is fibre dispersion 
parameter, Xq is the optical carrier wavelength and c is light velocity in vacuum.
If putting equation (B.2-5) and (B.2-6) into (B.2-7), a fibre equivalent baseband 
characteristic form related to time thus becomes:
If considering a source spectrum S(X), thus the light source and dispersive transfer 
function G^co) give a fibre transfer H(w) as following:
(B.2-4)
«// = dp2 . = *2o dx
“ 0 . 2 *0)0d a 2 0)0 2tiC d \
(B.2-5)
(B.2-7)
This equation is a simpler model of an optical fibre transfer function.
B.2.2 General Fibre Transfer Function
In practice a light source spectrum is a random process, therefore its autocorrelation 
function should be used to obtain a general fibre link transfer function h(t). Assuming 
following conditions are established: the general fibre link transfer function normally
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includes a light source and a fibre, the light source has the envelope of optical electric 
field ¥ 0(t) which is a random process, the fibre baseband transfer function is gt(t) 
obtained by taking Fourier transform for equation (B.2.-4) and a injected current 
signal m(t) inputs the general fibre transfer function, then the output signal of a 
photodiode is given by the ensemble of the optical power <P(z,t) > . After distance 
z in the dispersive optical fibre [42], it is given by follows
From this equation it can be seen that the output signal of the fibre optic link is also 
a stochastic process. Further assumptions are made as following:
(i) The signal mCt-rO *  m(t-r2) for time difference tx - r2 ^  0.
(ii) Rzz(r r T2) = ^o(t"r i)^*o(t_r2) is the autocorrelation function of optical electric 
field process ¥ 0(t).
Thus equation (B.2-8) becomes:
(B.2-9)
Note that the second term of this equation is the complex conjugate of the first term, 
again for an envelope detector, this equation become:
/ ” / ” £i(*i) g \ ( x2) v M f-t,)  Jm (t-t j)  i|r0(f-c,) Ur*0(f_T2) dxi dxi
(B.2-8)
<p(z,t)> = / ’  / “ g  *,(*2) [ t t) + im (f-Tj) ] rfr, dx2
° \  I - .  I I I  s 'i(xJ  Rzz(xr x2) d x 2 8i(xi)”>(t-xl)dxl 
+ \  / - I  [ f l  8l^ l) Rd xr xJ  dxi 8 \ ( xi)m(t-x2dx2
= f°° h(t) m(t-x) dx (B.2-10)
It can be seen that the system is approximately linear with:
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h(t) = | Si(T>/_” 8  *i(P> Ra (*~P) d P
Taking Fourier transform, equation (B.2-11) becomes:
» (« )  = ~  G,(<o)*[ Sa(<o) ]
where * is the notation for convolution calculation, S^w) is the spectrum of the 
complex envelope of the source which is the Fourier spectrum of the autocorrelation 
function R ^t). In theory, it can be assumed that the spectrum S^(w) of the complex 
envelope of optical source signal ( random process) is Gausian envelope.
Results of both models of equations (B.2.-7) and (B.2-12) are the same under the 
same Gaussian spectrum. If source spectrum is not Gaussian, the former model is 
computationally intensive and computed transfer function is usually saved for use, 
simulation runs do not require changes to spectrum and fibre length z. However, the 
later model can use Fourier transform to obtain fibre transfer function, the spectrum 
S^co) is a measurable parameter, thus the model is easier and more practical.
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APPENDIX C
DETAILED INFERENCES OF SPUN FIBRE MODELS
C .l Jones Matrix
When light passes through an optical plate or a glass fibre, the state of polarization 
and sometimes the intensity of the light will be changed. Jones [31] devoted to a 
description of the new calculus for the treatment of optical systems. It represents the 
effect of any optical element on the light as linear operator acting upon the electric 
vector of the light wave. The operator is expressed in the convenient form of a two- 
by-two matrix, whose four matrix elements are in general complex. An explanation 
of the operator is given as follows:
Assuming that a right-handed rectangular coordinate reference system, x, y and z 
represent the air medium, the light propagation direction is considered to be along the 
+z axis, the z axis is perpendicular to the plane of a plate x and y. Also assuming 
that a right-handed rectangular principal coordinate system x’, y* and z’ represent the 
plate medium, the light propagation in the plate medium is considered to be along 
+ z’, and z’ axis is in the same direction as z axis. Furthermore, let two principal 
axes of the ith retardation plate be indicated by x’ and y \  Assuming that the positive 
x* and y’ axes have the same relative orientation as the positive x and y axes, then 
define the orientation of the ith element by stating the angle 6 measured 
counterclockwise from the positive x axis to the positive x’ axis. In x, y and z 
coordinate system, two polarized components at any fixed point along the z axis may 
be written in the usual complex form:
Ex = Ax exp j(zx+idt) 
Ey = Ay exp j(ey+at)
(C.l-1)
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where Ax and Ay are the electric wave amplitude and ex , ey are the permittivity and 
are real. If ex - ey is an integral multiple of t , the light is plane polarized; otherwise, 
elliptically polarized.
At the plate medium, if we know the x’ and y* components at z = 0 (Ex.(0) and Ey.(O)) 
of the electric vector as the light enters the plate, then corresponding components of 
the light as it emerges from the other side of the plate are:
E'(d) = E'(Q) exp j{i'x z 
E'(d) = E'(0) exp j v  z
(C.l-2)
Where 0 ’ xand /5’ y are the propagation constant in the plate medium, d is the thickness 
of the plate. If orientation 0 is the angle measured counterclockwise from the positive 
x axis to the positive x’ axis, we have the relations:
e 'M  = £,(0) cose + Ey(0) sine 
E'(0) = -£ ,(0) sine + E /0) cosd
(C.l-3)




Ey(d) sin0 cos0 exp(/f)'ycf)
cosd sin6 
-sin0 cos0 E /0)
(C.l-4)











This equation shows that light propagation difference A/5 in a linear optical plate
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changes state of polarization of Ex(d) and Ey(d). It is useful matrix for any linear 
optical system treatment. In this thesis, a spun fibre model is obtained based on this 
equation.
C. 2 Light Propagation in Twisted Anisotropic Media
In the situation of a twisted light transmission medium, light waves propagate along 
the +z axis or -z axis direction, and the two axes x(z), y(z) (the optical axes of the 
untwisted medium, now the axes of the polarization ellipses of the normal modes) 
rotate as the medium twists. At any position +z or -z in the medium, the field can be 
resolved into two plane waves, one with electric field E^z) parallel to x(z) and the 
other with electric field Ey(z) parallel to y(z). Twisting of the medium causes these two 
plane waves to interchange energy (couple) as they propagate. Using coupled-mode 
theory and with an assumed linear twist rotator G(z) = £ z , there are the coupled­
mode equations [43]. The two directional equations are:
(i) +z direction with counterclockwise angle measurement
dE(z) 
-  J  P, Ex(z) « SEy(z) (C.2-1)
dE(z) 
Vy EX(Z) = ~ iEx(z) (C.2-2)
where 0xand j3y are the propagation constant in the plate medium, one solution of above 
equations, for example, by Laplace transform method, is given as below:
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6 + Q 6 - 6
Where W = ^  , Ap = P*1 J  ^  1 ^
(C.2-3)
Y = I  y'Ap2 + 4 52
(ii) -z direction with counterclockwise angle measurement
+ J  P, Ex(-z) = -?E/-z) <C-2-4)
+ j  p, £,(-z) = SE/-z) (C.2-5)
A solution of these equations, again by using Laplace transform method, is giving as:
' Ex(-z) ' N>n
r .a p  . $ . icosyz - j —-smyz sinyz 
2 Y 5
Ey(-z) 5 . .Ap .—sinyz cosyz +/—-sinyz
Y 2
V °  J
6 + 6  6 -  6 
Where p, = ^  , Ap = ^
*  2 2
y = — ^Ap2 + 4 £2 (C.2-6)
2
Equation (C.2-3) or Equation (C.2-6) is to calculate two plane light wave energy 
interchanging as they propagate in the positive direction or negative direction in a fibre 
respectively.
C.3 Spun Fibre Model
By applying above solutions of twisted medium [43], for example, to spun fibre, and 
processing this result with Jones matrix operator, and if orientation 0(0) is the angle
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measured counterclockwise from the positive x axis to the positive x’ axis at initial 
fibre distance z = 0, and 0(z) is the angle measured counterclockwise from the 






.AB .cosyz + j-^ -sm y z
I .- — sinyz 
Y
5 .— sinyz 
Y







where ^ (0 ) and Ey(0) are the electric field at fibre distance z = 0, and Ex(z) and Ey(z) 
are the electric field at fibre distance z. To Further calculate, we have:
' E/z)
E/z)
cosyz cos(0(z)-0(O))+—sinyz sin(0(z)-0(0)) +/-^£-sinyz cos(0(z)+0(O))Y 2y
cosyz sin(0(z)-0(0))- —sinyz cos(0(z) -0(0)) +/- -^2-sinyz sin(0(z)+0(O))
Y 2y
-cosyz sin(0(z)-0(0))+—sinyz cos(0(z)-0(0))+/-^-sinyz sin(0(z)+0(O))
Y 2y




P r  -  P vWhere Ap = —------- Y -  \  y^ A p2 + 4 « t / ) 2
- 5.79 *10“19 /  , . .  ,/  =------------------------- ( rad m )
X2 D
(C.3-2)
f is the unit Faraday effect corresponding to the measuring current I and the fibre coil 
diameter D.
Assuming that 0(0) = 0, 0(z) = 0 + £z - fi’(z)> 20(z) = 0(z) + 0(0) and fi(z) = 
0(z) - 0(0), where 0 the initial orientation angle, £z the spinning rate along z, Q’(z)
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the external rotation angle (i.e. Faraday effect), 0(z) the total rotation angle difference, 
2<j)(z) the principle axis orientation at distance z, so we have:
cosyz cos(Q(z))+—sinyz sin(fl(z))+/‘4-2-sinyz cos(2$(z)) y 2y
cosyz sin(Q(z))-—sinyz cos(Q(z)) +j-^-sinyz sin(2$(z)) y 2y
' B J &  '
E,(Z )
-cosyz sin(Q(z))+—sinyz cos(Q(z))+/-4^sinyz sin(2$(z)) y 2y




For succinctness, put above coupled mode equations in simple matrix form: 
[E(z)] = [AT(z)] [£(0)] (C.3-4)
Where [E(0)] the column matrix with two elements Ex(0) and Ey(0), [E(z)] the column 
matrix with two elements Ex(z) and Ey(z) of [E(0)] , and [K(z)] is a square matrix of 
the following form:
- k i +jk i (C.3-5)
Where B2 = cos yz  cos fi(z) +  £/y sin yz  sin fi(z)
Bj = Aj8 / 2y sin yz  sin 2<£(z)
K2 = cos yz  sin Q(z) - £Ay sin yz cos fi(z)
Kj = Aj8 / 2y sin yz cos 2<j>(z)
In the simple case where the spun fibre feature is longitudinally invariant, K2 and £
can be regarded as constants. For a spun fibre [22], the K2 = 0, therefore, cos yz
sin fi(z) - £/y sin yz cos fi(z) = 0, so it becomes:
fl(z) = tan"1 (— tanyz) + niz 
Y
(C.3-6)
Further other parameters are:
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= &  ~ tan '1 (— tanyz ) + rnz (C.3-7)
y
<t>(z) = — tan '1 (— tanyz ) + + 6 (C.3-8)
2 y 2
where m and n are integers and 6 is the initial orientation of the local slow axis of the 
fibre.
Following the same manner, we can have two electric wave mode fields along -z 
direction whose simple matrix expression is:
[E(-Z)] = [*(-z)] [£(0)] (C.3-9)
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Computer Modelling of a Fibre Optical Communication System 
for Power System Protction Relaying
R.K. Aggarwal & H. Y. Li 
School o f Electronic and Electrical Engineering 
University o f Bath, BA2 7AY, UK
Abstract — Computer modelling techniques and analysis methods for 
simulating a complete fibre optical direct-defection system are reviewed. 
These include a low-pass equivalence model o f a light source 
transmitter, models of a single-mode fibre and a light receiver. Models 
for system degradations, particularly emphasising the effect on signals 
received due for example to such parameters as fibre length, fibre 
bandwidth, detector noise are discussed. An optical fibre transmission 
mode, especially a decision circuit mode is simulated for assessing the 
performance o f the model using realistic fault transient signals, similar 
to those encountered on Power systems in practice, and which are 
required to be transmitted for protective relaying.
1 INTRODUCTION
In less than IS years, fibre optics has emerged from an engineering 
feasibility study to become the dominant telecommunication bit-transport 
mechanism. For example, the UK currently has 70% o f all its long-haul 
traffic conveyed by fibre system. Owing to the advantageous features o f 
an optical fibre transmission system, which are electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) immunity, low loss, large capacity, low weight and 
small physical size, practical optical fibre systems have emerged in 
electrical power system [1].
transmission distance. From equation (1), it can be seen that the loss- 
limited transmission distance depends strongly on fibre losses, but only 
marginally on transmitter and receiver power levels. Moving the 
operating wavelength from 1.30 pm to 1.55 pm reduces the loss by 
roughly a factor of 2, and thereby would increase L by the same factor. 
However since the dispersion effect at 1.55 pm is greater than that at 
1 JO  pm, more transmitter power Pt at 1.55 pm will be required than 
that at 1 JO  pm to meet an increase in L by the same factor. This added 
transmitter power required to accomplish this U called the dispersion 
power penalty, an important parameter in optical fibre system design. 
As the data bit rate is increased and longer fibre length is required, 
dispersive effects in the fibre become more important.
In a power system protection relaying, particularly of the unit type, 
long distance data links would be expected to be used. In this case, a 
pulse code modulation (PCM) system would be considered to convert 
actual fault transient analogue signals to digital signals. A sampling rate 
o f one phase current would be chosen at typically 4 KHz and a 12 bit 
A/D converter would be used to obtain 48 kbit/s. Several phase current 
and voltage signals, and some control information signals in the relay 
can be multiplexed to meet standard frame bit rate of 2.048 Mbit/s in 
European system or 1.544 Mbit/s in T, transmission system.
In any practical design of a fibre optical system, since there are many 
types o f optical components and different application purposes of the 
optical fibre system, in order to minimize the cost of a fibre optical 
system design, it is important to have an accurate knowledge of the 
optical fibre characteristics, particularly in terms of intrinsic fibre loss 
(due for example to scattering and absorption) and dispersion (modal 
and chromatic), together with the effect on signals of transmitters and 
receivers. Furthermore, other losses associated with splicing and 
connectors are also essential. The forgoing factors are crucial for 
drawing up an Optical Budget as the later allows a specification of the 
maximum distance over which signals can be faithfully transmitted 
(without the need for any repeaters), certainly well within the sensitivity 
limit of the receiver and also equally importantly, without excessive 
distortion due to dispersion.
In this paper, one standard frame bit rate of 1.544 Mbit/s is condidered 
as a primary group signal for one digital reply protection system [1]. 
Four primary group signals are multiplexed and converted to the optic 
secondary group signal with bit rate of 6.312 Mbit/s as the simulation 
data bit rate through the computer modelling of a fibre optical 
communication system for power system applications. Higher 
transmission bit rates than 6.312 Mbit/s are also presented.
2 SIMULATION MODELS
The major components of an end-to-end optical fibre system for power 
system protection relaying consist of optical transmitter, optical fibre 
and optical receiver as shown in Figure 1. Some other simulation 
models have been described in (2].
The primary objective in computer modelling of a fibre optical 
communication system design is to maximize repeater spacing while 
maintaining a specified error performance and providing a power 
margin to account for unforseen effects. The most basic form o f system 
design takes the form of a power budget, and the most obvious 
transmission limitations are due to fibre transmission loss and 
dispersion. Starting with the optical power P, available from the source, 
power losses due to coupling, splices, fibre loss, margin, etc, are 
subtracted to compute the power arriving at the receiver Pr  This power 
must exceed the receiver sensitivity in order to meet the bit-error-rate 
performance. In addition, the loss in receiver sensitivity due to effects 
such as dispersion are assigned a power penalty and included in the 
budget as if  they were actual losses. The maximum system length is 
simply computed as that length at which the received power must equals 
to the receiver sensitivity adjusted for all power penalties. This 
calculation is given by equation (1): *
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Where P, is the power launched by the transmitter into the fibre, P, is 
the receiver power, A is the total losses and L is the loss-limited
An input electrical signal S,(t) from data aourcc is a type of puls* 
format, such as NRZ, RZ, PAM, etc. This signal directly modulates ai
67S
optical transmitter. The output of the optical signal from the transmitter 
is coupled into an optical fibre cable. At a receiver, the optical detector 
converts optical receive power into electrical current with an addition of 
some noises, such as circuit noise, shot noise and etc. The noisy 
received waveform is filtered by a low pass noise filter or equalizer. 
Finally, the decision circuit gives the output of digital data signal, and 
the analogue signal Sa(t) is the output of the D/A converter. The detail 
description of the above models in Figure 1 is given in the follows.
2.1 Data Source
A variety o f data sources and line codes is used to modulate the optical 
transmitter. In a simple and practical case, an NRZ line code format is 
chosen to test the performance of the computer simulation system. Both 
random data sequence and realistic fauh transient signals are used as the 
input data S,{t). The random generator is simulated by an uniform 
distribution sequence with binary digits, which is an ideal case o f the 
NRZ line code, or the realistic fault transient signals are converted into 
a binary digital sequence. A simulation length of data sequence is 
chosen by five cycles o f power signal.
2 3  Optical Transmitter
Semiconductor lasers and LED’s are the most important optical sources. 
Two important characteristics of optical transmitter are the optical 
output waveform and the optical carrier or spectrum. In the first case, 
the optical output waveform depends on the speed of response o f the 
driving circuity to pulse an optical source, which is presented as a time 
of turn-on and turn-off response. The rise and fall time response can be 
presented by an impulse response h,(t), which can be defined by the 
parameters of the transmitter. In the second case, the transmitter optical 
carrier or spectrum modulats electrical signal to optical signal and also 
is one o f the inputs needed to calculate the single-mode fibre transfer 
function. Both the User and LED spectrum may be modelled as a 
normalized Gaussian function given as:
s(A) - -u -1,) */«•!) (2)
t U )  -  v(X0> ♦ * X0) -  -  —  0 2 dk3 U -  Xa)
# (4
If multi-longitudinal-mode lasers are consdered with Gaussian env< 
spectrum, the above second-order dispersion term d'r/dX* can 
neglected in calculating fibre dispersion (4]. In equation (4), the fa 
r(XJ can be omitted, since it only causes a deUy and has no influc 
on the shape of the output signal. Thus the lowpass equivalent model 
the single-mode fibre transfer function may then be calculated 
substituting (2),(4) into (3), and:





Where the term of LVfdr/dX)1 is interested, since it shows 
characteristic of lowpass filter which is bandwidth limited due to 
material dispersion dr/dX and the fibre length. There are many type 
fibres available today which have slightly different material dispers 
that can be measured. The group delay r(X) o f a type o f single-r 
fibre with a zero dispersion at 1.310 ftm wavelength car. 
approximated by a three-term polynomial as follows (5]:
t(X ) -  a  bX3 ♦ cX~3 (6)
Where a=-34.74 ns/km, b = 10.11 ns/km./on*. c = 29.83 ns.jcmVk
The term of L1o3(dr/dX)1 is effectively the dispersion penalty. How* 
the basic dispersion power penalty is also related to the dispe 
normalized pulse broadening At/T, where T  is the time slot for a 1 
bit rate B = 1/T (5]. The letter is given as:
Pd -  22  B 3 A t 3 -  2 2  B 3 L 3 o3 { ~ - ) 3ox (7)
With rms spectral width <r4 and centre wavelength X«. A typical spectral 
width of LED emission is in the range between 20 tun to 100 nm, and 
a typical User spectral width is from 2 nm to 10 nm. The LEDs have 
more stable characteristics than Lasers. The Users also have additional 
unique noise sources, such as mode partition noise, chirping and 
reflection, These require specific application models. Here only User 
sources are considered to meet a long distance application of 
transmission system.
2 3  Single-Mode Fibre Transfer Function
The transfer function is presented as h,(t) in time domain which has 
been shown in Figure 1. Its frequency domain H,(f) for a modulated 
optical signal propagating over a length L of single-mode fibre may be 
written as follows (3]:
H (f)  -  |  S( X)  A (L , X) dX ( V
where S(X) is the transmitter optical spectral density as a function of X, 
A(L,X) is the optical power loss coefficient of the fibre, and r(X) is the 
group delay per unit length for the fibre. To evaluate equation (3), It is 
assumed that the fibre loss A(L,X) is a much more slowly varying 
function over the wavelength range of S(X). It can thus be approximated 
to a constant term A =c “L due to fibre loss as a function of length, and 
that S(X) may be modelled by a Gaussian distribution with centre 
wavelength Xv and the rms spectral width o0 as given in equation (2), 
and the group delay r(X) with a partial Taylor series expanded about X 
,  as shown below:
with rms spectral width a o f the User sources, and dr/dX= 
ps/km.nm at 1.55 ftm wavelength and dr/dX=3.2 ps/tm .nro at 1. 
wavelength, which are calculated by differentiating equation (6). / 
can see from equation (7), the power penalty U increased with t  
rate B and fibre length L. The impulse response as calculated 
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Fig 2 Fibre Impulse Response F unc tion
(a) Laser source <r—4nm, X -1.30 ftsn. L—80km
(b) Laser source <r=4nm, X=1.55 fixn. L=80km
Where we assume the User sources have transmitter power P,=( 
and receivers sensitivity P^=-40 dBm. The loss is 0.5 dB/lcm j 
ftm and 0.3 dB/km at 1.55 pm. From equation (1), therefore the 
budget limitation is 80 km at X= 1.30 pm and 133 km at X= 1.5
2.4 Receiver model
At an optical receiver, the first element u  a photosensitive detec
c o n TTPF.C
converts photons to electrons. This can be either a PIN (positive- 
intrinsic-negative) diode or an APD (avalanche photodetector). In the 
computer simulation receiver model, an APD is considered in which 
digital bit stream consisting of ’1’ and ’0* Con* and *ofT states) is 
incident at the bit rate B. The detected signal i „(t) or i *(0 in the two 
states is the average current given [6] by:
<M> P j ( t )  j  -  0 o r  1 (8)
Where (jjc/hu) is the response o f a detector with quantum efficiency rj 
to the incident photons of energy hv, < M >  is the average APD gain 
( in PIN, the < M >  =  1 ), and p {(t) is the average power received 
during a single bit. The bit error rate results from the noise current a, 
associated with the signal i Assuming the Gaussian statistics, the bit 
error rate is given by:
P ( E )  f e x p ( - x J/ 2 )  d x  -  - 1  e r f c t - £ - )V5F J° 2 jt
Where erfc(x) denotes the complimentary error function and
£>- D ~ - A ~ D
(9)
(10)
The decision level D is chosen to yield equal P(E) in the two states. 
Eliminating D in equation (10) gives Q =  (i,, - i^)/(o, +  c j .  A value 
of Q 6 is requited to maintain P(E) below 10'* bit error rate.
Writing r —Pq/P, as the ofl/on extinction power ratio, and 
P „c (P0+P,)/2 as the average detected power and Q becomes:
O - (-i^) 1*1 hv <M>
2 P.
(o 0 * o x ) (ID
The noise current ai gets contributions from several noise sources, 
where the noise sources are considered include circuit noise, shot noise, 
laser intensity noise, reflection-induced noise, mode-partitioc noise, and 
chirp induced noise. In the power system protection relaying, there a 
long distance relaying would be considered with less than 150 Mbit/s bit 
rate. The performance of optical fibre systems which employ direct 
modulation of laser diodes is limited by three main factors 1) 
attenuation, 2) bandwidth o f the fibre, and 3) mode partitioc noise. In 
our simulation models, the circuit noise, shot noise, mode-partition 
noise and intersymbol interference (ISI) power penalty due to fibre 
dispersion are considered.
A. Circuit Noise
Circuit noise is the contribution to the output noise from the receiver 
circuit amplifier and the bias circuit. Most receiver circuits available, 
are a PIN/APD photodeLec lor with an FET frond-end amplifier and the 
variance o f the noise current at a noise lowpass filter equivalent 
bandwidth BN ( due to the amplifier and bias resistor referred to the 
input) is given by (7):
o l . j  -  X , B„ * 2 e ld ( 2 * 0 ) %  I t  Bl
— * T r - ( 2 * C l * J , B jgm *
(12)
Where g . is the transconductance of the FET preamplifier, C a  the total 
input capacitance, is the load resistance. The I* is the dark current. 
(e is the FET 1/f noise figure, T is the FET channel noise factor =  1.1. 
Ij, Ij, If are normalized noise-bandwidth integral and depend ooly on the 
input-optical-pulse shape. The noise figure F(M) is given as follows:
bs?Wo5JC('fl * <2 - -ds>'(1-” f 13)
B. Shot Noise
The variance of the noise current due to shot noise is given by (8]
" iL> - 2e i mJ \M> F (AO I 2 B„ 
-2e (-JJ) <M>* F{M) P j ( t )  J, Ba (14)
Where I k is the injected photocurrent, < M >  is the mean avalanche 
gain for the photocurrent, F(M) is the excess noise factor from (13).
C. Mode-partition noise
Mode partition noise (MPN) is an important factor when using User 
source and single-mode fibre as a system. This noise is caused by the 
instant fluctuation of the power distribution among the laser N- 
longitudinal modes and the differential dispersion-induced fluctuations 
in the recovered power. The Noise-Signal-Ratio is given by (9]
~  -  « J e  Jt1 -  It*  ( x B l M j t f o 4 ♦  4 8 A aV  ♦  1
where (15)
where B is the dau rate, a is the source spectral width. The variance of 
this noise is given by the following equation:
<M>A F' (i> ** (16)
where k is a statistical factor that can vary from 0 to 1. k=0_5 to 0.6 
can be used for system design prediction using the present MPN theory.
D. Bit-Error-Rate Curves
The various noise contribution can be added to get the total variance of 
the noise current as:
(17)
Equation (9), (11) and (17) can be used to generate the bit-error-rate 
curves by plotting bit-error-rate P(E) as a function of the average 
receiver power Pav, so that we can estimate the receiver sensitivity 
which is affected by changing the system parameters. As an illustration 
of the above theoretical analysis, h is used to simulate the bit-error-rate 
curves of 6 Mbit/s, 80 Mbit/s and 150 Mbit/s at X = 1J pm and X= 1.55 
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W here K is the ionization ratio o f  the majority and minority carrie rs .
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Fig 4  B i t - E r r o r - R a t e  C u rv es  f o r  d if f e r e n t  
b i t  r a t e  a n d  d is ta n c e .  (A =1.55/xm )
The circuit noise, shot noise, and mode-partition noise are simulated 
with the following system parameters (7][8][9]; (i)c/hv)=0.9, 
< M >  =  10, F(M )=5.01, 1,=0.403, I,=0.0361, 1,=0.0984, and the 
laser spectral width a= 4  nm.
3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The performance o f an optical fibre transmission system is best 
characterized by generating the bit-error-rate curve as a function of the 
received power. One important feature of the bit-error-rate curves in a 
logarithmic plot is the change in slope that can result in the appearance 
o f a noise floor. This feature is due to different functional dependence 
o f the noise on the signal power for different noise sources. The circuit 
noise a€ is independent o f the signal power, the shot noise is 
proportional to the square-root of the signal power Vp^, and mode- 
partition noise is proportional to the power Pj. In addition to these 
noise contributions, the power penalty Pis is also taken into account. 
Both mode-partition noise and are proportional to the square of 
fibre dispersion. In the case of a transmission system at X— 1.3 pm, it 
can be seen by comparing (a) and (b) in Figure 2, there has less fibre 
dispersion than that at X= 1.55 pm. By comparing Fig3  with Fig.4, at 
bit rate B=80 Mbit/s, it has less change (approximately 0.1 dB in slope) 
when the fibre length changes from 80 km to 1 km than that at X— 1 -55 
pm in which there is a change in slope of 1 dB when the fibre length 
changes from 50 km to 1 km. Because of large dispersion at X= 1.55 
pm, its maximum one span length is approximately 70 km at bit rate 80 
Mbit/s, and 42 km at bit rate 150 Mbit/s. However it can reach one 
span length of 80 km at lower bit rate 6 Mbit/s. In contrast there is 
near zero dispersion at X= 1.3 pm, however its major limitation of one 
span length is due to fibre attenuation or loss. Since the circuit noise 
and shot noise increase with an increase in the bit rate B, so the receiver 
power sensitivity is decreased with an increase in the bit rate
The results of the computer simulation of the bit-error-rate curves have 
been given in Figure 3 and Figure4. Simulation result of transmitter 
output and fibre output lowpass equivalent waveform at Xs  1.3 pm and 
X—1.55 pm respectively are also presented. The laser sources are 
chosen with their spectral width 0 = 4  nm, transmitter launch power P( 
=  1 mw =  0 dBm, and a typical signal-mode fibre loss is 0.625 dB/km 
at X= 1J  pm and 0.37 dB/lun at X= 1.55 pm. The transmitter rise and 
fall times are 2 ns, and its transform function H u, is modelled by a 
forth-order network consideration [2]. The resuiu of transmitter output 
waveform and receiver input waveform are shown in Fig.5, Fig.6 and 
Fig.7 respectively. Comparing the results in Fig.5 ,6  and 7, H is clearly 
seen that there dispersion effect differences between X= 13  pm and 
X= 1 -55 pm. At X= 1.3 pm, the rise and fall time change from 2 ns to
4 ns, however at X= 1.55 pm they increase from 2 ns to 16 ns after 
signal transmission over 80 km.
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Fig 6 R eceiver In p u t w aveform  s im u la tio n  
(a) O u tp u t d isp e rs io n  w aveform  of o p tic a l 
fib re  ( A - 1.55p m , fib re  le n g th -8 0  km )
(b) an d  (c) a r e  th e  zoom  w aveform  of (a)
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Fig 7 R eceiver in p u t w aveform  s im u la tio n  
(a) O u tp u t d isp e rs io n  w aveform  of o p tic a l 
fib re  ( X«=1.3/mn, fib re  leng th= 80  km )
(b) an d  (c) a re  th e  zoom  w aveform  o f (a)
Finally, a decision circuit model has been simulated. The bil-en 
o f equal or less than 10'* is always expected to be in any optic, 
transmission system design. The calculation using practical value
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AN IMPROVED MODELLING TECHNIQUE OF A FIBRE OPTICAL DIGITAL 
SYSTEM FOR POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION RELAY
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Abstract
Fibre optical systems for power system communication are finding widespread use in the Electricity Supply 
Industry. In this respect, it is important to ascertain the effect on signals transmitted due to the limitation 
imposed by the various components within the fibre optical system. This paper is thus concerned with describing 
a complete computer-aided design o f a fibre optical system. Results are presented with respect to an EHV 
transmission line differential protection scheme employing a fibre optical system as a means o f communicating 
between the two ends.
List of symboU
APD avalanche p bo tod elector
B bandwidth of k>w-paas noise filter at receiver
BER bit error rate
C diffusion capacitance in User equivalent circuit
CAD computer aided design
DBR data bit rate
FOS fibre optical system
FFT fast fourier transform
FWHM full width half maximum of User source spectrum
fa average photo gain
!,(«) spectrum of User inject current
i current noise source
L inductance in User equivalent circuit
LD User diode
LED light emitter diode
PIN positive intrinsic negative diode
PCM pulse coding moduUtion
<1 electron charge
RIN reUtive intensity noise
R resistance in User equivalent circuit
R~ resistor in series with L
SNR signal to noise ratio
•<t) photo density
S,(<j) spectrum of photo density s(t)
v. voltage noise source
z fibre length
at average fibre loss
0 fibre propagation constant
P fraction of spontaneous emission in User rate equations
1. Introduction
A current differential relay can provide unit protection 
scheme for simple two-ended feeders o r more complex 
multi-ended circuits without the restrictions associated with 
other forms of protection, but it needs reliable 
communication media. Conventional relay systems have 
made use o f metallic circuits. These circuits have at times 
affected the system reliability due to extraneous voltage 
interference. As pilot circuits are often rented from 
telecommunication authorities, with the extensive use of 
electronic signal repeaters and complex switch equipment, 
direct transmitting o f power frequency signals over rented 
pilots is becoming less feasible. Therefore, a new
generation o f unit protection schemes, with very reliable 
communication circuits suitable for long line power system 
protection relaying, is required.
Most novel protection schemes have considered FOS’s 
for data transfer [1] because o f their advantages, such as, 
small size, light weight, flexibility, very low signal 
attenuation, immunity to sparking and electrical influence, 
over metallic cables. All these attributes make them ideally 
suited for power system protection relaying.
A few practical short distance FOS’s with components: 
LD or LED as transmitters, multi-mode fibres, PIN or 
APD as receivers, have been developed [2, 3]. But without 
electrical signal repeaters, none o f them are suitable for 
long distance signal transmission. While repeaters introduce 
additional problems for long distance power system 
protection relaying, supply voltage must be provided to 
repeaters at remote locations, the repeaters may also be 
influenced by power environment. So a maximum span of 
optical fibre along power transmission lines without 
repeaters is an ideal design of a FOS for power system 
protection relaying.
In this paper, a noise equivalent circuit of a 
semiconductor laser circuit model is presented. This model 
allows a straight forward calculation of RIN and provides 
measurement of the PCM characteristics of a LD. By 
combining the laser model and an improved fibre model 
with the previously developed photodetector model and 
noise mechanisms at the receiving end [4], a CAD of a 
FOS for computing the system reception performance is 
developed. The development o f this system introduces 
CAD techniques systematically to fibre optical digital 
communication media for power system protection relaying 
and related areas. Furthermore, the system design 
parameters which vary from the application domains, and 
the simulation results are discussed.
2. Laser Model
The transmitter of the system is modelled as a 
semiconductor LD intrinsic equivalent electrical circuit
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operating with multi-longitudinal mode spectrum output at
1.3um or 1.55um light wavelength range. A common 
practical multi-longitudinal-mode InAsGa laser is 
considered due to economical requirements in the system 
design, but many advanced lasers which are more 
expensive would produce even better results since these 
lasers, eg. distributed feed-back type LDs, operate in single 
o r near single longitudinal mode. Firstly, the dynamic 
behaviour o f single mode semiconductor injection laser is 
described by the well-known laser rate equations [5]. The 
solution for both small-signal and large-signal response can 
be obtained by directly solving the laser rate equations 
using numerical method. An alternative method is to 
analysis the laser rate equations by using equivalent 
electrical circuit techniques. The latter method is used to 
simulate the LD dynamic operation where LD is modeled 
by a parallel RLC circuit whose elements are presented in
[6]. The photon modulation transfer function H, (u) and








Where D = V + jw [R J L +  1/RC] + 1/LQ 1+R_/R], S,(w) 
spectrum of photo density, 1 t(co) spectrum of laser injection 
current and parameters of the laser equivalent electrical 
circuit model R, C, R^, L, q, go are represented in [6]. By 
using the same intrinsic laser parameters as in [S], the 
comparison results of LDs dynamic operation between 
numerical solution and the circuit model solution under 
small signal modulation conditions are shown in Fig. 1(a) 
and Fig. 1(b).
3. Optical Fibre Transmission Characteristics
An optical fibre can be considered as a bandpass system. 
A convolution form of the linear optical fibre transmission 
characteristics is obtained [7] as:
< Piz » t) > - A, ♦ |  A(t) m(r-x) dx (3)
The ensemble average of the optical power <  p(z,t) > after 
distance z in the dispersive optical fibre is a function of ho, 
h(t) and m(t), where:
(i) ho is a constant optical power representing the 
circuit driver bias above the laser threshold.
(ii) Fibre transfer function in time domain h(t) = r ' '  
{l/(2ir)G,(co) •  [ G,*(-<o) SiX(co)]}, where G,(<o) is the 
fibre baseband characteristic, S„(o>) the laser source 
spectrum, T'1 a notation of inverse fourier transform and 
•  convolution calculation.
(iii) m(t)= J T '1 F(w)! 2 where F(cj) is a spectrum of the 
square root of a modulated signal at the output of a laser 
model.
(iv) The equivalent fibre baseband characteristic G,(<o) 
= A(z)exp(-j/30z -j/30*<j/. -j/30’72w27.)t where the fibre 
propagation constant /3 with its expansion form. f i d Q =
/V (w-<Jq) +  1/2 P9"(a-ao)2, has the first and secondary 
propagation constant coefficients, and fibre attenuation A(z) 
is assumed as exp(-az) with average.fibre loss a  (dB/km).
(v) The laser.source spectrtim S„(u) without modulated 
signal is written as:
S a ( a )  - 2 a t S(o>-iA«) 
i—.v
(4)
The amplitude % of ith multi-longitudinal mode can be 
regarded as Gaussian decay ai =  exp(-i2 P), A« is the 
distance between adjacent spectral lines; S(a) Gaussian 
distribution . An example of laser multi-longitudinal-mode 
laser spectrum in our simulation system is illustrated in 
Fig. 2, with the parameters; N = 5 , P =  1/8,
A&>=2irCAX/X02, AX =  lnm, so that FWHM o f this laser 
source spectrum is 2nm. This spectrum is a measurable 
parameter for a practical system.
4. Receiver Model and Noise Analysis
A receiver model, composed of PIN diode or an APD, 
a receiver front-end amplifier, filter and various receiver 
noise mechanisms, has been developed [4], where the 
noises consist o f mode partition noise arising from the 
dispersive fibre, shot noise in photodetector, thermal noise 
at the receiver amplifier. In laser modelling for direct 
detection optical fibre digital system, intensity noise arising 
from the spontaneous emission process and the carrier- 
generation-recontribution process is incorporated by adding 
a Langevin noise source to the laser rate equations. The 
RIN/Af is calculated from equation (2). SNR = 
P,*Af/(RIN*B), where P, is transmitter power, Af is unity 
frequency. The RIN appearing as signal current at the 
receiver end is given by:
- <M>J (-£)» 
hv SNR
(5)
where h is Planck’s constant, ip is the quantum efficiency, 
v is the optical frequency, M is the mean avalanche gain, 
P  ^ is the receiver signal power with j= 0  or 1 binary 
status. In equation (5), SNR is in reverse ratio to B. Small 
SNR increases receiver noise current o2^  , therefore RIN 
can not be neglected in very large B. By adding RIN to the 
previously considered noises [4], the receiver noise 
analyses in direct detection optical fibre digital system, 
which is suitable for either long distance transmission or 
high DBR, are complete.
5. Simulation Process
The laser, fibre and receiver models together with noise 
mechanisms have bern presented in section 2, 3 and 4. By 
combining them, a CAD of optical fibre digital system for 
computing the system reception performance is developed. 
Mulli-longitudinal-mode laser source spectrum is simulated 
using equation (4). Equation (3) simulates the system in 
lime domain. The FFT and convolution methods are 
applied to develop the fibre transfer function h(t). The 
modulated optical envelope pewer signal m(t) of the laser 
is obtained from the laser equivalent circuit model. The 
various i.oisc contributions are added to get the total 
variance of the noise current under a linear assumption. In 
order to take into account the pattern effect of the
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